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Summary 

The problems of point-to-point communication have essentially been solved by advances in 

semiconductor laser and optical fibre technologies. Direct optical signal amplification has 

also become possible in recent years using Erbium-doped fibres [1], and uninterrupted glass 

fibre lengths of over 6000km are now being installed [2]. But the technologies used for signal 

routeing have yet to catch up with the huge potential bandwidths that optical fibres offer. 

The research outlined in this dissertation relates to the optical implementation of free

space routeing architectures for communication networks. These systems potentially allow 

hundreds or even thousands of signals to be optically routed through each other in a com

pact 3-dimensional volume, incurring very little crosstalk. This is achieved by the use of 

programmable computer-generated holograms (CGHs) displayed on a ferroelectric liquid 

crystal (FLC) spatial light modulator (SLM). The SLM provides fast 2-dimensional binary 

modulation of coherent light and acts as a dynamically reconfigurable diffraction pattern. 

The dissertation outlines the optical design and implementation of three such free-space 

switching architectures, where the SLM is used to deflect input signals to the required 

outpuJs in a bandwidth independent 'optically-transparent' manner. Experimental investi

gations of a broadband 1-to-15 fibre selector switch, a tuneable wavelength filter, and the 

initial experimental characterisation of a full N-to-M fibre crossbar switch are presented. 

These transparent switches offer a more compatible approach for routeing high bandwidth 

optical signals than existing electronic switch designs. The target applications for this FLC

SLM technology are reconfigurationally unintensive operations involving very high optical 

modulation frequencies, where switch failures would be expensive. Applications include 

circuit-switching of broadband or wavelength-multiplexed data, and network management or 

restoration. The diffractive nature of CGHs makes them extremely robust in their operation 

and therefore well suited to the above applications. The dynamic CGH patterns used to 

perform the routeing are shift invariant and do not fail catastrophically if individual SLM 

pixels stop working. The optical efficiencies and crosstalk noise rejection are only limited by 

the diffraction efficiencies of the CGH-SLM. Relevant theoretical efficiency limits are derived 

and compared with experimental measurements. Better than -30dB crosstalk rejection is 

demonstrated by the 1-to-15 switch, and measurements suggest that less than 6dB insertion 

loss will be possible in future iterations, even with considerably more fibre ports. 
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Previous FLC-SLM optical systems have not fully addressed the requirements for opti

cal transparency. In particular, they generally exhibit strong polarisation dependence and 

encounter problems when re-entering the fibre network from free-space . The switch config

urations presented in this dissertation have been enabled by an analysis in chapter 3 which 

predicts that" FLC-CGHs can be used as polarisation insensitive components. In addition, 

attention is paid in the design of free-space components to determining and meeting the 

demanding optical field matching requirements of single-mode fibre outputs . The success 

of the techniques used are experimentally demonstrated as space- and wavelength-switches, 

and all of the architectures have the property of full reciprocity. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

The field of global telecommunications continues to expand at a phenomenal rate and looks 

set to become the world's largest industry. The arrival of multimedia systems and the rapid 

integration of the world-wide web into everyday life means that there is an ever increasing 

demand for bandwidth, and an increased reliance on optoelectronic networks and devices. 

Research advances in optoelectronics have enabled technologies as diverse as laser printing 

and compact disc players, as well as enhancing the global telephony and computer networks. 

Optical fibres have effectively replaced wires as the information transmission medium, 

and many countries are installing substantial numbers of single-mode fibre telecommuni

cation links . These fibres are characterised by their high bandwidth capacity and by their 

low signal dispersion. However, the switching technology used to route these optical signals 

has remained firmly embedded in the electronic domain. To avoid long 'on-chip' transmis

sion distances, current electronic switching methods concentrate on the use of time-domain 

routeing, involving the allocation and servicing of each input during a particular time slot. 

But the speed and bandwidth capacity of electronic switches are ultimately limited by 

the signal skewing effects of capacitive propagation delays. These 'RC' delays, and their 

associated power dissipation and crosstalk effects, arise because of the need for physical 

electronic wiring between the switch input and output ports. Light photons do not suf

fer any equivalent constraints and there are clearly applications where an all-optical or an 

optically-assisted routeing approach could ease the load placed upon electronic switches. 

Light operates in an inherently parallel manner and therefore allows high modulation band

widths to be achieved in comparison to similar electronic architectures. Present optical 

technology can be used to implement forms of circuit-switched networks, where traffic is 
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CHAPTER 1. Introduction 2 

routed from terminal to terminal in the optical domain, regardless of the modulation for

mat. The literature reveals two distinct optical switching approaches. Solid-state optical 

devices often attempt to mimic some of the switching functions performed by electronic net

works; free-space optical devices instead attempt to obtain a much greater advantage over 

comparable electronic architectures by using the full3-dimensional capability of light. Solid

state methods include a fibre backplane with D-fibre coupler taps [3], gated optical amplifier 

arrays [4], electro-optic and semiconductor waveguide matrix switches [5- 8], acousto-optic 

filters [9], and non-linear fibre loops for time-multiplexed switching [10] . Many of these 

devices are built onto planar waveguide substrates and they therefore still require optical 

'wiring'. The alternative free-space switching is performed simply by 'pointing' the input 

sources of light directly at the output fibres or detectors across a 3-dimensional volume. 

Many of the major telecommunication operators are investigating the free-space optical 

approach. AT&T Bell Laboratories have spent huge resources advancing their FET-SEED 

technology for optically interconnecting planes of GaAs logic containing monolithically inte

grated optical modulators and receivers [11,12]. British Telecom have investigated space and 

wavelength switches as part of the multi-dimensional optical network project (MONET) [13], 

and Japan's NTT are demonstrating switches based on liquid crystal displays [14]. 

Liquid crystal devices are of particular interest because the market for commercial flat-panel 

displays has driven their development as an emerging mature technology. Ferroelectric liq

uid crystal (FLC) mixtures are the best suited for optical processing and interconnection 

applications because of their fast frame rates and large electro-optic modulation. FLC de

vices are less well developed than the more common display-oriented nematic liquid crystal 

mixtures. Thus only a handful of FLC spatial light modulators (SLMs) are commercially 

available, but new devices using silicon VLSI technology for control and electronic inter

facing [15- 17] are rapidly emerging and these are well suited to free-space interconnection 

techniques. 

• Chapter 2 outlines the basic implementation of FLC-SLMs as reconfigurable diffrac

tive phase elements, optically arranged to route coherent beams of light across a 

free-space interconnect. The principle of operation of all diffractive optical switches is 

to deflect as much signal power as possible from the inputs to the outputs. Suitable 

phase patterns for achieving arbitrary routeing are usually complex grating structures, 

constrained to only two phase states by the FLC operation. The computer design and 
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implementation of these binary holograms is well documented (e.g. , [18]) and is not 

presented in any detail here. However, it is important to understand exactly how each 

holographic recording shapes and deflects the profile of the coherent optical signal 

passing through it. The phase patterns form holographic replay images, and the rela

tionship between each hologram and its replay is shown to be that of a 2-dimensional 

spatial Fourier transform with a coordinate origin which coincides with the optic axis 

of a transform lens. Each Fourier plane hologram is therefore shift invariant and by 

changing between different display frames, the FLC-SLM may be used to dynamically 

route a single optical input to any one of many outputs . Once the switch has been 

configured, the optical data rate is unaffected by the FLC-SLM and is only limited by 

the modulation speed of the network sources. 

• Chapter 3 describes a method of achieving polarisation independent operation of 

FLC-SLMs without any adverse effects on the simplicity or performance of the optical 

system. The result is crucial to the implementation of FLC-SLMs as fibre intercon

nects and routers because most optical networks do not have any kind of polarisation 

control. This places dynamic holographic switches in a completely new light and 

may potentially lead to a large set of previously unknown architectural designs. The 

polarisation insensitive result is verified experimentally in the chapter using computer

generated holograms displayed on a transmissive FLC device. Building on this foun

dation, the chapter then describes the design and experimental implementation of a 

optically transparent dynamic 1-to-15 single-mode fibre router. This is the largest 

free-space polarisation independent interconnect ever built and it is a significant step 

towards demonstrating the feasibility of highly-parallel FLC architectures. 

Optical switches can be characterised by their noise rejection performance and by the 

loss penalty associated with sending light through them. FLC-SLMs exhibit excellent 

noise rejection, but current devices are limited to fairly large insertion losses. The 

continued development of FLC-SLM technology means that the gap between poten

tial performance and actual experimental measurements is gradually closing, and the 

remainder of the chapter investigates the theoretical diffraction efficiency limits of all 

types of FLC-SLM interconnect. 

• Chapter 4 outlines how the normally broadband transmission of FLC-SLMs may be 

refined to a degree where they are potentially useful in wavelength-division-multiplexed 

(WDM) networks for wavelength routeing and selection. WDM networks provide a 
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means for more efficient utilisation of optical fibre bandwidths, and although there is 

vigorous debate on how best to implement WDM, it is generally accepted that opti

cally transparent components will be essential for routeing and network configuration. 

This chapter investigates the design and experimental performance of an FLC-SLM 

tuneable filter that is capable of isolating a single wavelength channel from a multi

plexed stream of wavelength channels. The experiment was primarily intended as a 

proof-of-principle demonstration to show the advantages of holographic tuning, and 

to demonstrate for the first time that FLC-SLMs can be successfully operated in the 

1.55J..Lm telecommunications wavelength band. 

The experimental switch matches theoretical predictions by achieving a wavelength 

selectivity and tuning step of a few nanometres, but is flawed by a very high insertion 

loss penalty. The chapter describes various enhancements that would reduce the loss 

to an acceptable level, particularly concentrating on the optimisation of the FLC-SLM 

using a !-dimensional pixel array. The chapter also discusses the problems of main

taining aberration-free (single-moded) operation, and highlights the need for careful 

consideration of the optical design before attempting to construct large interconnec

tion architectures . 

• Chapter 5 describes the design of a single-mode FLC-SLM crossbar architecture 

for interconnecting large arrays of input and output fibres. An array of dynamic 

holograms can be used to achieve an arbitrary routeing pattern between N inputs and 

M outputs, and two methods of re-entering the fibre network are considered. Passive 

fan-in is shown to be limited in its application by an approximately 1/N insertion loss 

relationship, and a VN interconnect volume growth. A new active fan-in architecture 

is proposed which has a higher initial diffraction loss, but which is shown to have no 

interconnect-density scaling limitations. 

Optical simulation software is used to design a near aberration-free proof-of-principle 

8x8 crossbar using active fan-in at .A = 1.55J..Lm. The design uses two custom optical 

components: a spherical concave mirror, and an array of micro-lens fibre collimators. 

The collimators are an essential technology for future free-space switching devices. 

Graded-index rod lenses with diameters of a few millimetres are suggested as the 

best means for implementing them, given that the supportable crossbar size depends 

upon the number of hologram routeing pixels that are illuminated per input fibre. The 

design, iteration and initial experimental characterisation of mechanically rigid graded

index fibre collimators is outlined, and the chapter shows that these components are 
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suitable for the low-loss 8x8 crossbar prototype. The modular nature of the fibre-lens 

array assemblies makes them very well suited to the construction of future large-scale 

diffractive switches with potentially thousands of inputs and outputs . 

• Chapter 6 is a summary of the work presented in this dissertation, and it discusses 

future prospects and improvements for FLC-SLM fibre interconnects . 

—
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CHAPTER 2 

Dynamic Holography with 

Ferroelectric Liquid Crystals 

Any device capable of dynamically modulating a beam of light in one- or more usually two

dimensions, may be referred to as a 'spatial light modulator' (SLM). Televisions are SLMs in 

this broadest definition of the term, because they produce a rapidly updated series of images. 

However TVs and other cathode ray-tube devices simply radiate light from the screen by 

phosphor emission and they therefore produce incoherent images. Although some useful 

optical processing operations can be implemented by systems that use only partially coherent 

or extended light sources [19), there are severe drawbacks with this approach because of the 

accumulation of a non-zero optical mean and because of poor noise performance. These 

result from the optical phase indeterminacy of incoherent light, such that only the intensity 

of each image is meaningful. 

The most useful types of SLMs are non-emissive devices capable of altering the intensity 

and/or phase of the wavefronts passing through them. The obvious examples of intensity 

modulators are the liquid crystal displays found on modern laptop computers, in which 

SLM pixels locally modulate the intensity of a diffuse (incoherent) light source. However, 

many systems which manipulate optical beams in a more specialised fashion, for example 

to perform some kind of image filtering or correlation [20, 21], rely on the generation and 

use of coherent light. 

When illuminated by a coherent source, non-emissive SLMs are not only limited to image 

formation but may instead be configured as programmable diffractive optical elements, e.g., 

tuneable gratings. In particular, they may also be used to display complex 2-dimensional 

computer generated holograms (CGHs) [22] and hence be used to dynamically diffract beams 

of light into arbitrary positions or patterns. In addition, a CGH-SLM device which only 
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modulates the phase of the wavefronts passing through it, does not have to block out light in 

order to form new diffractive image planes. It is therefore inherently more efficient than an 

intensity-only display and is potentially well suited to situations where the available optical 

power level is fairly small. 

SLMs typically consist of an array of individually controllable pixels. A number of suit

able technologies are currently available for displaying CGH diffraction patterns. Acousto

optic [23 , 24] and magnetically operated SLMs [25 , 26] offer fast frame speeds but are expen

sive and difficult to manufacture. These devices tend to have limited numbers of pixels and 

suffer from low production yields. Alternatively, recent silicon micro-machining technology 

has led to the development of SLMs based on deformable mirrors [27, 28]. However, yields 

can again be expected to be low and the mechanical nature of these devices leads to a lot 

of unused space on the device surface and hence relatively poor optical effects. At present, 

the cheapest, most promising and accessible route to CGH-SLMs are liquid crystal devices 

of which there are two main categories. Twisted nematic LC-filled SLMs [29] are found 

in watches, calculators and laptop computer displays. These devices produce continuous 

greyscale modulation but can only operate up to video frames rates, i.e., about 24 frames 

per second. Ferroelectric liquid crystal SLMs [30] are limited to binary modulation states 

when driven in their usual mode of operation, but they potentially operate much faster 

than nematics, with material switching speeds of the order of lOp.s. They therefore rep

resent the best available compromise between reliability and speed, and they can also be 

readily configured as phase- or as intensity-modulators. 

2.1 Free-Space Diffraction-Propagation Theory 

The optical properties of coherent systems are described by rigorous diffraction-propagation 

theory. However the exact theory of diffraction is highly complex and in order to actually 

solve the appropriate differential equations, it is usually necessary to make a number of 

assumptions about the nature of the electromagnetic optical fields involved and the medium 

in which they are propagating. A formal approach to diffraction theory may be found in 

books by Goodman [31] or Siegman [32], but in order to introduce free-space propagation 

of coherent light and the operation and use of CGH-SLMs, some of the basic principles are 

presented here. Of particular interest are the properties of coherent Gaussian beams and 

the complex-valued spatial Fourier transform theory of computer generated holograms. 

2.1
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2.1.1 Coherent sources and Gaussian fields 

Coherent optical fields in isotropic or nearly isotropic dielectric media such as air or glass, 

obey Laplace's scalar wave equation: 

(2.1) 

where the 4-dimensional optical field distribution, E'(x, y, z, t), is a time-harmonic electro

magnetic travelling wave. The spatial magnitude and phase of the wavefront may be de

scribed by a complex field amplitude distribution, E(x, y, z): 

E'(x, y, z, t) = Re{ E(x, y, z) exp [j(wt- kz) J } (2.2) 

and E(x,y,z) = /E(x,y,z)/ exp [j(¢(x,y,z)) J 

where ¢(x,y,z) is the wavefront phase profile and k (= 2{ = ~) is the wavenumber for 

wavelength .A. In 1690, Huygen was the first to suggest that propagation oflight as described 

by the scalar wave equation (2.1), may be considered as a process of continuous diffraction. 

Thus in general, the profile of an optical beam will alter as it propagates. However there do 

exist a set of stationary solutions to (2.1) which have optical field profiles which change in 

size as they propagate in free-space along the z-axis, but have distribution patterns which 

remain unaltered. 

These 'eigenmodes' can be conveniently described by the orthogonal Hermite-Gaussian poly

nomials [32]. Only the lowest-order field mode, denoted by TEM00 , is of interest here. This 

mode has a rotationally symmetric spherical-Gaussian profile and is the fundamental field 

mode emitted by most laser cavities. Optical communication networks with long fibre dis

tances and high data rates are exclusively limited to the use of single-mode fibres to avoid 

multi-path dispersion. The field mode emitted from a perpendicularly cleaved single-mode 

fibre is also a T EM00 Gaussian. This mode therefore represents the most probable beam 

profile to be found in any coherent optical system and it can be assumed that free-space 

optical switch architectures must also be designed to manipulate Gaussian beams. 

In any z-plane, a transverse T EM00 Gaussian field distribution may be described in terms 

of an instantaneous beam radius w, and a phase wavefront curvature R. w is defined as 

the radius at which the electric field amplitude falls to ~ of its peak value or the radius 
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magnetic travelling wave. The spatial. magnitude and phase of the wavefront may be de—

scribed by a complex field amplitude distribution, Etc, 3;, z):

 

E(rc,y,z,t) = Re{.fi}[:c,y,z) exp [flair — kz)] } (2.2)

and E’(:c,y, z) = @1353}, 2-] exp [j(cf)[n:,y,z))]
l

where d;{_ri;,y,z) is the wavefront phase profile and l: (2 QT“ = f) is the wavenumber for

wavelength A. In 1690, Huygen was the first to suggest that propagation of light as described

by the scalar wave equation {2.1), may be considered as a process of continuous difi‘raction.

Thus in general, the profile of an optical beam will alter as it propagates. However there do

exist a set of stationary solutions to (2.1) which have optical field profiles which change in I

size as they propagate in free-space aIOng the z—axis, but have distribution patterns which

remain unaltered.

These ‘eigenmodes’ can be conveniently described by the orthogonal Hermite—Gaussian poly-

nomials [32]. Only the lowest-order field mode, denoted by TEMm, is of interest here. This

mode has a rotationally symmetric spherical~Gaussian profile and is the fundamental field

mode emitted by most. laser cavities. Optical communication networks with long fibre dis-

tances and high data rates are exclusively limited to the use of single-mode fibres to avoid

inulti-path dispersion. The field mode emitted from a perpendicularly cleaved single-mode

fibre is also a TEMDU Gaussian. This mode therefore represents the most probable beam

profile to be found in any coherent optical system and it can be assumed that free-space

optical switch architectures must also be designed to manipulate Gaussian beams.

in any z-planc, a transverse TEMno Gaussian field distribution may be described in terms

of an instantaneous beam radius in, and a phase wavefront curvature R. is is defined as

the radius at which the electric field amplitude. falls to i of its peak value or the radius
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at which the Gaussian intensity falls to e12 of the peak intensity. t The spherical wavefront 

radius of curvature R is defined to have a positive value for a diverging beam, tending to 

infinity, and a negative value for a converging beam. The propagation of a Gaussian field 

in 3-dimensions is nearly an exact solution of the scalar wave equation and is described by: 

- - [ jk(x2 + y2) ] E(x, y, z) = Q(z) exp -
2 

Q(z) (2.3) 

where 
- 1 j).. 
Q(z) = R(z) - 1rw2(z) 

Q(z) determines how the wavefront evolves as the transverse field propagates. After nor

malisation of equation (2.3), the transverse beam intensity in any z-plane is of the form: 

2 [ x2 + y2] 
I(x, y, z) = 1fw2(z) exp -2 w2(z) (2.4) 

In contrast to geometric ray optics which predict that converging rays are focused to an 

infinitesimally small spot, physical Gaussian beams propagate to and from a Gaussian 'waist' 

position. At this waist, the wavefront is flat and the beam radius reaches a finite global 

minimum value w0 , such that: 

w(z) = Wo 1+(~)2 
1fW2 

0 

dw 

dz 
w(z) 
R(z) 

(2.5) 

where z has the value of zero at the waist position. Simple Gaussian beams are very well

behaved because they exhibit ray-like propagation away from the vicinity of waists, and 

approach an asymptotic value of beam divergence which is inversely related to the value 

of w0 • Thus to produce a highly 'collimated' Gaussian beam, the waist diameter must 

be much larger than the wavelength >.. Alternatively, a rapidly divergent beam will be 

produced from the a::::= 5J-tm core radius of a cleaved single-mode communications fibre. In 

this case, the beam waist coincides with the fibre end and has an extent determined by the 

fibre V-number: 

( 
1.619 2.879) 

W 0 = a 0.65 + Vl.S + ~ where 
27ra 

V=-NA 
).. 

(2.6) 

Vis proportional to the fibre numerical aperture (NA) and is always less than 2.4 for a single-

tsome texts (e.g., Snyder and Love (33]) define Gaussian beam widths differently, but they generally use 
a different symbol in their representation. 
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In contrast to geometric ray optics which predict that converging rays are focused to an

infinitesimally small spot, physical Gaussian beams propagate to and from a Gaussian ‘waist‘

position. At this waist, the wavefront is flat and the beam radius reaches a finite global

minimum value nip, such that:

  

 
where s has the value of zero at the waist position. Simple Gaussian beams are very wellv

behaved because they exhibit ray-like propagation away from the vicinity of waists, and

approach an asymptotic value of beam divergence which is inversely related to the value.

of we. Thus to produce a highly ‘collimated’ Gaussian beam, the waist diameter must

be much larger than the wavelength A. Alternatively, a rapidly divergent beam will be

produced from. the o. 2 5pm core radius of a cleaved single-mode communications fibre. In

this case, the beam waist coincides with the fibre end and has an extent determined by the

fibre V—number:

  1.619 2.8" 2 '.

m0 = e: (0.65 + :9) where r”

V is proportional to the fibre numerical aperture (NA) and is always less than 2.4 for a single-

lSome texts (c.g., Snyder and Love [33]} define Gaussian beam widths differently, but they generally use
a different symbol in their representation.
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mode fibre. Equation (2.6) is the most commonly used approximation for the Gaussian spot 

size in step-index single-mode fibres [34]. Other approximations are discussed in [35]. 

2.2 Holographic Replay 

In order to achieve useful optical processing, the Gaussian free-space wavefront must be 

modified and diffracted by some form of holographic recording. The simplest architecture 

for viewing the replay fields resulting from the display of dynamic computer generated 

holograms on an S1M, is the 4-f Gaussian relay shown in figure 2.1. 

Wo 

Coherent 
Gaussian 
Source 

Pl 

L1 
CGH-SLM 

L2 

P2 P3 P4 

Figure 2.1: Optical 4-f Gaussian relay. 

w' 
0 

Replay 
plane 

PS 

The operation of this symmetrical relay is as follows. In plane Pl, coherent light enters the 

system in the form of a divergent Gaussian beam. This beam profile may be the emitted 

field from a single-mode fibre-pigtailed laser; the direct output from a semiconductor laser 

cavity; or may be generated as the result of coherent diffraction through a small spatial 

filter pinhole. The source is aligned along the z optic axis of the system and the light beam 

propagates forward until it reaches plane P2, where it is collimated by lens 11. This lens 

must be arranged in an infinite conjugate ratio configuration, such that plane Pl is exactly 

one focal distance f, in front of P2. Ignoring the S1M in plane P3 for the moment, the 

collimated beam propagates a further distance 2f and arrives in plane P4, at the back of 

lens 12. Provided there is no significant aperturing of the Gaussian field, the arguments 

of symmetry and reversibility imply that the light will arrive in output plane P5 with an 

identical profile to that in plane Pl. With the optics of the relay correctly aligned, Gaussian 

waists exist in planes Pl and P5 such that w0 = w~. The positive lenses also create a new 
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mode fibre. Equation (2.6) is the most commonly used approximation for the Gaussian spot

size in step—index single-mode fibres [34]. Other approximations are discussed in [35].

Holographic Replay

In. order to achieve useful optical processing, the Gaussian free—space wavefront must be

modified and difl'racted by some form of holographic recording. The simplest architecture

for viewing the replay fields resulting from the display of dynamic computer generated

holograms on an SLM, is the 4~f Gaussian relay shown in figure 2.1.

CGH-SLM

 
 

 

Coherent Replay

Gaussian plane

Source

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5

Figure 2.1: Optical 4-f Gaussian relay.

The operation of this symmetrical relay is as follows. In plane Pl, coherent light enters the

system in the form of a divergent Gaussian beam. This beam profile may be the emitted

field from a single-mode fibre-pigtailed laser; the direct output from a semiconductor laser

cavity; or may be generated as the result of coherent diffraction through a small spatial

filter pinhole. The source is aligned along the z optic axis of the system and the light beam

propagates forward until it reaches plane P2, where it is collimated by lens L1. This lens

must be arranged in an infinite conjugate ratio configuration, such that plane P1 is exactly

one focal distance f, in front of P2. Ignoring the SLM in plane P3 for the moment, the

collimated beam propagates a further distance 2f and arrives in plane P4, at. the back of

lens L2. Provided there is no significant aperturing of the Gaussian field, the arguments

of symmetry and reversibility imply that. the light will arrive in output plane P5 with an

identical profile to that in plane P1. With the optics of the relay correctly aligned, Gaussian

waists exist in planes P1 and P5 such that urn = mg. The positive lenses also create. a new
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larger waist in plane P3. In practice however, the high degree of collimation actually ensures 

that the Gaussian phase wavefront is essentially flat in any plane between lenses 11 and 12, 

and not just flat in plane P3. 

2. 2.1 Optical transformation properties of a positive lens 

Inclusion of the CGH-S1M in plane P3 of figure 2.1, has the effect of modifying the colli

mated wavefront using the phase transmittance function of the hologram, CGH(x , y). To 

evaluate the field at P5 due to diffraction from the CGH, it is necessary to examine what 

happens when the altered Gaussian wavefront is refracted by a positive lens offocallength f. 
By definition, an ideal lens converts a plane wave into a spherical wave. An aberration-free 

lens therefore simply introduces a spatial parabolic phase-shift onto the incident wavefront. 

The aperture oflens 12 is finite and may be represented by a complex pupil function p(x, y): 

{ 

[ 
jk ] exp - 2f (x2 + y2) 

p(x, y) = 

0 

Inside the lens aperture, 
(2.7) 

elsewhere. 

A method of performing the desired propagation of the CGH-modified wavefront through 

the lens is provided by Fresnel's 'paraxial' version of the scalar wave equation (2 .1). Fresnel's 

equation is based on the assumption that the z dependence of €(x, y, z, t) will be insubstantial 

compared with the forward phase motion of the harmonic wave as given by exp [- j kz] . 

Hence ;:2 E(x, y, z) =? 0. This approximation is valid for Gaussian beams and other optical 

fields which do not have significant power travelling in highly deviated directions relative to 

the z-axis. 

The Fresnel integral (2.8) is a paraxial solution to the scalar wave equation. Within the 

limits of the paraxial approximation, it relates a known field distribution E(x 0 , Yo) in a 

plane z = 0, to the optical field E(x, y) that will be produced after propagation of the 

wavefront through an arbitrary distance z in free-space: 

(2 .8) 

2.2.1
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larger waist in plane P3. In practice however, the high degree of collimation actually ensures

that the Gaussian phase wavefront is essentially flat in any plane between lenses L1 and L2‘

and not just flat in plane P3.

Optical transformation properties of a positive lens

Inclusion of the CGH-SLM in plane P3 of figure 2.1, has the effect of modifying the colli-

mated wavefront using the phase transmittance function of the hologram. CGH(d:,p). To

evaluate the field at P5 due to difl'raction from the CGH, it is necessary to examine what

happens when the altered Gaussian wavefront is refracted by a positive lens of focal length f.

By definition, an ideal lens converts a plane wave into a spherical wave. An aberration-free

lens therefore simply introduces a spatial parabolic phase-shift onto the incident wavefront.

The aperture of lens L2 is finite and may be represented by a complex pupil function p(a‘, 3;):

exp [—3—3:(::;2 + y?)] Inside the lens aperture,
0 elsewhere.

stay) = (27)

A method of performing the desired propagation of the OCH-modified wavefront through

the lens is provided by Fresnel’s ‘paraxial‘ version of the scalar wave equation (2.1). Fresnel’fi

equation is based on the assumption that the z dependence of E'(:I:, y, z, t) will be insubstantial

compared with the forward phase motion of the harmonic wave as given by exp[—jt‘.z].

Hence 5% :(a', y, 2) => i]. This approximation is valid for Gaussian beams and other optical

fields which do not have significant power travelling in highly deviated directions relative to

the z—axis.

The Fresnel integral (2.8) is a paraxial solution to the scalar wave equation. Within the

limits of the parascial approximation, it relates a known field distribution Emmy") in a

plane z = 0, to the optical field E(m,y) that will be produced after propagation of the

wavefront through an arbitrary distance 2: in free-space:

DO

E[:i:,y) 93 ff K'{:r:,y,z;:r:fl,yo) E(a'mya) drenflya (2.8)—-oo
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where K(x, y, z; x0 , Yo) is the 'Kernel' or transfer function of free-space propagation: 

exp [jk (z + xzizyz) J [ 'k ( x~ + y~ XXo + YYo)] 
K(x,y,z;x0 ,y0 ) = ., exp J A - --'------=-..::....:... 

JAZ 2z Z 
(2.9) 

Equations (2.8) and (2.9) represent multiplication of the input field by a propagator func

tion, followed by integration over the entire extent of the field. (x 0 , Yo) are the coordinates 

in the plane z = 0 and (x, y) are the coordinates after the wavefront has been propagated. 

Combination and rearrangement of these equations lead to the more convenient and recog

nisable form of a 2-dimensional Fourier transform: 

where the S¢(x, y) term outside the integral only affects the final size and wavefront curva

ture of the resultant field. Temporarily neglecting the effect of propagation from the SLM to 

the back of the second lens (see figure 2.1), the wavefront incident on L2 may be represented 

by a flat Gaussian field multiplied by the CGH transmittance function. This is then further 

multiplied by the lens pupil function: 

(2.11) 

When the propagating field reaches the focal plane of lens L2 where z = f, the quadratic 

phase term of eqn. (2.10) exactly cancels the pupil function. In addition, the Gaussian 

illumination term can be moved outside the integral, resulting in a convolution between the 

output plane Gaussian, waist radius w~ ( = w 0 ), and the Fourier transform of the hologram 

transmittance function: 

E(x, y) = ~[ G(wc) J * S¢(X, y) /[
2 

CGH(xo, Yo) exp [ -j(ux0 + vy0 ) J dxodYo 

= G(w~) * { S.p(x,y)~[CGH(x0 ,y0)]} (2.12) 

where* represents convolution,~[] is the Fourier transform operator, G(w~) is a Gaussian 

waist of radius w~, and ( u, v) are a scaled coordinate system for the transform. The absolute 
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where K(:r,1 ,2; an, yo) is the ‘Kernel’ or transfer function of free~space propagation:

 .' _. 3:24-15: ,

exp [J Hz + 2: mg + 3% (ca-D + yys)]Khan/verges) = ——J/\z—_— exp [313( 22 — Z

(2-9)

Equations (2.8) and (2.9} represent multiplication of the input field by a propagator func-

tion, followed hy integration over the entire extent of the field. {3:0, yo} are the coordinates

in the plane 2 = [l and (my) are the coordinates after the wavefront has been propagated.

Combination and rearrangement of these equations lead to the more convenient and recog-

nisable form of a 2-dimensional Fourier transform:

_ ' '00 w J2 2 g,

Etna) = Sal-Tail) // {Elsmynl exp [.itr(q”2:y°)] } exp |:_j—:‘(il:$o + and] divodyu
' "x’ (2.10)

 

where the S¢(a:, 3;) term outside the integral only affects the final size and wavefront curva—

ture of the resultant field. Temporarily neglecting the effect of propagation from the SLM to

the back of the second lens (see figure 2.1), the wavefront incident on L2 may be represented

by a flat Gaussian field multiplied by the CGH transmittance function. This is then further

multiplied by the lens pupil function:

E($myel = C(wc) >< CGHlmmyo) X phrase) (2-11)

When the propagating field reaches the focal plane of lens L2 where z = f, the quadratic

phase term of eqn. (2.10) exactly cancels the pupil function. In addition, the Gaussian

illumination term can be moved outside the integral, resulting in a convolution between the

output plane Gaussian, waist radius in; (: mg}, and the Fourier transform of the l'iolograni

transmittance function:

new) 2 flown] a: Sd,[:i:,y) / :2 ooammyn exp [—j(u:l:a + 12%)] (may,

2 Smog) 7!: {S¢($,y) 3[CGH(:rg,yal] } (2-12)

where *- represents convolution, 3 H is the Fourier transform operator, G'(w,’,) is a Gaussian
waist of radius win and (ran) are a scaled coordinate system for the liranslbrm. The absolute
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z-axis phase change contained in S¢(x, y) can also be ignored, leaving: 

kx 
and u--T, 

ky 
v= -

f 
(2.13) 

2.2.2 The Fourier fiat-phase condition 

In addition to the resultant replay plane intensity- and phase-profiles calculated from the 

complex-valued spatial Fourier transform of the hologram function, equation (2.13) predicts 

that there is also a residual spherical wavefront curvature from S¢(x, y). If equation (2 .10) 

is used a second time to take account of propagation from the CGH to the back of 12, 

and provided this distance is set to exactly one focal length f, on repeating the analysis 

it is found that the spherical curvature term disappears [31]. Hence we are left with a 

simple Fourier transform relationship between the CGH transmittance function and the 

field it produces in output plane P5. This is the Fourier 'fiat-phase' condition, obtained by 

configuration of the optical system as a 4-f structure: 

(2.14) 

The simple form of equation (2.14) and the discrete nature of the SLM pixels, makes eval

uation of the hologram replay field exceptionally well suited to computer-based numerical 

fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithms [36]. To obtain maximum light efficiency, the SLM 

pixels should only modulate the phase of the incident Gaussian beam and not the inten

sity. Hence the hologram transmittance CGH(x0 , Yo) will typically be complex and may be 

represented as a discrete function CGH(Xm, Yn): 

(2.15) 

where (Xm, Yn) are the discrete pixel coordinates and the function q> represents the phase 

retardations of each pixel. 

2.3 Ferroelectric Liquid Crystal Spatial Light Modulators 

Molecularly aligned ferroelectric liquid crystals (FLCs) exhibit electro-optic effects which 

alter the polarisation state of the light transmitted through them. Typically these FLC 
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z-axis phase change contained in S¢(;c, y) can also be ignored, leaving:

EXP Eh"? +1i12l t»S'Msxy) = —[2—f—/\f—l and n = g, c = 79 [2.13)

2.2.2 The Fourierfioi-phese condition

2.3

In addition to the resultant replay plane intensity» and pl‘iase-profiles calculated from the

complex-valued spatial Fourier transform of the hologram function, equation (2.13) predicts

that there is also a residual spherical wavefront curvature from S¢{:f:, 3;). If equation (2.10)

is used a secend time to take account of propagation from the CGH to the back of L2,

and provided this distance is set to exactly one focal length f, on repeating the analysis

it is found that the spherical curvature term disappears [31]. Hence we are left with a

simple Fourier transform relationship between the CGH transmittance function and the

field it produces in output plane P5. This is the Fourier ‘flat-phase’ condition, obtained by

configuration of the optical system as a 4 -f structure:

Etay) = fi Grant) * slowest”) (2.14)

The simple form of equation (2.14) and the discrete nature of the SLM pixels, makes eval-

uation of the hologram replay field exceptionally well suited to computer-based numerical

fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithms [36]. To obtain maximum light efficiency, the SLM

pixels should only modulate the phase of the incident Gaussian beam and not the inten-

sity. Hence the hologram transmittance CGH(:cm y”) will typically be complex and may be

represented as a discrete function CGH{Xm, if”):

0011mm, it.) = exp [3%er m] (2.15)

where (Km, Y”) are the discrete pixel coordinates and the function tIJ represents the phase

retardations of each pixel.

Ferroelectric Liquid Crystal Spatial Light Modulators

Molecularly aligned fcrroelectric liquid crystals (FLCs) exhibit electro~optic effects which

alter the polarisation state of the light transmitted through them. Typically these FLC
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materials are arranged as the dielectric of a capacitor with transparent electrodes , and 

when used between crossed plane-polarisers arranged around the device, FLC-SLMs can be 

configured to modulate either the intensity or the phase of the incident light . 

The need for fast high-contrast displays has driven the development of FLC devices as 

intensity modulators [37], but the realisation that a simple re-orientation of the polaris

ers produces phase-only modulation was a relatively recent discovery [38, 39]. The use of 

FLC-SLMs as programmable diffractive elements has many applications to coherent opti

cal systems such as dynamic holography [40, 41], optical beam steering [42, 43], wavelength 

selection [44], and image processing [16, 45]. 

2. 3.1 Ferroelectric molecular dynamics 

Ferroelectric properties are exhibited by liquid crystals in the smectic C* phase. The FLC 

molecules are organised in layers and are described by a layer normal vector i, pointing 

perpendicularly through all layer boundaries [37] . When the FLC cell is thicker than about 

10J.Lm, the molecules have a high degree of orientational freedom and may be considered to 

be in a 'bulk' state. The chirality of the molecular structure causes the long axis of each 

molecule to tilt out from the layer normal by a temperature-dependent average tilt angle 

e. Thus each molecule may be modelled as if it was lying along the surface of a cone, with 

freedom to rotate about the apex, figure 2.2. Within each layer the FLC molecules align in 

the same tilted direction, given by a molecular director n. The resultant dipole moment of 

each layer produces a local polarisation density Pat right angles ton and i . 

Figure 2.2: The conical degrees of freedom of an FLC 'bulk' molecule. 
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When an electric field is applied across the cell, P follows the field and causes the layer 

molecules to rotate around an arc of the cone to a position of equilibrium. This lowest 

energy position depends on the radius of the cone and the magnitude of the applied electric 

field. Rotation of the director has a corresponding effect on the optical property of the 

device. Hence by modulating the electric field, the director can be arbitrarily moved around 

the cone's surface, generating a 'greyscale' sequence of possible molecular positions. However 

the main drawback with this modulation scheme is that the helical rotation of molecular 

orientations between layers tends to cancel the net dipole when the applied voltage is small, 

causing a non-linear switching response. 

When FLC materials are confined to thinner cells (typically 2f.Lm or less), surface interactions 

at the cell boundaries dominate the molecular dynamics. In particular, when a textured 

alignment layer of material is present on both cell surfaces [46], the FLC molecules can be 

forced to surface-stabilise and align in planes strictly parallel to the cell boundaries. This 

effectively collapses the cone of allowed director states into a single plane and restricts the 

average molecular positions n, to only two diametrically opposing states, separated by the 

full cone angle 20, figure 2.3. 

Figure 2.3: The two degrees of freedom of a surface-stabilised FLC molecule. 

In contrast to the bulk state where molecules in consecutive FLC layers may have different 

molecular directors along their respective cones, molecules in surface-stabilised cells all have 

exactly the same orientation. Due to the strong dipole moment that is now present through

out the entire device, applying an electric field across the thin cell causes the molecules to 

rapidly 'flip' into the equilibrium state of lowest energy. Reversing the field direction causes 

them to flip back again. 
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Although surface-stabilised FLC operation is essentially limited to a binary effect, switching 

occurs on a relatively short time-scale because of the ferroelectric nature of the interaction 

between the liquid crystal and the applied field. The binary properties of the majority 

of FLC modulators means that they can only be used to produce either black-and-white 

images or 0- and 1r-phase screens. This limits their performance as programmable diffractive 

elements but suitable holographic design procedures help to maximise their efficiency under 

this constraint. 

The stabilised molecular geometry described above is known as the 'bookshelf' structure 

because the molecular layers are aligned perpendicular to the cell boundaries and have the 

geometry of a row of books, figure 2.4(a). In practice, the molecular pinning forces at the 

glass surfaces cause the ideal structure to collapse into a chevron, with a sharp layer discon

tinuity running along the centre of the cell, figure 2.4(b). The chevron form is degenerate 

because the layers may point in either of two directions. Boundaries between the two forms 

can sometimes be observed as undesirable 'zig-zag' defects within cells. Although heat and 

electrical treatment of these devices may temporarily remove the visible defects [4 7], they are 

essentially a product of the manufacturing process and will reappear if the applied electric 

field is too large. 

:I I I I I I I I I fz : >>>>>>>>>[~ 
z 

Figure 2.4(a): Bookshelf layer structure. Figure 2.4(b ): Chevron layer structure. 

A chevron structure implies that the layer normal z, and hence the molecular cone axis, is 

inclined at an angle to the surface boundaries. However, the presence of surface stabilisation 

still forces the molecules to lie in surface-parallel planes. Thus the two equilibria states are 

no longer on diametrically opposed sides of the cone, but rather lie at the ends of a shorter 

arc of the cone. The chevron structure therefore reduces the effective molecular tilt angle 

and decreases the magnitude of the electro-optic effect that is observed, but leads to an 

increased switching speed. FLC switching times (typically < l5f.LS for 2() approaching 45° 

but greater than lOV drive voltage) depend strongly on the effective molecular tilt angle 

but in reality, actual SLM devices are usually limited by the speed of the driving electronics, 

rather than by the material viscosity. 
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2.3.2 Surface-stabilised FLC pixel structures 

A spatial light modulator typically consists of an array of M x N individually switchable 

pixels . Figure 2.5 shows a schematic of a single FLC pixel structure in a transmissive display 

device. The liquid crystal lies between two glass plates which have been attached to one 

another using a glue seal around the edges of the glass. The inner sides of the glass are 

patterned with transparent indium tin oxide (ITO) electrodes and the surface-stabilisation 

of the FLC molecules is achieved by obliquely evaporated SiO layers or by brushed polymer 

layers deposited on top of the electrodes. On one glass plate the parallel column electrode 

stripes run vertically and on the other, row electrodes run horizontally. Each pixel active 

region is therefore defined by the overlap area of a row and column electrode. Addressing 

takes place by applying an enabling voltage to a single row and then writing data on all 

columns. The full frame is addressed by repeating this process down all rows. The inherent 

bistability of fully surface-stabilised FLC materials means that the data will be retained 

whilst the other rows are being scanned. The dead-space areas between electrodes are regions 

which cannot be modulated. These regions decrease the contrast (in intensity operation) or 

the diffraction efficiency (in phase operation) of the SLM. 

The liquid crystal thickness is controlled by spherical or rod-shaped glass spacers scattered 

between the glass plates. These spacers have an undesirable lensing effect on the light 

passing through them, but also potentially induce large area liquid crystal defects [48]. In 

small devices it is sometimes possible to keep the spacers away from the pixels, confined to 

the glue seal only. 

This passive glass-substrate technology is well suited to display applications, but is limited 

by the density of electrical connection to the ITO electrodes which is required at the glass 

plate edges. A promising innovation in the development of miniature FLC devices is to 

construct SLMs directly on the top of CMOS VLSI silicon chips [15]. These devices operate 

in reflection and each pixel is addressed by a signal applied to an aluminium pad which 

doubles as the pixel mirror, figure 2.6. The use of CMOS circuitry at each pixel also removes 

the reliance on full FLC material bistability and enables pixel pitches down to about 25p,m 

to be addressed relatively easily. 

If the optical-quality aluminium pixel mirror is fabricated as part of the normal CMOS 

processing, it has to be placed in an area away from the optically irregular pixel drive 

circuitry. This introduces an unacceptable amount of dead-space and leads to unpredictable 
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Figure 2.5: The structure of a single transmissive SLM pixel. 
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Figure 2.6: The structure of a reflective silicon backplane SLM pixel. 
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Figure 2.5: The structure of a single transmissive SLM pixel.
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Figure 2.6: The structure of a reflective silicon backplane SLM pixel.
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FLC modulation effects above the circuitry. Planarisation of the silicon surface has recently 

solved these problems [49]. This process involves growing a layer of silicon dioxide over 

the whole silicon wafer after processing, but before SLM assembly. This layer is then 

mechanically polished to an optical flatness and vias are etched through to contacts in the 

underlying circuitry. As the final stage, new aluminium pixel mirrors are evaporated onto 

the surface. 

Using this technique, the pixel dead-space may be decreased to less than 10% and the 

optical quality is greatly improved. A potentially simpler but as yet unproven alternative 

to mechanical polishing may be to planarise the CMOS circuitry by spinning a polymer 

material over it. 

2.3.3 Backplane SLM pixel circuitry 

The development of CMOS backplane SLMs has important implications for free-space opti

cal architectures because they potentially provide the ability to have high pixel densities in 

very compact volumes. CMOS devices interface readily with other electronic components 

and typically operate an order of magnitude faster than their passive transmissive coun

terparts. The use of silicon circuitry also provides the opportunity for placing some local 

electronic processing at each pixel to enhance the device functionality. 

Column 
Data 

r······· 
FLC 

Figure 2.7(a): DRAM pixel modulator. 

Data 

r······· 

Figure 2. 7 (b): SRAM pixel modulator. 

Essentially backplane SLMs operate as optically-readable memory. Although the integra

tion of photodiodes onto the silicon circuitry also introduces the possibility of optically 

addressed 'smart pixels' [50], usually we are only concerned with electronic addressing 

schemes (EASLMs). Two binary storage schemes are well known in conventional silicon 
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Figure 2.7(a): DRAM pixel modulator. Figure 2.7(b): SRAM pixel modulator.

Essentially backplane SLMs operate as Optically—readable memory. Although the integra—

tion of photodiodes onto the silicon circuitry also introduces the possibility of optically

addressed ‘smart pixels’ [50], usually we are only concerned with electronic addressing

schemes (EASLMs). Two binary storage schemes are well known in conventional silicon  
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memory technology, and these have been incorporated into EASLM designs. The dynamic

RAM pixel circuitry [15], figure 2.7(a), has a single transistor per pixel and the 1-bit binary 

memory state is stored as a capacitive charge polarity on the actual mirror contact . The low 

transistor count in DRAM devices make them easy to miniaturise, but the support electron

ics must continuously refresh the pixel voltages as they tend to leak charge through parasitic 

coupling effects. This arises because each pixel can only be latched to the power rails for a 

finite amount of time and must otherwise remain in a high-impedance state. A faster and 

more robust approach is the static-RAM cell [17], figure 2.7(b), which has a bistable latch 

at each pixel. These modulators require more silicon area, but the pixels are effectively 

continuously connected to a power rail and they thus produce better FLC modulation. 

2.4 Computer Generated Holograms 

The availability of only two ferroelectric modulation states means that practical holograms 

displayed on FLC-SLMs are usually a coarsely phase-quantized representation of the sam

pled 2-dimensional Fourier transform of the desired replay field. Simply thresholding the 

continuous transform usually results in poor diffraction efficiency because of the high degree 

of unwanted quantization noise that is introduced. This has led to much interest in more 

complex methods for reducing quantization noise. Hence the generation of binary phase 

holograms is very well documented [51- 58]. These methods are generally based on iterative 

fast Fourier transform algorithms and rely on the use of pixels capable of switching through 

a phase angle of precisely 1r. 

2.4.1 Binary phase-only modulation with ferroelectric liquid crystals 

A surface-stabilised FLC material exhibits the properties of an optically-active uniaxial 

crystal. The fast and slow birefringent axes lie in the plane of the device, parallel to the 

cell surface and perpendicular to the z-axis direction of light transmission. One of the two 

birefringent axes is usually parallel to the FLC molecular director n and the other axis is 

orthogonal to this. In most FLC materials, linear polarised light aligned along the fast axis 

of the FLC material will experience the ordinary refractive index n 0 . Light aligned parallel 

to the slow axis will experience the extraordinary index ne. These birefringent axes rotate 

about z through the switching angle 20 as the direction of applied voltage is altered. Each 

pixel of the display thus acts exactly as an independently controlled waveplate with two 

stable angular positions. 
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Binary phase-only operation of an FLC-SLM is achieved by placing the device between 

crossed 90° polarisers, figure 2.8. The input polariser is oriented such that the resultant 

polarisation direction bisects either the two possible angular positions of no, or the two 

positions of ne. Each pixel of the display then produces a phase-only change of either 0 or 

1r [39]. Considering a single pixel only, the field produced in figure 2.8 by the first polariser 

must take the form: 

E'x(z, t) = 0, 

E'y(z, t) = Ey cos(wt- kz) (2.16) 

where Ey is the field amplitude in the vertical plane. The two liquid crystal states correspond 

to angular positions of the birefringent axes relative to the input polarisation direction 

of either +8 or -8, figure 2.9. The input light must now be resolved into parallel and 

perpendicular complex amplitude components along the fast and slow axes: 

Along the fast axis: EJ = Ey cos (±8) 

slow axis: Es = Eysin(±8) exp [jkb.nT] (2.17) 

where kb.nT is the phase retardation experienced by the polarised component which is par

allel to the slow axis as it passes through the FLC cell, relative to the orthogonal component 

which is parallel to the fast axis. b.n is the birefringence of the FLC material defined as 

b.n = I no - ne I, and T is the cell thickness. The resulting output field components are 

t "Holepad" hologram courtesy of T.D. Wilkinson and D.C. O'Brien. 
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Binary phase~only operation of an FLC-SLM is achieved by placing the device between

crossed 90” polarisers, figure 2.8. The input polariser is oriented such that the resultant

polarisation direction bisects either the two possible angular positions of no, or the two

positions of ne. Each pixel of the display then produces a phasc~only change of either 0 or i
11' [39]. Considering a single pier only, the field produced in figure 2.8 by the first polariser II

must take the form:

€310?! 1') I 0‘

Ey(z,i) = By cos(wt — fez) [2.16) }
where By is the field amplitude in the vertical plane. The two liquid crystal states correspond

to angular positions of the birefringent axes relative to the. input polarisation direction

of either +9 or —6, figure 2.9. The input light must now be resolved into parallel and

perpendicular complex amplitude components along the fast and slow axes:

Along the fast axis: E; = Er cos (it?)

slow axis: iss = 133,, sin (is) exp [jkAnT] (2.17)

where kAnT is the phase retardation experienced by the polarised component which is par—

allel to the slow axis as it passes through the FLC cell‘ relative to the orthogonal component

which is parallel to the fast axis. An is the birefringence of the PLO material defined as

An = Ina H 713‘, and T is the cell thickness. The resulting output field components are

i“I'Iolepad" hologram courtesy of TI}. Wilkinson and D.C. O'Brien.  
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then 'analysed' by the second polariser. The vertical field component is discarded by this 

analyser and the complex amplitude of the horizontally polarised output field f.' is: 

E~ = { Ey sin (±e) exp [jk.6..nT] } cos (±e) - { Ey cos (±e)} sin (±e) 

= ±~Ey sin2e ( exp [jk.6..nT] - 1) (2.18) 

The change in sign of E~ in (2.18) as the FLC switches between states implies that the 

required (0, 1r) phase-only modulation has been achieved. Binary phase modulation is always 

possible, irrespective of the cell thickness and the FLC parameters. In general however, there 

is a transmission loss associated with each polariser. The first polariser absorbs power during 

the conversion of the original input light into a vertically polarised state. But ignoring this 

loss and any other additional efficiency losses that will be present in a real experimental 

system, a reduced transmission also arises because the vertical polarisation component at 

the second polariser is discarded. The transmission efficiency of an ideal binary phase FLC

SLM is therefore predicted from the normalised intensity of E~: 

T = IE~I
2 

= l sin2 2e (2- 2 cos (k.6..nT)) 1Evl2 4 

. 2 e . 2 k.6..nT =sm 2 sm -
2
- (2.19) 

From equation (2.19) it can be seen that the transmission loss may be minimised by manu

facturing the device with a half-waveplate thickness (k.6..nT = 1r) and by choosing an FLC 
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then ‘analysed‘ by the second polariser. The vertical field component is diScarded by this

analyser and the complex amplitude of the horizontally polarised output field E’ is:

E; = {By sin (1'9) exp [jkAnT] }cos (it?) — {13y cos (#9)} sin (i6)

= i%EySi1123(EX[J[_jkAt-'1T] — 1) (2.18)

The change in sign {1ng in (2.18) as the PLO switches between states implies that the

required (0, arr) phase-only modulation has been achieved. Binary phase modulation is always

possible, irrespective of the cell thickness and the PLO parameters. In general however, there

is a transmission loss associated with each polariser. The first polariser absorbs power during

the conversion of the original input light into a vertically polarised state. But ignoring this

loss and any other additional elficiency losses that will be present in a real experimental

system, a reduced transmission also arises because the vertical polarisation component at

the second polariser is discarded. The transmission efliciency of an ideal binary phase FLC-

SLM is therefore predicted from the normalised intensity of EL:

E’ 12
T = leP — isin2 2.9 (2 — Zoos (kAnletr

 

, 2 kAnT
sin“I 29 em
 

(2.19)

From equation (2.19) it can be seen that the transmission loss may be minimised by manu-

facturing the device with a halilwaveplale thickness (kAnT = 7t) and by choosing an FLO
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material with an effective tilt angle as close to e = 45° as possible. Commercially avail

able FLC materials typically have a birefringence of around D.n = 0.18 at a wavelength of 

). = 633nm. Thus the glass rod spacers within any FLC device which has been optimised 

for the visible spectrum, should be just less than T ~ 2J,Lm wide. Optimising the switching 

angle is more problematic because it requires the chemical synthesis of new FLC materials. 

Considerable efforts have been made to develop materials with an effective tilt angle of 

e = 22.5° [59] because this is the condition that produces maximum contrast when the SLM 

is configured as an intensity modulator. Such materials would only introduce a 3dB power 

loss in a phase CGH-SLM. However, experimental materials do exist which approach the 

full 45° tilt, e.g., Chisso CS2004 [60] or [61]. The main disadvantage with these materials 

is the trade-off between high tilt angle and switching speed. 
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material with an effective tilt angle as close to 9 : 45" as possible. Commercially avail-

able FLC materials typically have a birefringence of around An. = 0.18 at a wavelength of

A = 63311111. Thus the glass rod spacers within any FLC device which has been optimised

for the visible spectrum, should be just less than T :4 12mm wide. Optimising the switching

angle is more problematic because it requires the chemical synthesis of new FLC zi'iaterials.

Considerable efi‘orts have been made to develop materials with an effective tilt angle of

:9 : 225° [59] because this is the condition that produces maximum contrast when the SLM

is configured as an intensity Inotilulator. Such materials would only introduce a 3(113 power

loss in a phase CGH—SLM. However, esperimental materials do exist which approach the

i‘uil 45° tilt, e.g., Chisso C82004 [60] or [61]. The main disadvantage with these materiais

is the trade—off between high tilt angle and switching speed.
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CHAPTER3 

The Polarisation Insensitive 

One to Any Optical Interconnect 

When attempting to construct single-mode fibre interconnects, it should be noted that 

the relatively long fibre distances involved in point-to-point optical data transport tend 

to scramble the polarisation state of the optical signals. Even stress-induced polarisation

preserving fibres become ineffective when the total fibre run is more than about lkm. It 

must therefore be assumed that the polarisation state within a fibre is random and may 

even be found to fluctuate unpredictably if a section of the fibre is mechanically disturbed. 

If the operation of network routers and interconnects is to remain optically transparent, the 

components used in the system design must also remain insensitive to polarisation. Any 

polarisation selective element that is present in the optical path will potentially cause the 

output data signal power to catastrophically fade as the input polarisation state drifts. In 

any case, effective polarisers at the >. = 1.55p,m communication band tend to be prohibitively 

expensive (e.g., Clan-Thompson cube-splitters) or have very high material absorption losses 

(e.g., metallic thin film polarisers) . Hence to avoid the (possibly very large) power loss 

associated with the propagation of an arbitrarily polarised light source through a diffractive 

ferroelectric liquid crystal device, it is highly desirable to make the phase operation of the 

FLC-SLM completely independent of polarisation. 

3.1 Polarisation Insensitive Ferroelectric Operation 

The transmission efficiency of a dynamic FLC holographic optical element was derived in 

equation (2.19). To minimise the optical power loss, the device should be manufactured with 
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a half-waveplate effective optical thickness and employ an FLC material with a switching 

angle as close to goo as possible. O'Callaghan and Handschy [40] realised that provided 

these two criteria can be met, the fast and slow birefringent axes of the material simply 

swap positions as the liquid crystal is switched. This causes the input polarisation to be 

completed rotated into the plane of the analyser, making the effect of this output polariser 

redundant. Because each pixel now acts as a perfect (0, 1r) binary phase modulator, the 

input polariser may also be removed. Thus the SLM operates in a polarisation independent 

way for arbitrary input polarisation states. 

Few FLC materials exist thc:.t exhibit a switching angle of 2() = goo, and they are difficult 

to align in a surface stabilised form. An alternative approach [62] obtains an aggregate 

electro-optic switching angle of goo by using two layers of 45° material separated by a fixed 

~-waveplate, but the critical optical alignment between the two pixel-planes that is required 

with this type of geometry makes it less attractive compared to the shift-invariant diffraction 

properties of normal FLC holograms. 

Until recently it had been assumed that polarisation insensitive operation could not be 

achieved with the more common smaller switching angle materials and thus the application 

of FLC-SLM technology to optical fibre switches appeared to be severely limited. This 

chapter presents a full polarisation analysis and reveals that the accepted view is not in fact 

true. FLC-SLMs configured as diffractive optical elements are actually inherently insensitive 

to the polarisation of the light passing through them [ 63] . This realisation has led to the first 

demonstration of dynamic polarisation independent single-mode fibre interconnects [64], and 

also has important implications for a much wider range of optical processing applications. 

3.1.1 Polarisation analysis 

When the polarisers are removed from an FLC-CGH, true phase changes no longer occur 

at each pixel but rather there are alterations in the light polarisation state passing through 

the display. The resultant polarisations diffract and interfere as they propagate through a 

Fourier replay lens in the usual way, figure 3.1. 

The intensity of any point in the wavefront incident upon the SLM can be considered as the 

incoherent sum of orthogonal x- andy-polarised transverse electromagnetic fields. Thus an 

3.1.1
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a half-waveplate effective optical thickness and employ an FLC material with a switching

angle as close to 90“ as possible. O’Callaghan and Handschy [‘10] realised that provided

these two criteria can be met, the fast and slow birefringent axes of the material simply

swap positions as the liquid crystal is switched. This causes the input polarisation to be

completed rotated into the plane of the analyser, making the effect of this output polariser

redundant. Because each pixel new acts as a perfect [0, air) binary phase modulator, the

input polariser may also be removed. Thus the SLM operates in a polarisation independent

way for arbitrary input polarisation states.

Few FLC materials exist that exhibit a switching angle of 29 = 90°, and they are difficult

to align in a surface stabilised form. An alternative approach [62] obtains an aggregate

electro—optic switching angle of 90° by using two layers of 45° material separated by a fixed

’3\-waveplate, but the critical optical alignment between the two pixel—planes that is required

with this type of geometry makes it less attractive compared to the shift—invariant diffraction

preperties of normal FLC holograms.

Until recently it had been assumed that polarisation insensitive operation could not be

achieved with the more common smaller switching angle materials and thus the application

of FLC-SLM technology to Optical fibre switches appeared to be severely limited. This

chapter presents a full polarisation analysis and reveals that the accepted view is not in fact

true. FLC-SLMs configured as difl'ractive optical elements are actually inherently insensitive

to the polarisation of the light passing through them [63]. This realisation has led to the first

demonstration of dynamic polarisation independent. single-mode fibre interconnects [64], and

also has important implications for a much wider range of optical processing applications.

Polarisation analysis

When the polarisers are removed from an FLC-CGH, true phase changes no longer occur

at each pixel but rather there are alterations in the light polarisation state passing through

the display. The resultant polarisations diffract and interfere as they propagate through a

Fourier replay lens in the usual way, figure 3.1.

The intensity of any point in the wavefront incident upon the SLM can be considered as the

incoherent sum of orthogonal ‘r- and y-polarised transverse electromagnetic fields. Thus an
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Figure 3.1: Polarisation insensitive ferroelectric hologram and replay. 

arbitrary instantaneous polarisation phasor may be expressed in a vectored form: 

Einst = ( E x [ . J ) = E x i + Ey exp [j a J j 
Eyexp Ja 

(3.1) 

where a in (3.1) describes the phase difference between the orthogonal fields . Only the effect 

of polarisation is of interest here and so we will ignore the Gaussian profile (which only has 

a convolution effect on the replay field) and assume that the SLM is illuminated everywhere 

by a flat wavefront with unity intensity such that E~ + E; = 1. Thus Einst encompasses all 

states of polarisation, i.e., any direction of linear polarised light is described by the relative 

magnitudes of E x and Ey when a = 0 or n; clockwise or anti-clockwise circular polarisation 

states are achieved when E x = Ey and a=±~; and all other conditions give elliptical states. 

Light which is orthogonally polarised along the fast and slow birefringent axes of the FLC 

material, experiences relative phase retardations as it passes through the SLM given by 

the Jones matrix J of propagation [65]. A convenient anti-clockwise rotation matrix R for 

conversion to this fast-slow axis coordinate system may also be defined at this point: 

( 
cos 2() sin 2()) 

R= 
- sin 2() cos 2() 

(3.2) 

where k is the wavenumber, D.n = \no-ne\ is the birefringence and() is the FLC molecular 

tilt angle. The light Einst is perpendicularly incident upon an array of birefringent FLC 
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arbitrary instantaneous polarisation phasor may be expressed in a vectored form:

r E.

Ernst : 1 : E2: i + By BXp [jflf] j (31]
.l.‘

E3, exp [jog

where o: in (3.1} describes the phase difference between the orthogonal fields. Only the effect

of polarisation is of interest here and so we will ignore the Gaussian profile (which only has

a convolution effect on the replay field) and aesinne that the SLM is illuminated everywhere

by a flat wavefront with unity intensity such that Ef + E: = 1. Thus Ems: encompasses all

states of polarisation, i.e., any direction of linear polarised light is described by the relative

magnitudes of E3; and En when 0: = 0 or a; clockwise or anti-clockwise circular polarisation

states are achieved when Ex 2 E and CE = fig; and all other conditions rive elli tical states.a ., E: P

Light which is orthogonally polarised along the fast and slow birefringent axes of the PLO

material, experiences relative phase retardations as it passes through the SLM given by

the Jones matrix J of propagation [65]. A convenient anti—clockwise rotation matrix R for

conversion to this fast-slow axis coordinate system may also be defined at this point:

J = exp [ykAnT] ‘ R = ( c0526 5mm?) (32)0 1 — sin 29 cos 20

where l: is the wavenumber, An =  no — ”Cl is the birefringence and 6 is the PLO molecular

tilt angle. The light Ems: is perpendicularly incident upon an array of birefringent FLC
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pixels such that the k-vector of propagation points along the z-axis through the FLC surface. 

Each pixel has a thickness T and will be in one of its two stable states. Let 'lj; be the angle 

between the direction of the x-axis and the direction of ordinary refraction, no. Because Einst 

is an arbitrary state which has only been described in (x, y) coordinates for convenience, 

without loss of generality, let one of the two values of 'lj; be zero. The relevant plane through 

the optical indicatrix is shown as figures 3.2(a) and 3.2(b), corresponding to the two fully

switched pixel states. 

Ey exp [ja] Ey exp [ja] 

Figure 3.2(a): FLC indicatrix: state 1. Figure 3.2(b): FLC indicatrix: state 2. 

By means of the Jones matrix, the input field may now be propagated through FLC pixels 

in oppositely switched states, 'l/J1 = 0 and '1f;2 = 2(}. The two possible polarisation vectors 

emergent from the pixels and resolved parallel and perpendicular to '1f;2 have the form: 

- -
With all pixels in state 1: E1 = RJ Einst = (3.3) 

- -
With all pixels in state 2: E2 = JREinst = (3.4) 

where c1 = exp [jk~nT] cos 2(} Ex c2 = sin2(} exp [ja] Ey 
C3 =- sin2(} Ex C4 = cos 2(} exp [ja J Ey 

From changes to the x- and y-polarisations between states (3.3) and (3.4), it may be seen 
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pixels such that. the k-vector of propagation points along the z~axis through the FLC surface.

Each pixel has a thickness T and will be in one of its two stable states. Let 1/) be the angle

between the direction of the :r-axis and the direction ofordinary refraction‘ no. Because Ems;

is an arbitrary state which has only been described in (my) coordinates for convenience,

without loss of generality, let one of the two values of it: be zero. The relevant plane through

the optical indicatrix is shown as figures 3.2(a) and 3.2{b}, corresponding to the two fully-

switched pixel states.
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Figure 3.2(a): FLC indicatrix: state 1. Figure 3.20)): FLC indicatrix: state 2.

By means of the Jones matrix, the input field may now be propagated through FLC pixels

in oppositely switched states, 1,121 = 0 and ’l/Jg = 29. The two possible polarisation vectors

emergent from the pixels and resolved parallel and perpendicular to ‘l/Jg have the form:

- w c + or

With all pixels in state 1: E1 = RJEL-mi = 1 2 (3.3)
(:3 exp [jchnT] + (:4

c u c + (2 ex J [v'kA T]With all pixels in state 2: 132 = mew = 1 2 I J n (3.4)
83-1-64

where c; = exp [jkAnT] cos 20 Em ; c2 = sin 29 exp [jag] By

:23 = — sin 29 Em ; (:4 = cos 2!? exp [jog] E3,

From changes to the cc— and y—polarisations between states (3.3) and (3.4), it may be seen
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that each field component consists of a term (cz or c3) that is modulated through a phase 

angle of exp [jk~nT], and a constant offset term (c1 or c4) that remains fixed as the 

pixels switch. In the absence of polarisers, this non-zero mean field value implies that 

the normalised Fourier transform relationship between the binary hologram pattern and its 

far-field replay must be modified to include an undiffracted zero-order 'DC spike': 

(3.5) 

where 6 (x, y) is a Dirac delta function centred on the optic axis, CG H(Xm, Yn) is the discrete 

binary phase hologram transmittance function consisting of ±1's appropriately weighted to 

normalise the optical power, r(x, y) is the Fourier transform replay function of this hologram 

with a total integrated power of unity, and aac and adc are the optical ratios diffracted into 

the replay field and into the unwanted zero-order respectively, such that a~c + a~c = 1. 

To calculate the useful replay power efficiency given by a~c' the polarisation components 

of (3 .3) and (3.4) must be rewritten in terms of their mean DC value, superimposed onto a 

zero-mean AC phase modulation: 

and 

where Xdc = c1 + c; ( 1 + exp [jk~nTJ) 

Ydc = C4 + ~ (1 + exp [jk~nT]) 

Xac = c; ( 1- exp [jk~nT]) 

Yac = ~ ( 1- exp [jk~nT]) 

(3.6) 

From Fourier theory, the light power a~c that passes undiffracted through the CGH-SLM 

and forms the unwanted on-axis replay spot b(x, y), is the intensity of the mean complex 

field amplitude transmitted by the SLM. Therefore a true (0, 1r) phase-only hologram, e.g., 

with polarisers, will not form a zero-order spot provided that every CGH used by the system 

is well designed with equal numbers of FLC pixels of each state, +1 or -1. These phase-only 

holograms have a mean pixel field amplitude of zero but suffer an intensity transmission loss, 

i.e., adc = 2:::::: CGH(Xm, Yn) = 0 and a~c = T ~ 1. In the absence of polarisers however, the 

undiffracted on-axis power is derived from the simple mean of the two pixel fields of (3.6): 

(3.7) 
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that each field component consists of a term (L3; or :23) that is modulated through a phase

angle of exp [jkAnT], and a constant offset term [c1 or c4) that remains fixed as the
pixels switch. In the absence of polarisers, this non-zero mean field value implies that

the normalised Fourier transform relationship between the binary hologram pattern and its

far-field replay must be modified to include an uudifh‘acted zero-order ‘DC spike‘:

3 [ads + aacCGH(Xm-s yr1%)] : “title-(3:13;) + 30425.12": if) (3‘5)

where 6LT, y) is a Dirac delta function centred on the optic axis, CGH(Xm, Kt.) is the discrete

binary phase hologram transmittance function consisting of il‘s appropriately weighted to

normalise the optical power, rte, y} is the Fourier transform replay function of this hologram

with a total integrated power of unity, and cam and ad: are the optical ratios diffracted into

the replay field and into the unwanted zero-order respectively, such that sic + egg : 1.

To calculate the useful replay power efliciency given by age, the polarisaticm components

of (3.3) and (3.4) must be rewritten in terms of their mean DC value, superimposed onto a

zero-meai'i AC phase modulation:

- A? (11', ~ X *- .1" .

E1 = ( dc + (a) and E2 = dc m' (3.6)ydc _ yflc ydc + yer;

where Attic = cl +%(1+ CXp [jkAnT] ) ; Xac = %2-(1 - exp [jkAnT])

yd, : c; + c33(1 + 8le [jkAnT] ) ; 37.1,; = EEli—(1 — exp [jkAnT] )

From Fourier theory, the light power age that passes undiffracted thrmigh the CGH-SLM

and forms the unwanted on-axis replay spot d(:c,y), is the intensity of the mean complex

field amplitude transmitted by the SLM. Therefore a true (0,?1‘) phase-only hologram, e.g.,

with polarisers, will not form a zero-order spot provided that every CGH used by the system

is well designed with equal numbers of FLC pixels of each state, +1 or —1. These phase-only

holograms have a mean pixel field amplitude of zero but suffer an intensity transmission loss,

i.e., (ids = Z CGH(Xm, 1,.) = 0 and a3, : T g 1. In the absence of polarisers however, the

undiffi'actcd Oil-axis power is derived from the simple mean of the two pixel fields of (3.6]:

‘3 _ - 2 '

”do = l%(E1+ E2” (3.?)
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Since Einst and therefore Eh and E2 have been normalised, the non-zero replay power is: 

(3.8) 

and observing the independence of the x- and y-orthogonal polarisations, the proportion of 

power 'fls that is replayed in the desired function r(x, y), is found from (3.6) and (3.8): 

(3.9) 

which simplifies somewhat surprisingly into an expression that is completely independent 

of the original input polarisation variables E x, Ey and a: 

. 2 20 . 2 kb..nT 
'fls = Slll Sill -

2
- (3.10) 

Equation (3.10) predicts that in the absence of polarisers, the amount of light that is 

diffracted by an FLC-CGH is always a constant ratio of the input optical power. Simu

lations of random and time-variant polarisation states show that the distribution of light 

away from the zero-order is unaffected by the removal of polarisers and apart from the ad

dition of the central spot, the holograms replay as before. Hence in diffraction, FLC-SLMs 

are equivalent to pixel arrays of imperfect (0, 1r) phase modulators, and once the zero-order 

loss (3.10) has been accounted for, the design and analysis of an optical system is the same 

as it would be for a true 'phase-only' device. In fact the "diffractive phase-efficiency" 'fls is 

identical to the phase-only transmission efficiency T from equation (2.19) , only now there is 

no requirement for a controlled (linear) input polarisation state. Hence it appears that light 

which would have been absorbed by the system polarisers now simply passes undiffracted 

into a 'zero-order' spot. More importantly, there is no excess loss or signal fading associated 

with the initial conversion of an arbitrary polarisation state into a linear one. This result 

leads to the conclusion that there is no need to use polarisers in any diffractive FLC optical 

system that is unaffected by a zero-order, although to maximise the system efficiency, the 

FLC thickness and switching angle still need to be optimised as before. 

3.1 . 2 Experimental verification of polarisation independence 

The experimental verification of polarisation independent FLC-SLM operation can be easily 

performed and contrasted with binary phase-only operation using a simple Gaussian relay. 

3.].
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Since Ems; and therefore E1 and E; have been normalised, the non-zero replay power is:

“it = (1 — (lie) = Ito—31 — Ezli" (3-3)

and observing the independence of the :c— and y-orthogonal polarisations, the proportion of

power as that is replayed in the desired function Mac, 3;), is found from (3.6) and (3.8}:

2

  “3c (licgi2 + liciilg) x 1 * 9X1) [jkAnT]_ ~ 2 ._ -

n5 _ lEinsti — E3 +£33.55 (3'9)

which simplifies somewhat surprisingly into an expression that is completely independent.

of the original input polarisation variables Ex, E?! and 0::

. . . . lsA T
575 = smz 2tis1n2 n

 

(3.10)

Equation (3.10] predicts that in the absence of polarisers, the amount of light that is

diffracted by an FLC-CGH is always a constant ratio of the input optical power. Simu—

lations of random and time-variant polarisation states show that the distribution of light

away from the zero-order is unaffected by the removal of polarisers and apart from the ad-

dition of the central spot, the holograms replay as before. Hence in diffraction, FLC-SLMs

are equivalent to pixel arrays of imperfect (0, 1r) phase modulators, and once the zero-order

loss (3.10) has been accounted for, the design and analysis of an optical system is the same

as it would be for a true ‘phase-only‘ device. In fact the “diffractive phase-efficiency” n3 is

identical to the phase-only transmission efficiency T from equation [2.19), only now there is

no requirement for a controiled (linear) input polarisation state. Hence it appears that light

which would have been absorbed by the system polarisers now simply passes undifiracted

into a ‘zero-order’ spot. More importantly, there is no excess loss or signal fading associated

with the initial conversion of an arbitrary polarisation state into a iinear one. This result

leads to the conclusion that there is no need to use polarisers in any difi'ractive FLC optical

system that is unaffected by a zero-order, although to maximise the system efficiency, the

FLC thickness and switching angle still need to be Optimised as before.

Experimental verification of poierz'setion independence

The experimental verification of polarisation independent FLC—SLM operation can be easily

performed and contrasted with binary phase-only operation using a simple Gaussian relay.
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The SLM used in this experiment was a 2DX128 supplied by THORN EMI CRL. This device 

is a transmissive SLM with a total usable square aperture of (28.16mm) 2
, comprising an 

array of 128x128 passively addressed pixels on a 220J.Lm pitch. On both glass surfaces there 

is an associated 5J.Lm dead-space between the ITO electrodes and the device thickness is 

controlled with 2J.Lm spherical spacers which squash slightly to 1. 7 - l.8J.Lm. This thickness 

gives the device an optimised operational performance at a wavelength close to 633nm. In 

conjunction with high quality polymer-sheet polarisers, the SLM as an intensity modulator 

produces contrast ratios in excess of 100:1 [66], and exhibits excellent phase-only modulation 

properties. The liquid crystal birefringence is t:m = 0.18. 

For the comparative purposes of this experiment, a testcard hologram was chosen which was 

already known to produce a clear and distinctive replay field pattern. The experimental 

Fourier transform replay of this hologram (figure 3.3(a)) is a 4x4 array of spots arranged on 

a square geometric grid, centred about the optic axis . The binary CGH was generated by 

means of a simulated annealing algorithm [18, 58]. This algorithm is an iterative procedure 

which initialises with a random screen of ±1 binary phase pixels to represent the (0,1r) 

hologram. The desired replay field is specified mathematically and is used in a cost function 

to evaluate the effects of pixel changes to the binary phase screen. Hence the phase pixels 

are iterated to the final CGH structure as the algorithm progresses. 

The CGH was displayed as a static image on the FLC-SLM. It was illuminated with coherent 

light from a >. = 633nm ReNe laser which had been coupled into a single-mode fibre of core 

diameter 3.8±0.5J.Lm(rms). The end of this fibre was cleaved and the output divergent beam 

(w 0 ~ 2.3J.Lm) was collimated by a 40mm diameter, 125mm focal length achromatic doublet 

lens, to form an approximately 22mm ( e\ intensity) diameter Gaussian beam. After passing 

through the SLM, the replay field image was formed on the surface of a silicon CCD camera 

by means of a reversed doublet lens having an effective focal length greater than 125mm. 

The effect of mismatching the two lenses is only that of a magnification of the image plane 

to a more convenient viewing diameter. 

With crossed polarisers correctly aligned around the SLM to achieve phase-only operation, 

polarisation changes induced by random micro-bending of the input fibre caused the inten

sity of the 16 replay spots to fluctuate, fading the output signal almost to zero at times. A 

similar effect would have been observed if these polarisation changes had originated from the 

laser itself. After removal of both polarisers, all replay spots immediately appeared at least 
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laser itself. After removal of both polarisers, all replay spots immediately appeared at least
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2.3dB brighter on the camera due to the elimination of the polarisation conversion and ma

terial absorption losses, figure 3.3(b). In addition, the optical quality of the replay field was 

enhanced because of the removal of some blurring effects associated with non-uniformities 

in the sheet polariser thicknesses. Micro-bending of the input fibre now had no effect on 

the experimental replay intensity. 

Figure 3.3(a): Replay with polarisers. Figure 3.3(b): Replay without polarisers. 

In the absence of polarisers, the positions of the replay spots were unaltered but an on-axis 

spot was added to the image as predicted. Due to the SLM having a measured switching 

angle of only 28°, from equation (3.10) the amount of power in the zero-order is considerably 

greater than the diffracted power shared into each of the 16 spots. Figures 3.3(a) and 3.3(b) 

are frame captured images from the CCD at the same fixed camera gain level. In 3.3(b), 

the zero-order power was more than sufficient to locally saturate part of the CCD array and 

cause electrical charge leakage crosstalk in the image. As expected, the central spot was 

observed to have exactly the same Gaussian diameter as the other diffracted spots when the 

optical power was reduced. 

Removal of the first polariser and retaining the analyser gave rise to a zero-order spot, but 

polarisation changes at the source still affected the output intensity. With the polariser in 

place but with the analyser removed, there was a variable coupling effect between the power 

in the central spot and in the diffracted spots. These observations are completely validated 
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by the theory. 

In many systems, the existence of an undiffracted zero-order can simply be ignored, provided 

the holograms direct light away from the axial position. In these architectures, the zero-order 

may even serve a useful function and become a indicator of the instantaneous optical power 

incident on the system, i.e., ignoring any other losses, the zero-order constantly receives a 

(1 - '17s) fraction of the input power. The undiffracted spot may also be used to indicate 

the position of the optic axis and therefore be used for automatic (and possibly adaptive) 

system alignment. 

3.2 The One-to-Any Single-Mode Fibre Switch 

The simplest architecture utilising FLC holograms to dynamically route optical signals 

between single-mode fibres is shown schematically in figure 3.4. Conceptually this system 

is similar to a one-to-all single-mode fibre fan-out coupler [67] that has been demonstrated 

using a fixed etched glass hologram. By replacing the fixed CGH with a FLC device, 

a one-to-any dynamic fibre-switch may be constructed which includes multicast (one-to

several) and broadcast (one-to-all) capability through appropriate CGH design. 

The optical signal from the single-mode input fibre is collimated by a lens to give a T EM00 

beam profile. This fibre is aligned along the optic axis of the system so that the beam passes 

Input Fibre 
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Figure 3.4: One-to-any fibre switching experiment.  
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perpendicularly through the FLC modulator, which does not have polarisers . The FLC 

device displays one frame from a set of phase CGHs which have been calculated off-line at 

an earlier stage and placed in a frame store to be recalled on demand. Ignoring aperture 

losses and stray glass reflections which can be minimised during the optical design procedure, 

all of the optical input power arrives at and is distributed around the output plane by the 

replay lens. The exact distribution of light in this focal plane and therefore the efficiency 

of the switch, is determined by the far-field replay (the spatial Fourier transform) of the 

displayed hologram frame. In the absence of lens wavefront aberrations, the Fourier flat

phase condition is met in the replay field by ensuring that the two lenses have the same focal 

length and that the system is a symmetric 4-f relay. Single-mode fibre launch conditions 

are then satisfied and the FLC device can be used to selectively diffract the optical signal 

into the output single-mode fibres. These fibres are aligned parallel to the optic axis such 

that their cleaved faces lie in the replay plane and are preferably arranged in a 2-dimensional 

array. Which fibre receives the optical signal is determined by the displayed CGH frame. 

3.2.1 Experimentall-to-2 fibre switch 

An initial proof-of-principle investigation was performed on a 1-to-2 fibre switch. The 

experimental setup was similar to the one used to generate figure 3.3(b). To match the 

output spot size to the T EM00 fibre mode, the replay lens was replaced by an f = 125mm 

achromat lens, identical to the one used for collimation. The CCD camera in the output 

plane was replaced by two cleaved A = 633nm single-mode fibres mounted on separate 

mechanical positioning stages. Both outputs were positioned off-axis to avoid the zero-order 

and the switch was used to route the input to either, both or neither of the fibre outputs. 

The switch exhibited a 13.8dB insertion loss and a -35dB crosstalk isolation between the two 

output channels. The insertion loss included a fibre-to-fibre coupling efficiency of -3.ldB , 

which also accounts for reflections and wavefront aberrations from all glass surfaces. The 

theoretical CGH diffraction efficiency was -4.1dB taking account of all non-zero diffraction

orders and the 5f-.lm interstitial dead-space between the square SLM pixels. The remaining 

6.6dB loss was due to the amount of undiffracted zero-order generated by this SLM. 

The spatial resolution of the SLM hologram display device determines the extent of the 

replay plane to which the outputs should be confined. This (first-order' diffraction region 
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has the same shape as the SLM aperture (i.e., square), is centred on the zero-order axis and 

is described by: 

. jA 
W1dth of first-order= d' Holographic replay resolution, b.xr = ~~ (3.11) 

where d is the SLM pixel pitch, N is the number of pixels across the SLM width and f 
is the focal length of the replay lens. The holographic replay resolution is the smallest 

displacement of a replay spot that may be achieved throughout the first-order by display of 

a different hologram. It is independent of the Gaussian spot diameter. 

The number of output channels that can be supported by a one-to-any switch is usually 

limited by the physical size of the first-order, rather than by the simulated signal-to-noise 

ratios of the hologram replays. In a symmetric Gaussian relay-based architecture, the design 

focal length f needed to achieve best utilisation of the hologram, is determined by the fibre 

mode radius and by the hologram clear aperture: 

f ~ !.Dcot (~) 
2 1fWo 

(3.12) 

Equation (3.12) represents the best compromise between adequately illuminating the entire 

hologram, and retaining as much Gaussian light power as possible through the SLM aper

ture. The value of the bracketed expression is virtually independent of wavelength for any 

single-mode fibre . Thus for a given aperture D = N d and wavelength A, the number of 

switch outputs that may be supported within the first-order replay area of equation (3.11) 

can be increased only by reducing the distance between the outputs, or by improving the 

space-bandwidth product of the SLM. The first condition implies that it is desirable to pack 

the output fibres as closely together as possible, although this will also have an effect on the 

system crosstalk. The latter condition is achieved by increasing the number of SLM pixels 

and reducing their pitch. Hence it is an important technological advantage that applying a 

diffractive optics approach in a telecommunications environment (A = 1.55J.Lm) automati

cally creates a replay area, and therefore a switching ability, at least 6 times larger than a 

similar system designed at shorter visible wavelengths. 

3. 2. 2 Experimental 1-to-15 fibre switch 

A much more substantial investigation of a larger 1-to-15 switch has also been performed. 

The experimental system was based around a Thorn CRL 2DX320 device which is a passively 
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Figure 3.5: Microscope image of the 4x4 single-mode fibre array. 

multiplexed transmissive SLM similar to the 2DX128, again relying on the bistability of the 

liquid crystal with which it has been filled. This more advanced device has 320x320 ferro

electric pixels and has been manufactured with ~ 2p,m spacers, 80p,m pixel pitch and 5p,m 

dead-space gaps. The 2DX320 therefore generates a larger replay field than the 2DX128. 

With an increased number of outputs, the use of individual positioning stages for each fibre 

becomes highly impractical. The outputs must now be mounted in a specially constructed 

fibre array. The array used here was an experimental component manufactured at British 

Aerospace's Sowerby Research Centre by drilling slightly tapered holes in a kevlar plate 

with an excimer laser, then manually inserting cleaved fibre ends [68]. It consists of 16 

fibres arranged on a 4x4 square grid with a 200p,m pitch. These fibres are non-polarising 

and single-moded at near infrared wavelengths (around ). = 780nm), have a 125p,m glass 

cladding diameter and a guided-mode field radius of w 0 ~ 2.8p,m. Figure 3.5 shows the 

geometry of this array when observed through a microscope. The outer cladding diameters 

of the fibres can be clearly seen. 
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The input fibre source was provided by a 0.25m W, 780nm fibre-pigtailed semiconductor 

laser, amplitude modulated by a square-wave at about 1kHz. The collimation and replay 

lenses used were identical Spindler & Hoyer achromats with 140mm focal length and 40mm 

diameter. These lenses illuminated the 25.6mm usable SLM aperture with a 24. 7mm dia

meter ( e12 intensity) Gaussian beam and produced a 1.36mm first-order replay field. This 

field size is large enough to cover the entire output fibre array area. 

Switching of the optical signal to different outputs was observed using electronic receivers. 

The trailing fibre ends at the back of the array were extended with fibre splices and light 

out of the new cleaved fibre ends was collected by an array of lensed BPX65 silicon photo

diodes [69]. These photodiode receivers drove an LED array by means of transimpedance 

amplifiers followed by comparators. Any lit LED indicated that its corresponding output 

fibre was receiving the optical signal. 

In order to locate the replay plane and to correctly position the kevlar plate within this 

plane, one of the four central array fibres was aligned along the system optic axis and its 

position was optimised to receive the undiffracted zero-order beam. This fibre was used to 

calibrate the optical system. With a blank hologram frame on the SLM, a figure of 6dB was 

obtained as the insertion loss contribution due to the optical surfaces. This experimental 

value includes optical absorptions, stray glass reflections, Gaussian beam aperturing, the 

effects of SLM dead-space, the fibre-to-fibre coupling efficiency across the switch, defects 

on the surfaces of the cleaved array fibres (see figure 3.5), the fibre splice loss, and the 

fibre-to-photodiode coupling efficiency. 

Fibre lO,t the axial fibre, was also used for re-alignment of the optics after thermal or 

mechanical drift - the switch was demonstrated and performed over a period of several 

weeks and suffered daily environmental thermal cycling. The worst loss of alignment during 

this period was less than 6J.Lm and optimisation of the on-axis fibre launch was used to 

return all other output fibres to their original positions. 

Slight irregularities in the fibre array pitch meant that the 15 remaining fibre locations 

in the replay plane had to be experimentally determined. This was achieved by rapidly 

displaying SLM hologram frames to raster scan a replay spot about a 9x9 grid in the expected 

vicinity of each fibre core. The pitch of this grid was the holographic replay resolution of 

tRefer to the fibre numbering key of figure 3.6 
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vicinity of each fibre core. The pitch of this grid was the holographic replay resolution of

1Refer to the fibre numbering key of figure 3.6
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b.x7. = 4.28J,Lm and the search goal was to find a fibre mode of diameter 2w0 ~ 5.6J,Lm. 

Each fibre core location was then determined from the hologram frame that maximised the 

optical signal reaching the corresponding photodiode receiver. In 2-dimensions, the worst 

case error between this holographically determined position and the true core location will 

be }2b.xr. 

The results of this scanning search, superimposed onto the expected locations given a per

fect 200J,Lm pitch array, are shown in figure 3.6. These results can be directly compared with 

the visible positional irregularities in figure 3.5. Although this scanning process is some

what laborious, future characterisation of fibre arrays could easily be automated by feeding 

the photodiode signals back to the hologram frame store controller. Once the switch is 

operational, this technique could also be used as an adaptive method of maintaining a fibre 

launch in the presence of low frequency vibrations or other disturbance. 

Figure 3. 7 is a photograph of the experimental switch layout on an optical bench. The 

components that can be seen in this photograph are: 

(1). Input fibre mount, (6). Fibre splices to photodiode array, 

(2). Collimation lens, (7). Alternative CCD monitor output, ac-

(3). 2DX320 spatial light modulator, tivated by insertion of a beam splitter 

( 4). Replay lens, after the SLM, 

(5) . Back view of fibre array, (8). Modulated semiconductor laser source. 

Once the required set of 15 holograms had been determined, the switch was configured to 

direct the optical signal into each array fibre in turn and the received power was plotted 

against the output fibre number, figure 3.8. For comparison, a simulation curve of the 

expected loss is also plotted. The experimental readings were all taken using the same 

photodiode to eliminate schematic errors and the results were normalised by continuously 

monitoring the axial fibre for variations in the level of optical power from the source. 

Just less than half of the total insertion loss of the experimental system can be attributed 

to the poor phase efficiency of the 2DX320. This is partly due to operation at an incorrect 

wavelength (780nm instead of 633nm), but mainly occurs because of the very low effective 

FLC tilt angle of the proprietary material used in the device. The effective molecular tilt of 

an FLC material can depend on the operating conditions. In this SLM, the need to passively 

address and multiplex 320 rows of image data at a reasonable frame rate, and the image 
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Am, : 4.28pm and the search goal was to find a fibre mode of diameter 21s,, 2 5.6,um.

Each fibre core location was then determined from the hologram frame that maximised the

optical signal reaching the corresponding photodiode receiver. In 2—dimensions, the worst

case error between this holographically determined position and the true core location will

be fiflia‘r.

The results of this scanning search, superimposed onto the expected locations given a per-

fect 200nm pitch array, are shown in figure 3.6. These results can be directly compared with

the visible positional irregularities in figure 3.5. Although this scanning process is soure-

what laborious, future characterisation of fibre arrays could easily be automated by feeding

the photodiode signals back to the hologram frame store controller. Once the switch is

operational, this technique could also be used as an adaptive method of maintaining a fibre

launch in the presence of low frequency vibrations or other disturbance.

Figure 3.7 is a photograph of the experimental switch layout. on an optical bench. The

components that can be seen in this photograph are:

{1]. Input fibre mount, (ii) Fibre splices to photodiode array,

(2). Collimation lens, [7). Alternative CCD monitor output, ac-

(3). 2DX320 spatial light modulator, tivated by insertion of a beam splitter

(4). Replay lens, after the SLM,

(5). Back view of fibre array, (8). Modulated semiconductor laser source.

Once the required set of 15 holograms had been determined, the switch was configured to

direct the eptical signal into each array fibre in turn and the received power was plotted

against the output fibre number, figure 3.8. For comparison, a simulation curve of the

expected loss is also plotted. The experimental readings were all taken using the same

photodiode to eliminate schematic errors and the results were normalised by continuously

monitoring the axial fibre for variations in the level of optical power from the source.

Just less than half of the total insertion loss of the experimental system can be attributed

to the poor phase efliciency of the 2DX320. This is partly due to operation at an incorrect

wavelength (780nm instead of 633nm), but mainly occurs because of the very low reflective

FLC tilt angle of the proprietary material used in the device. The cil'ective molecular tilt of

an FLC material can depend on the operating conditions. In this SLM, the need to passively

address and multiples 320 rows of image data at a reasonable frame. rate, and the image  
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Figure 3.7: Photograph of the 1-to-15 experimental setup. 
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Figure 3.7: Photograph of the l—t0-15 experimental setup.
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Figure 3.8: Normalised experimental insertion loss. 

crosstalk between rows that this causes, means that the optical modulation properties have 

been compromised. An actively addressed backplane device would not suffer this constraint. 

In a separate experiment, the 2DX320 liquid crystal switching angle was measured. The 

SLM was illuminated with circularly polarised light from a continuous-wave laser and a blank 

frame was displayed. Following the SLM, the light passed through a motorized rotating 

linear polariser. The transmitted optical power was detected by a photodiode and the 

received power signal was displayed on an oscilloscope. With an experimental setup of 

this type, it is found that the birefringence of the FLC material within the SLM distorts 

the circular polarisation state of the input and generates a sinusoidal power trace at the 

output. By synchronising the start of the oscilloscope trace to each motor revolution, and 

by switching the entire display between its two states, the phase of the sinusoid jitters 

between two values and the effective FLC tilt angle () is calculated as ~ of the observed 

phase-shift. This calculation is independent of the FLC cell thickness and can therefore be 

performed at any wavelength. The sinusoidal peak-to-peak amplitude does however become 
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crosstalk between rows that this causes, means that the optical modulation properties have

been compromised. An actively addressed backplane device would not suffer this constraint.

In a separate experiment, the 2DX320 liquid crystal switching angle was measured. The

SLM was illuminated with circularly polarised light from a continuous-wave laser and a blank

frame was displayed. Following the SLM, the light passed through a motorised rotating;

linear polariser. The transmitted optical power was detected by a photodiode and the

received power signal was displayed on an oscilloscope. With an experimental. setup of

this type, it is found that the birefringence of the FLC material within the SLM distorts

the circular polarisation state of the input and generates a sinusoidal power trace at the

output. By synchronising the start of the oscilloscope trace to each motor revolution, and

by switching the entire display between its two states, the phase of the sinusoid jitters

between two values and the effective FLC tilt angle 9 is calculated as i of the observed

phaseshift. This calculation is independent of the FLC cell thickness and can therefore be

performed at any wavelength. The sinusoidal peak-to-peak amplitude does however become
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Figure 3.9: Hologram set for the 1-to-15 fibre switch experiment. 

very small near to the SLM design wavelength and for accuracy, this spectral region should 

be avoided. For the 2DX320, the switching angle 2() was found to be only 17.4°. The 

measured performance of the 1-to-15 switch could therefore be radically improved through 

use of a different SLM with a better FLC diffractive phase-efficiency. 

Figure 3.9 shows 80x80 pixel portions from each of the 16 switch holograms. The Gerchberg

Saxon algorithm [52] was used in the design of these holograms, rather than simulated 

annealing, because of the very large number of CGHs that had to be generated during the 

array scanning procedure. The Gerchberg algorithm is based on the imposition of constraints 

upon the hologram function and its Fourier transform replay, and it relies upon iteration 

between these two functions . The algorithm typically converges to a solution considerably 

faster than simulated annealing, but provides less control over noise in the final replay 

field. Hence the holograms that were used experimentally are essentially grating-like and 

exhibit greater diffraction losses than the more complex patterns that an optimised annealing 

technique would generate. Simulations of the hologram efficiencies are shown as a dashed 

line in figure 3.8. 

A discrepancy of several dB can be seen between the FFT computer simulated losses and 

the experimentally determined insertion losses in figure 3.8. The differences are almost 
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Figure 3.9: Hologram set for the 1-to—15 fibre switch experiment.

 

  
 

very small near to the SLM design wavelength and for accuracy, this spectral region should

be avoided. For the 2DX320, the switching angle 26 was found to be only 17.40. The

measured performance of the 1~to—15 switch could therefore be radically improved through

use of a different SLM with a better FLC tilifl'ractive phase—efficiency.

Figure 3.9 shows 80x80 pixel portions from each of the 16 switch holograms, The Gerchberg—

Saxon algorithm [52] was used in the design of these holograms, rather than simulated

annealing, because of the very large number of CGl—ls that had to be generated during the

array scanning procedure. The Gerchberg algorithm is based on the imposition of constraints

upon the hologram function and its Fourier transform replay, and it relies upon iteration

between these two functions. The algorithm typically converges to a solution considerably

iaster than simulated annealing, but provides less control over noise in the final replay

field. Hence the holograms that were used experimentally are essentially grating-like and

exhibit greater diffraction losses than the more complex patterns that an Optimised annealing

technique would generate. Simulations of the hologram efficiencies are shown as a dashed

line in figure 3.8.

A discrepancy of several dB can be seen between the FFT computer simulated losses and

the experimentally determined insertion losses in figure 3.8. The dilferences are almost
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certainly due to additional system aberrations which could be largely eliminated by careful 

lens designs and alignment procedures. The extra loss is probably a culmination of effects 

including optical scattering from FLC alignment defects, changes in the SLM phase efficiency 

caused by thermal changes to the electrical operating conditions, and replay wavefront 

phase errors introduced by the two lenses which were intended to be used with visible light. 

The discrepancy appears to increase with the distance of each fibre from the optic axis. 

This suggests that small amounts of coma and/or astigmatism (imperceptible to a CCD 

camera without the use of magnifying optics) are present in the replay field. These Seidel 

aberrations would not affect the axial spot and are thus not accounted for by the original 

-6dB calibration figure. However the other fibre launches would be very sensitive to these 

distortions. Evidence for this theory was found when determining the core coordinates 

of fibre 4 which is furthest from the optic axis. It was observed that there were several 

holographic replay positions within the 9x9 scanning region that gave photodiode readings of 

similar magnitude. These adjacent grid points were roughly in a direction radially extending 

from the axial position, implying that the entire replay field had a 'star-field' distortion. 

3.3 Diffraction Efficiency Limitations of FLC Switches 

The spatial Fourier transform relationship between a hologram and its replay means that 

perfect arbitrary replay fields can never be generated without the existence of continuous

phase, non-sampled and infinitely large SLMs. Practical electrically-addressed FLC devices 

are currently limited to two phase states, must be pixellated and have a finite aperture 

and space-bandwidth product. A close approximation to the desired replay can usually be 

obtained, but quantization of the hologram's phase and spatial properties means that some 

optical power inevitably leaks into parts of the replay field as extra output peaks and/or a 

low-intensity background noise. The quantization effects not only reduce the efficiency of the 

system but also create unwanted crosstalk noise in the switch by reducing the output contrast 

ratios. The resulting diffraction efficiencies and signal-to-noise ratios of realisable holograms 

can only be partially predicted without full FFT-based simulation because deviations from 

the ideal replay depend largely upon the method and criteria used during the iterative 

generation of each hologram. But some useful theoretical efficiency limits can still be derived. 

These limits apply to the diffraction efficiency of binary (0,1r) phase holograms. It has been 

assumed that the FLC diffractive phase-efficiency loss due to imperfect phase modulation 

is an independent factor which can be accounted for separately by 'Tls . 

3.3
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certainly due to additional system aberrations which could be largely eliminated by careful

lens designs and alignment procedures. The extra loss is probably a culmination of effects

including optical scattering from FLC alignment defects, changes in the SLM phase efficiency

caused by thermal changes to the electrical operating conditions, and replay wavefront

phase errors introduced by the two lenses which were intended to be used with visible light.

The discrepancy appears to increase with the distance of each fibre from the optic axis.

This suggests that small amounts of coma and/or astigmatism (imperceptible to a COD

camera without the use of magnifying optics) are present in the replay field. These Seidel

aberrations would not affect the axial spot and are thus not accounted for by the original

-(idB calibration figure. However the other fibre launches would be very sensitive to these

distortions. Evidence for this theory was found when determining the core coordinates

of fibre 4 which is furthest from the optic axis. It was observed that there were several

holographic replay positions within the 9x9 scanning region that gave photodiode readings of

similar magnitude. These adjacent grid points were roughly in a direction radially extending

from the axial position, implying that the entire replay field had a ‘star‘~lield’ distortion.

Diffraction Efficiency Limitations of FLC Switches

The spatial Fourier transform relationship between a hologram and its replay means that

perfect arbitrary replay fields can never be generated without the existence of continuous-

phase, non-sampled and infinitely large SLMs. Practical electrically-addressed FLC devices

are currently limited to two phase states, must be pixellated and have a finite aperture

and space—bandwidth product. A close approximation to the desired replay can usually be

obtained, but quantization of the hologram’s phase and spatial properties means that some

optical power inevitably leaks into parts of the replay field as extra output peaks and/or a

low-intensity background noise. The quantization efl'ects not only reduce the efliciency of the

system but also create unwanted crosstalk noise in the switch by reducing the output contrast

ratios. The resulting diffraction efficiencies and signal-to~noise ratios of realisable holograms

can only be partially predicted without full FFT-based simulation because deviations from

the ideal replay depend largely upon the method and criteria used during the iterative

generation ofeach hologram. But some useful theoretical efficiency limits can still be derived.

These limits apply to the diffraction eHiciency of binary (Um) phase holograms. It has been

assumed that the FLC diffractive phase—efficiency loss due to imperfect phase modulation

is an independent factor which can be accounted for separately by as.
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3.3.1 Inversion symmetry from binary phase holograms 

The diffraction efficiency ryh of a hologram or grating is the amount of optical power that 

replays exactly as desired, expressed as a ratio of the total power available. It may be 

mathematically defined as: 

_ Jl fr(x, y) ~~[ CGH(Xm, Yn) J 1
2

dxdy 

'r/h- //_: ~~[CGH(Xm, Yn)] 1

2 

dxdy 

(3.13) 

where Ir(x, y) is a normalised representation of the target (i.e., the ideal) replay intensity 

distribution. The phase states in a binary (0,1r) hologram may be represented entirely by 

± 1 's, so the hologram is a real function in the mathematical sense rather than a complex 

one. Therefore it follows that: 

(3.14) 

A consequence of (3.14) is that the 2-dimensional replay intensity lr(x,y)l 2 
is always con

strained to be rotationally symmetric about the zero-order: 

lr(x,y)l2 = lr(-x,-y)l2 and lr(x,-y)l2 = lr(-x,y)l2 (3.15) 

Half of the replay field will be in position as required, whilst a second conjugate-phase 

copy will always appear rotated by 180° about the system axis. If a rotationally symmetric 

replay pattern such as the 4x4 spots of figure 3.3(b) is required, this property of binary 

holograms will generally result in a very high CGH diffraction efficiency. But in a diffractive 

optical switching environment, typically a unique one-to-one connection is wanted and the 

replication of the target replay field due to the inversion symmetry represents a waste of 

optical power and replay area. 

For every output spot that is generated, a second spot must also appear, diametrically 

opposed across the optic axis. Although the symmetric-order may be used in some circum

stances to monitor the switch routeing configuration, there is little possibility of recombining 

the two orders because they will tend to interfere coherently. This unfortunately places an 

upper limit of 50% on the diffraction efficiency of any binary-phase hologram (25% limit on 

any binary-amplitude hologram). In addition, the need to avoid unacceptably high levels 
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Inversion symmetry from binary phase holograms

The diffraction efficiency oh of a hologram or grating is the amount of optical power that

replays exactly as desired, expressed as a ratio of the total power available. It may be

mathematically defined as:
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where IT(:r,y) is a normalised representation of the target (i.e., the ideal) replay intensity

nh (3.13)

distribution. The phase states in a binary (Dar) hologram may be represented entirely by

il‘s, so the hologram is a real function in the mathematical sense rather than a complex

one. Therefore it follows that:

r(:r,y) : 3‘[CGH(Xm,Yn)] = E[CGH*(X,,,,Y,,)] = r‘*(—:c, —y) (3.14)
2

A consequence of (3.14) is that the 2-dimensional replay intensity |r($,y)l is always con-

strained to be rotationally Symmetric about the zero-order:

2 2 - 2 - 2 r
h‘C-‘MIJI = lid—:23, —y)l and Ida, —y)| = Isl-well (3-10)

Half of the replay field will be in position as required, whilst a second conjugate—phase

copy will always appear rotated by 180n about the system axis. If a rotationally symmetric

replay pattern such as the 4x4 spots of figure 3.3{b} is required, this property of binary

holograms will generally result in a very high CGH diffraction efficiency. But in a difi’raetive

optical switching environment, typically a unique one-to-one connection is wanted and the

replication of the target replay field due to the inversion symmetry represents a waste of

optical power and replay area.

For every output epot that is generated, a second spot must also appear, diametrically

Opposed across the optic axis. Although the symmetric-order may be used in some circum-

stances to monitor the switch routeing configuration, there is little possibility of recombining

the two orders because they will tend to interfere coherently. This unfortunately places an

upper limit of 50% on the diffraction efficiency of any binary-phase hologram (25% limit on

any binary—amplitude hologram). In addition, the need to avoid unacceptably high levels
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of crosstalk leads to either the reservation of the symmetric half of the output plane as un

usable- the output fibres must be confined to only half of the first-order - or a need for 

irregular placement of the output fibres. In the latter case, all possible positions of the inver

sion symmetry peaks might be avoided by constructing the fibre array with non-redundant 

centre-to-centre spacings. The spacings might be based on prime numbers, for example. A 

similar variation is discussed theoretically in [70], where prime numbers have been applied 

to the effective hologram pitch rather than to the fibre spacings. Experimentally this system 

would be able to support far fewer outputs than allowed for by a non-restricted CGH set. 

The method is suggested as a means of precisely controlling the hologram quantization noise 

by restricting the hologram set to 'perfect' gratings, but evidence is presented later that sug

gests that the system crosstalk is limited by coherent scatter noise from inhomogeneities in 

the FLC recording medium, rather than by the hologram designs. 

Although it was impossible to accurately determine the system crosstalk in the 1-to-15 

experiment because of the limited source power available, the fibre array irregularity actually 

helped in preventing crosstalk between the outputs, e.g., the fibre positional errors prevented 

a significant signal launching along fibre 15 when it was intended for fibre 5. Alternatively, 

one of the corner fibres within the array could have been chosen as the zero-order launch 

and all the inversion symmetry spots would then have been incident upon the kevlar plate, 

away from the immediate vicinity of the 15 outputs. 

The only method of breaking the symmetry of a diffractive optical element is to effec

tively 'blaze' it by introducing additional phase levels, hence forcing the hologram function 

CG H(Xm, Yn) to become complex-valued. Although it is possible to generate four-levels 

of phase (0, ~' 7f, 
3
;) using a combination of two distinct FLC-SLM devices in conjunction 

with a waveplate [71- 73], the alignment and control of such a system is difficult, typically 

requiring extra lenses to image one device onto the other. Fast multi-level FLC phase modu

lators as single components are still to be developed, but some possible methods of achieving 

asymmetric replays are discussed briefly in chapter 6. 

3.3.2 Effects of hologram pixellation and dead-space 

The replay spot of an FLC hologram can be placed anywhere within the first-order diffraction 

region of the switch output plane. The inversion symmetry must also lie within this area. 

Except in situations where the optical signal is to be multi-cast to several outputs, ideally 
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of crosstalk leads to either the reservation of the symmetric half of the output plane as no—

usable — the output fibres must be confined to only half of the first-order — or a need for

irregular placement of the output fibres. In the latter case, all possible positions of the inver-

Sion symmetry peaks might be avoided by constructing the fibre array with non—redundant

centre-to—centre spacings. The spacings might be based on prime numbers, for example. A

similar variation is discussed theoretically in [70], where prime numbers have been applied

to the effective hologram pitch rather than to the fibre spacings. Experimentally this system

would be able to support far fewer outputs than allowed for by a non-restricted CGH set.

The method is suggested as a means of precisely controlling the hologram quantization noise

by restricting the hologram set to ‘perfect’ gratings, but evidence is presented later that sug—

gests that the system crosstalk is limited by coherent scatter noise from inhomogeneities in

the PLO recording medium, rather than by the hologram designs.

Although it was impossible to accurately determine the system crosstalk in the l~to—15

experiment because ofthe limited source power available, the fibre array irregularity actually

helped in preventing crosstalk between the outputs, e.g., the fibre positional errors prevented

a significant signal launching along fibre 15 when it was intended for fibre 5. Alternatively,

one of the corner fibres within the array could have been chosen as the zero-order launch

and all the inversion symmetry spots would then have been incident upon the kevlar plate,

away from the immediate vicinity of the 15 outputs.

The only method of breaking the symmetry of a difl'ractive optical element is to effec-

tively “blaze1 it by introducing additional phase levels, hence forcing the hologram function

CGH[Xm,Y,,) to become complex-valued. Although it is possible to generate four-levels

of phase (0, %,?F, 3%) using a combination of two distinct FLC-SLM devices in conjunction

with a waveplate [71—73], the alignment and control of such a system is difficult, typically

requiring extra lenses to image one device onto the other. Fast multi—level FLO phase modu-

lators as single components are still to be developed, but some possible methods of achieving

asymmetric replays are discussed briefly in chapter 6.

Efiects of hologram mastication and dead-space

The replay spot of an FLC hologram can be placed anywhere within the firsteorder diffraction

region of the switch output plane. The inversion symmetry must also lie within this area.

Except in situations where the optical signal is to be multi«cast to several outputs, ideally
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these would be the only two spots in the entire replay plane. Unfortunately, the phase 

boundaries that exist between adjacent hologram pixels, tend to force power into multiple 

diffraction-orders. The Gaussian spots that are generated within these higher-order regions 

are outside the central first-order replay and cannot therefore contribute any crosstalk noise. 

But they further limit the efficiency performance of diffractive switch technology. 

All SLMs must have some amount of dead-space between their pixels. The exact effect 

of this dead-space in a particular FLC device is difficult to quantify because the manufac

turing process may introduce surface irregularities along the pixel edges and because the 

applied pixel voltages tend to generate curved fringe-fields across the inter-pixel areas. The 

dead-space characteristics directly affect the redistribution of optical power from the first

order replay to the higher-order diffractions. So by assuming that the dead-space areas do 

not transmit light, it is possible to calculate a theoretical upper bound for the first-order 

diffraction efficiency of any binary phase hologram. 

For generality we assume that the SLM pixels are rectangular and have an x-directional 

pitch of dx and a y-directional pitch dy . The active modulation area of each pixel may be 

represented by an aperture function: 

ax ax for -- ~ x ~ -2 -...;:: -...;:: 2 

elsewhere. 

ay ay 
and -- ~ y ~-2 -...;:: -...;:: 2 ' (3.16) 

such that the dead-space widths are (dx -ax) and (dy -ay) in the x, y directions respectively. 

The SLM consists of an array of such pixels as shown on the left-hand side of figure 3.10. The 

phase state of each pixel is contained within CGH(Xm, Yn)· This is a discrete function which 

corresponds to a normalised array of weighted ±1 delta functions, each delta positioned at 

the centre of a single pixel. A full representation of the pixellated SLM structure can only 

be provided by the continuous hologram function CGH(x, y), obtained by convolution of 

the discrete function with the pixel aperture: 

~[ CGH(x, y)] = ~[ CGH(Xm, Yn) * Rect(ax, ay)] 

= r(x, y) x Env(x, y) (3.17) 

Equation (3.17) reveals how the replay plane is affected by the pixel apertures. The spatial 

quantization of the hologram causes the replay plane to expand into an infinite number of 
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these would be the only two spots in the entire replay plane. Unfortunately, the phase

boundaries that exist between adjacent hologram pixels, tend to force power into multiple

diffraction-orders. The Gaussian spots that are generated within these higheuorder regions

are outside the central first-order replay and cannot therefore contribute any crosstalk noise.

But they further limit the efficiency performance of diffractive switch technology.

All SLMs must have some amount of dead—space between their pixels. The exact effect

of this dead~3pace in a particular FLC device is diHicuit to quantify because the manufac-

turing process may introduce surface irregularities along the pixel edges and because the

applied pixel voltages tend to generate curved fringe—fields across the inter-pixel areas. The

dead-space characteristics directly aifect the redistribution of optical power from the first»

order replay to the higher-order diffractions. So by assuming that the dead-space areas do

not transmit light, it is possible to calculate a theoretical upper bound for the first-order

diffraction efficiency of any binary phase hologram.

For generality we assume that the SLM pixels are rectangular and have an tc-directional

pitch of air and a y~directional pitch dy. The active modulation area of each pixel may be

represented by an aperture function:

, on, o.JD _ fly fly
1 ior——$:t$— andu~g*ig—,

Rect(a,_.,oy) = 2 2 2 J 2 (3.16]
U elsewhere.

such that the dead—space widths are (d,,. —o._1.) and (dy —ay) in the :L', y directions respectively.

The SLM consists of an array of such pixels as shown on the left-hand side offigure 3.10. The

phase state of each pixel is contained within CGH(X,,,I, YR). This is a discrete function which

corresponds to a normalised array of weighted i1 delta functions, each delta positioned at

the centre of a single pixel. A full representation of the pixellated SLM structure can only

be provided by the continuous hologram function CGH[:c,y), obtained by convolution of

the discrete function with the pixel aperture:

$[CGH(3:, 31)] = 3[CGH(Xm, Y") a: Rectum, ayl]

i"(;c,y) x Ene(_:r,y) (3.17)

Equation (3.17) reveals how the replay plane is affected by the pixel apertures. The spatial

quantization of the hologram causes the replay plane to expand into an infinite number of
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replay orders. 1Env(x,y)i 2 is an envelope function which weights the intensity of the replay 

plane across all these diffraction-orders: 

(3.18) 

The right-hand side of figure 3.10 shows the shape of this envelope for an 88% pixel fill

factor, 12% dead-space area. The plot shows an expanded view of the diffraction envelope 

across three replay orders. Only one quadrant of the output plane is displayed, such that 

the main peak at the top of the plot intensity-weights the first-order replay field. It can 

be seen that although the sine envelope falls to zero intensity within the second-orders, it 

ripples back up again in the third- and does so again in higher-orders. 

IEnv(x, y) 1
2 

(+1,+1) 

~[] 

Figure 3.10: Intensity envelope across the replay diffraction-orders. 

Pixellation of the SLM means that the pattern of spots within the first-order replay field 

r1s t (x, y), is replicated in all other orders. This forms the complete replay plane image which 

is then appropriately weighted by the diffraction intensity-envelope. From equation (3.11), 

the first-order has a width of lj and is centred about the optic axis. Hence: 

(3.19) 

Temporarily neglecting the hologram inversion symmetry and assuming that the FLC phase

efficiency loss has been accounted for separately, an ideal hologram for optically intercon-
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2 2
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The right-hand side of figure 3.10 shows the shape of this envelope for an 88% pixel fill-

facter, 12% dead-space area. The plot shows an expanded view of the diffraction envelope

across three replay orders. Only one quadrant of the output plane is diSplayed, such that

the main peak at the top of the plot intensity-weights the first-order replay field. It can

be seen that although the sine envelope falls to zero intensity within the second-orders, it

ripples back up again in the third- and does so again in higher-orders.
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Pixellation of the SLM means that the pattern of spots within the first-order replay field

TI“. (3:, y), is replicated in all other orders. This forms the cemplete replay plane image which

is then appropriately weighted by the diffraction intensity-enveIOpe. From equation (3.11),

the first-order has a width of {TA and is centred about the optic axis. Hence:

rtzctyi = way) * Z Z 6(a: — fl—Ap, y — {7%) (3-19)p:ch qz—uo

Temporarily neglecting the hologram inversion symmetry and assuming that the FLC phase-

efliciency loss has been accounted for separately, an ideal hologram for optically intercon—
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necting fibres would only generate a single interconnect spot. If there is no additional replay 

noise, then only this single perfect replay peak and its higher-order replications remain in 

the replay field. The first-order spot may be defined to be positioned at a fractional-order 

coordinate (a, 0 relative to the optic-axis: 

r, .. (x,y) ~ {: 
j).. 

at x =a dx , 

elsewhere. 

where lal ~ ~ and lei ~ ~ 

j).. 
y=e-d , 

y (3.20) 

The replay field contains a Gaussian in reality, but with the same integrated optical power 

as this delta function. Also (a ,e) are not continuous variables because they are governed 

by the replay resolution of equation (3 .11). The optical distribution in very high diffraction 

orders will also become distorted by lens aberrations and by the breakdown of the paraxial 

diffraction integral, but this will not affect the current analysis which is only concerned 

with the first-order replay efficiency. The optical power diffracted by the CGH can be 

appropriately normalised and distributed between the various replay orders by substituting 

expression (3.20) into (3.19) and applying the envelope function of (3.18). The integrated 

power in all replay orders is then equal to the optical power transmitted through the SLM. 

Because light is only transmitted by the active pixel modulation areas, it follows that: 

(3.21) 

Equation (3.21) is true for all values of a and e and it accurately represents the distribution 

of power between an infinite number of diffraction-orders. The upper bound on holographic 

efficiency is found by examining the intensity of the principal replay spot. This spot is loc

ated in the central p = q = 0 order. To tidy the final result, we might assume that practical 

SLMs of interest have perfectly square pixels, such that their diffractive efficiency is: 

(3 .22) 

where 

The above analysis predicts that even a blank hologram frame will suffer some diffraction of 

power into higher replay-orders when dead-space is present. This is easily verified by looking 
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noise, then only this single perfect replay peak and its higher-order replications remain in

the replay field. The first-order spot may be defined to be positioned at a fractional-order
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1 ata20fl, y={f—A,
mutiny] : d3: “is (3.20)

U elsewhere.

where [0| S % and |€| g %

The replay field contains a Gaussian in reality, but with the same integrated optical power

as this delta function. Also (0,5) are not continuous variables because they are governed

by the replay resolution of equation (3.11). The optical distribution in very high diffraction

[:n’ders will also become distorted by lens aberrations and by the breakdown of the paraxial

diffraction integral, but this will not affect the current analysis which is only concerned i
with the first-order replay efficiency. The optical power difi'racted by the CGH can be

appropriately normalised and distributed between the various replay orders by substituting

expression (3.20) into (3.19) and applying the envelope function of (3.18). The integrated

power in all replay orders is then equal to the optical power transmitted through the SLM. .

Because light is only transmitted by the active pixel modulation areas, it follows that:

  
m m 2

on; _ - no; on, , no.” away , ‘—slnc p+o ] x w—s1nc[ +£ -—] = 5.21)algae fig)“ (dig i:( J is (E?! (q ) dad]! (
Equation (3.21) is true for all vaiues of or and é and it accurately represents the distribution

of power between an infinite number of diffraction-orders. The upper bound on holographic

efficiency is found by examining the intensity of the principal replay spot. This spot is loc-

ated in the central p = q = 0 order. To tidy the final result, we might assume that practical

SLMs of interest have perfectly Square pixels, such that their (lifl'ractive efficiency is:

”a = T4 sine2 [gar'T] sine2 [337'] (3.22)
a. a

i : J 3 _H
w1e1e d,- (17,,

The above analysis predicts that even a blank hologram frame will suffer some difl'raction of

power into higher replay-orders when dead-space is present. This is easily verified by looking
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at the pattern of replay spots generated by a pixellated mirror in coherent light. The zero

order reflection receives most of the power, but a grid of regularly spaced replications is also 

present, most visibly along the x- andy-axes. From equation (3.22), a diffraction efficiency 

of 100% can only be achieved when the hologram has no dead-space (i.e. , 7 = 1) and when 

the replay spot is located on the optic axis, i.e., CY = e = 0. This only occurs in the rather 

trivial situation when the CGH-SLM is actually removed. 

Hologram diffraction efficiencies are proportional to T to the forth power. This means that 

an increased amount of dead-space as a fraction of the pixel pitch rapidly compromises the 

effectiveness of the SLM as a diffractive element. The 8011-m pitch, 51-lm dead-space of the 

2DX320 represents a (1- 7 2) dead-space area of 12%, and produces a theoretical maximum 

efficiency of 7 4 = -1.12dB, followed by a further 3dB loss due to the inversion symmetry. 

The detrimental effects of dead-space are particularly significant when miniaturised SLMs 

are integrated on top of silicon circuits. The pixel pitches have to shrink as the number of 

pixels increases, but the minimum dead-space gap is limited by the lithographic resolution 

of the process used to pattern the SLM. A theoretical silicon device manufactured using a 

211-m lithography process and having a 1011-m pixel pitch introduces a much larger minimum 

loss of 3.88dB + 3dB. This device would waste over half of the optical power in dead-space 

absorption and high-order diffraction replications. 

Figure 3.11 is a plot of the upper bounding efficiency TJh for 2DX320 binary phase holograms, 

taking account of the inversion symmetry. The horizontal axis displays the radial displace

ment J CY2 + e2 of the principal first-order replay spot from the zero-order. Equation (3.22) 

isn't quite a polar function and this can be seen by the slight line thickening around the cen

tre region of the plot where there are multiple points. The curve has a discontinuity at the 

7 4 on-axis peak and two others at 0.5 and 0.71. These two peaks correspond respectively 

to the principal replay spot being positioned at an edge-centre of the (square) first-order 

replay field, or in a corner of the first-order . At these positions, the replay spot merges with 

the inversion symmetry of the next highest order. This also occurs in all the replication 

fields, hence doubling the local diffraction efficiency. 

A multi-phase hologram would have a doubled theoretical efficiency at all displacements, 

without the discontinuities of figure 3.11. Despite the considerable technological effort 

required to minimise the dead-space wastage and to introduce extra phase levels to break 

the inversion symmetry, only a relatively modest increase in diffraction efficiency is ever 
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pixels increases, but the minimum dead-space gap is limited by the lithographic resolution

of the process used to pattern the SLM. A theoretical silicon device manufactured using a

2am lithography process and having a 10nm pixel pitch introduces a much larger minimum

loss of 3.88dB + 3dB. This device would waste over half of the optical power in dead-space

absorption and high-order diffraction replications.

Figure 3.11 is a plot of the upper bounding efficiency ”a for 2DX320 binary phase holograms,

taking account of the inversion symmetry. The horizontal axis displays the radial displace-

ment 02 + {3 of the principal first—order replay spot from the zero-order. Equation {3.22)
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tre region of the plot where there are multiple points. The curve has a discontinuity at the

T4 on-axis peak and two others at 0.5 and 0.71. These two peaks correspond respectively

to the principal replay spot being positioned at an edge-centre of the (square) first-order

replay field, or in a corner of the first-order. At these positions, the replay spot merges with

the inversion symmetry of the next highest order. This also occurs in all the replication

fields, hence doubling the local diffraction efliciency.

A multi-phase hologram would have a doubled theoretical efficiency at all displacements,

without the discontinuities of figure 3.11. Despite the considerable technological effort

required to minimise the dead-Space wastage and to introduce extra phase levels to break

the inversion symmetry, only a relatively modest increase in diffraction efficiency is ever
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Figure 3.11: Theoretical bound on binary hologram efficiency. 

possible. The generation of 'power-hungry' high-order diffractions is the main factor that 

limits the eventual performance of FLC diffractive switches. 

Equation (3.22) is verified at a=~ and 7 = 1 by Dammann's analysis of !-dimensional 

stepped grating structures [74]. For arbitrary binary phase holograms, the efficiency will 

not generally reach the theoretical limit plotted in figure 3.11 because of the presence of 

extra quantization peaks in the replay. The effects of this noise typically reduce the actual 

efficiency to about 70-80% of ryh. 

In real SLMs, the dead-space will probably not block out light, but will rather transmit 

it without any phase modulation. Provided there are no scattering features recorded in 

the dead-space FLC, the extra transmitted power can only be diffracted into the on-axis 

zero-order and into the central points within all higher-orders. Under these circumstances, 

the dead-space cannot contribute any replay crosstalk noise. In an operational device, the 

liquid crystal above the dead-space may even partially switch according to the average state 

of surrounding pixels, but this is by no means guaranteed and it will probably not occur 

throughout the entire pixel array. 
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possible. The generation of ‘power-hungry‘ high-order dim-actions is the main factor that

limits the eventual performance of FLC difi'ractive switches.

Equation (3.22) is verified at o=% and ‘T = 1 by Dammann‘s analysis of 1-dimensional

stepped grating structures [74]. For arbitrary binary phase holograms, the efl'iciency will

not generally reach the theoretical limit plotted in figure 3.11 because of the presence of

extra quantization peaks in the replay. The effects of this noise typically reduce the actual

efficiency to about 70-80% of ash.

In real SLMs, the dead—space will probably not block out light, but will rather transmit

it without any phase modulation. Provided there are no scattering features recorded in

the dead-Space FLC, the extra transmitted power can only be diffracted into the oil—axis

zero-order and into the central points within all higher-orders. Under these circumstances,

the dead-space cannot contribute any replay crosstalk noise. In an operational device, the

liquid crystal above the dead-space may even partially switch according to the average state

of surrounding pixels, but this is by no means guaranteed and it will probably not occur

throughout the entire pixel array.
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3.4 Crosstalk 

Crosstalk in an optical network is caused by one or more of the data signals cross-coupling 

power into other signal paths. If the transmitted data sequences are independent and do 

not exhibit any cross-correlation, then the total crosstalk in any path may be modelled as a 

source of random noise with some probability density distribution. This noise directly affects 

the mean optical signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) and hence ultimately degrades the bit-error

rate performance at the data receivers. The network bit-error-rate typically depends upon a 

number of different parameters other than just the optical SNR. The layout of the network; 

whether optical amplification. or regeneration is used; the sensitivity of the receivers; and 

the type of data transmitted will all have contributions. It is most convenient however, to 

describe the performance of any optical switch architecture and in particular, how many 

switching nodes might be traversed before regeneration of the signal is necessary, in terms 

of the optical SNR found at any of the switch output ports. 

Crosstalk in a diffractive optical switch can be caused by overlap of the 'infinite' Gaussian 

output tails and by the non-ideal beam steering efficiency of the CGH-SLM. The high 

degree of spatial repetition and therefore inherent redundancy within the patterning of 

holograms makes them very robust against pixel faults and can lead to excellent theoretical 

crosstalk isolation. But in practical situations, non-uniformities within the SLM structure 

and binary-phase quantization effects inevitably cause some of the optical power to be 

coherently scattered around the replay. Even 'perfect' gratings (i.e., a= ~' i, ~'etc.) suffer 

from diffraction noise in practice. This noise is ultimately the limiting crosstalk factor. 

Photo-detectors and large numerical aperture multi-mode fibres are efficient devices for 

collecting all incident power within a finite aperture. If these devices are used as the switch 

output ports then the optical SNR is simply the contrast ratio averaged across the output 

aperture, i.e., the integrated optical intensity received when a data signal is being routed to 

that particular output, divided by the mean integrated noise power when the signal is being 

routed elsewhere. But when the switch output ports are single-mode fibres or are only 

just multi-moded, then more attention must be made to calculation of the output SNR. 

Only incident light that matches the fibre's guided-mode profile will be accepted into the 

fibre. Any mismatched optical field may initially enter the fibre but will then tend to exit 

through the cladding after propagating only a short distance. To analyse the switch SNR 

with single-mode fibre outputs, we must compare the relative fibre coupling efficiencies of 
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the signal launch and of the crosstalk noise. 

3.4.1 Replay phase-profiles and the overlap integral 

The field emitted from a cleaved single-mode fibre is a precisely defined T EM00 Gaussian. By 

the argument of reciprocity of light, the launch mode from free-space back into a single-mode 

fibre must be an identical TEM00 . Distortion to either the intensity- or the phase-profiles 

of the beam will have an adverse effect upon the fibre launch efficiency. If fibre-to-fibre 

routeing is to be attempted then the issue of phase-profile across the output beam becomes 

very important. The replay spots must always be matched to the guided-mode of the fibre. 

The overlap integral (3.23) takes account of the complex optical field profile of the replay 

plane and may be used to calculate the power efficiency with which replay spots or unwanted 

crosstalk noise will launch down single-mode fibres. 

_ I// r(x, y)EJ(x, y)dxdy 12 

TJo - If lr(x, y) 12 dxdy If IEJ(x, y) 12 dxdy 
(3.23) 

where r(x,y) is the complex amplitude replay field and EJ(x,y) is the fibre TEM00 mode 

profile. Equation (3 .23) is a measure of how closely the incident field resembles the fibre 

mode. Each output fibre is typically offset to a coordinate (xJ,YJ) to avoid the zero-order 

replay. Maximum launch efficiency is achieved when r(x, y) exactly matches Ej(x, y), where: 

E- ( ) _ 1/! [ (x-xJ)2+(Y-YJ)2] 
1 x, y - - - exp -

2 Wo n W 0 

(3.24) 

Figure 3.12 shows a Gaussian replay spot being routed into a single-mode output fibre. The 

beam is inclined at an angle 8() radians and is offset from the fibre axis by a distance 8r. 

The optics are relatively insensitive to axial movement of the waist position and it may 

be assumed that the Gaussian waist of diameter 2w~ coincides exactly with the fibre end 

face. The guided-mode has a diameter 2w0 . Marcuse [34] found an analytical solution of 

the overlap integral under these conditions: 

(3.25) 

--
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where r(33,y} is the complex amplitude replay field and Effigy) is the fibre TEMDD mode
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profile. Equation (3.23) is a measure of how closely the incident field resembles the fibre

mode. Each output fibre is typically offset to a coordinate (5”!an to avoid the zero-order

replay. Maximum launch efficiency is achieved when 719:, y) exactly matches Effigy), where:
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Figure 3.12 shows a Gaussian replay Spot being routed into a singlemodc output fibre. The

beam is inclined at an angle 66 radians and is offset from the fibre axis by a distance 87'.

The optics are relatively insensitive to axial movement of the waist position and it may

be assumed that the Gaussian waist of diameter 210:, coincides exactly with the fibre end

face. The guided-mode has a diameter 2m”. Marcuse [34] found an analytical solution of

the overlap integral under these conditions:

J, '2 I - .2 , r, '2

tin = ( 21:10:00 ) exp [_( 2(0?) )] exp [_2(irinumfl89) ] (3.25)wt? + wt wt? + wt ”(‘th + wt)
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Figure 3.12: Conditions for a replay spot to launch into single-mode fibre. 

Equation (3.25) demonstrates the importance of the Fourier flat-phase condition. If the 

optics of a single-mode fibre switch are not correctly aligned in the form of a 4-f relay or 

equivalent geometry, then the spherical phase distortion of the replay plane introduces an 

efficiency reducing wavefront tilt across every output spot, worsening with radial distance 

from the optic axis. To maximise the Gaussian signal launch efficiency and hence maximise 

the SNR, the output spot-size should be correctly matched to the fibre guided-mode and a 

(telecentrict) lens system should be employed which meets the condition that o(} = 0 in all 

replay field locations. 

Figure 3.13 shows two plots of the effect of beam misalignment upon fibre launch efficiencies, 

for or and o(} respectively. Comparative curves for conventional telecommunication fibres 

(-\ 1.55J-tm) are plotted alongside curves for the fibres within the 1-to-15 fibre array 

(-\ 780nm). Both plots show that the output signal coupling efficiency and therefore 

the optical SNR and switch insertion loss are very sensitive to misalignments of the optical 

system. If the system lenses are not diffraction-limited, optical wavefront aberrations in 

the hologram replay will have a similar effect. The plots also show that the alignment 

tolerances at the commercial wavelength are slightly less stringent. Therefore it should be 

easier to optimise a one-to-any switch in a real optical network application than it was to 

demonstrate the optical-bench system at ,\ = 780nm. 

We now need to examine the coupling efficiency of the replay crosstalk noise. Figure 3.14 is 

a simulation of the experimental replay of figure 3.3(a). The height of the plot represents the 

output intensity and a greyscale colouring has been used to represent the phase-wavefront. 

The 32 grey-levels range from 0 to 27r phase, changing from dark to light. This is a typical 

replay wavefront created by a hologram when the Fourier flat-phase condition is met. It can 

tTelecentric lenses are designed with the principal ray parallel to the optic axis in object space. 
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Figure 3.12: Conditions for a replay spot to launch into single—mode fibre.

Equation (3.25) demonstrates the importance of the Fourier flat-phase condition. If the

optics of a singleqnode fibre switch are not correctly aligned in the form of a 4-f relay or

equivalent geometry, then the Spherical phase distortion of the replay plane introduces an

efficiency reducing wavefront tilt across every output Spot, worsening with radial distance

from the optic axis. To maximise the Gaussian signal launch eflicieney and hence maximise

the SNR, the output spot-size should be correctly matched to the fibre guided—mode and a

(telecentricl) lens system should be employed which meets the condition that 829 : 0 in all

replay field locations.

Figure 3.13 shows two plots of the effect of beam misalignment upon fibre launch efficiencies,

for (“)r and 69 respectively. Comparative curves for conventional telecommunication fibres

[A = 1.55am) are plotted alongside curves for the fibres within the l-to—15 fibre array

(A : 780nm). Both plots show that the output signal coupling efficiency and therefore

the optical SNR and switch insertion loss are very sensitive to misalignments of the optical

system. If the system lenses are not diHi'acti011-limited, optical wavefront aberrations in

the hologram replay will have a similar effect. The plots also show that the alignment

tolerances at the commercial wavelength are slightly less stringent. Therefore it should be

easier to optimise a one-to-any switch in a real optical network application than it was to

demonstrate the optical-bench system at A = 780nm.

We now need to examine the coupling efficiency of the replay crosstalk noise. Figure 3.14.1 is

a simulation of the experimental replay of figure 3.3(a). The height of the plot represents the

output intensity and a greyscale colouring has been used to represent the phase-wavefront.

The 32 grey-levels range from 0 to 21¢ phase1 changing from dark to light. This is a typical

replay wavefront created by a hologram when the Fourier flat-phase condition is met. It can
 

ITelecentlic lenses are designed with the principal ray parallel to the optic axis in object space.
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be seen that the 4x4 Gaussian output spots have flat or nearly flat wavefronts and can be 

expected to couple into output fibres with high efficiencies. However the phase-profile of the 

remaining low-intensity quantization noise appears to be completely random and is found 

to contain very rapid phase transitions. The essentially chaotic nature of this (potential) 

crosstalk noise ensures that such noise only couples into radiative modes of the fibre outputs 

as predicted by the low guided-mode overlap efficiency from (3.23). These modes have short 

transmission lengths and soon leak back out of the fibre cladding. The simulation therefore 

predicts that when single-mode fibres are used as the output ports, the optical SNR obtained 

should be considerably greater than when photo-detectors are used. 

3.4 .2 Experimental crosstalk measurement 

To obtain an experimental measurement of the crosstalk noise introduced by the 2DX320 

SLM, the basic optics of the 1-to-15 switch experiment were retained, but the input source 

was replaced by a more powerful 3m W continuous-wave laser diode emitting at A=670nm. 

This source is closer to the SLM design wavelength of 633nm and thus provides +11.1dB 

more diffracted power at the output fibres than measured during the 1-to-15 results in 

figure 3.8. To maintain single-moded operation at this wavelength, the input fibre had to 

be replaced with one of a smaller core diameter ( w 0 ::::= 2.3p,m) and the output fibre array 

was replaced by a single identical fibre, mounted on a mechanical micro-positioning stage. 

A hologram frame was generated to direct power to an off-axis location in the first-order 

replay field and the output fibre position was optimised to collect maximum light power from 

this replay. The output fibre was wound once around a 1cm tube and the optical signal 

was passed to a silicon photo-detector. The effect of the tight bend radius was to remove 

all non-guided fibre modes and hence to simulate the effect of a longer fibre transmission 

length. This ensures that only the fundamental T EM00 mode reaches the photo-detector. 

With the output fibre at a fixed position, a number of CGH frames were then generated 

and displayed to shift the principal replay spot away from the output fibre core along the 8 

compass directions. The experimentally received optical power levels are plotted as '+'s in 

figure 3.15 as the fibre launch was de-tuned along axial directions, and as ' x 's for diagonal 

directions. These points correspond to the equivalent crosstalk power received by an output 

in very close proximity to the replay spot, placed at an offset distance given by N b.xT and 

.;2N b.xT respectively, where N is an integer in the range 1-10. b.xT is the holographic  
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replay resolution which was ~ 3.5p,m for the optics used. The mean of each data set of 4 

(vertical) points for a particular offset is also superimposed on the figure . 

The experimental results have been normalised by the original optimised launch power. 

This launch was repetitively monitored throughout the experiment and variations in the 

combined optical power stability of the laser source and the mechanical stability of the 

entire optical system on an optical bench were found to affect the received power signal by 

less than 3%. 

The experimental readings demonstrate the increased optical insertion loss as the fibre 

launch is de-tuned, levelling out to a nearly flat crosstalk plateau. This plateau is only about 

3dB higher than the photo-detector dark-current and is therefore prone to error. However, 

the signal was discernible above the electrical noise and even very large replay spot offsets, 

such that the replay was not even incident upon the fibre cladding, gave the same crosstalk 

isolation figure. It is therefore unlikely that the crosstalk was due to stray defocused reflec-
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tions, but was probably a coherent scatter noise limit of the system. 

If the holograms had replayed perfectly without quantization noise, equation (3.25) would 

have predicted the behaviour of the above experiment from the overlap of Gaussian tails. 

This is shown as the rapidly descending theoretical curve to the left of figure 3.15. But as 

shown in figure 3.14, practical holograms generally exhibit background noise. Simulation 

of the experiment using the same hologram set, yielded the points represented by 'o's. 

These points initially follow the theoretical curve as expected, but then depart as the CGH 

quantization effects begin to appear. The discontinuities in the simulation plot are due to 

fluctuations in the localised quantization noise level, and due to numerical problems with 

overlap integration across a discrete simulated replay field. 

The dotted simulation line represents the best achievable crosstalk isolation for this optical 

system using the Gerchberg-Saxon hologram iteration algorithm. Even the worst theoretical 

isolation is better than -40dB and this would improve slightly if the x-axis were extended 

because the hologram background noise tends to accumulate in axial directions close to 

the main replay spot. Simulation of a 25J.Lm-diameter photodiode positioned in the output 

field in place of the single-mode fibre, produced a crosstalk plateau of approximately -25dB. 

This corresponds directly to the power SNRs of the hologram set taken in This simulation 

figure is worse than even the experimentally determined crosstalk, and therefore as predicted, 

the use of single-mode fibre outputs is preferable. 

The large discrepancy between the experimental and simulated crosstalk curves can only be 

explained by practical considerations of the SLM. Figure 3.16 is a frame-captured microscope 

image of a representative portion of the 2DX320 whilst it was displaying a sequence of black

and-white intensity images. The pixel structure and dead-space can be clearly seen, but the 

high density of glass spacers that were observed through the microscope are too small to 

be apparent in the frame capture. Many of these spacers do however induce much larger 

visible liquid crystal defects. These defects are in static positions and are present in both 

the black and white pixel states. They are regions of FLC material which are not surface 

stabilised and thus simply fail to respond to the applied pixel voltages. The defect regions 

are all formed on the same side of their respective spacer. They were probably caused by 

relative movement of the two SLM glass plates during final SLM assembly such that the 

resulting movement of the glass spacers destroyed the nearby SiO alignment layer which 

had been deposited on top of the ITO electrodes. 
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Figure 3.16: Microscope image of a portion of the 2DX320 SLM. 

The large number of spacers and defect regions act as scattering centres for the light pass

ing through the SLM. These and other optical non-uniformities tend to produce coherent 

speckle noise in the replay plane, reducing the output SNR. Silicon backplane SLMs have 

a much smaller pixel area and therefore require relatively few spacers. In these devices it 

would be desirable to confine spacer-like structures to dead-space areas only, although the 

aluminium pixel mirror surfaces will still probably contribute diffraction noise of their own. 

Initial simulations from visual inspection of the defects in figure 3.16 only account for a 

small proportion of the discrepancy between simulation and experiment. It is the author's 

belief that there may be other fundamental limitations to the crosstalk in FLC optical sys

tems, caused by coherent diffractive scattering from molecular domain boundaries and from 

thickness and refractive index variations throughout the FLC layer. Clearly more work is 

required in this area before theoretical crosstalk figures can be quoted with confidence. 

3.5 Discussion 

The experimental results verify that polarisation independent routeing of optical signals 

can be performed using diffractive FLC-SLMs. In particular, the results of the 1-to-15 

switching experiment are the first non-mechanical demonstration of optically transparent 

signal routeing between a large number of single-mode fibres, without having to resort to 

3.5
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several cascaded stages of switching. These optical-bench experiments demonstrate the 

feasibility of free-space optical switching between single-mode fibres, but they have also 

highlighted some of the experimental design problems that need to be considered, especially 

the importance of careful design and manufacture of the optical components. 

The measured insertion loss of the experimental switch was not sufficiently low enough to 

be used as the basis of a real world application, but the switching was performed using 

a large FLC passive-matrix device. This SLM was not well-suited to efficient holography 

and the catalogue optical lenses that were used to manipulate the Gaussian beam, were not 

designed for imaging applications at the infrared switch design wavelength. 

The simulated annealing technique of generating holograms can be partially optimised to 

allow the designer some degree of control over how the replay diffraction noise is distributed. 

If necessary, simulated annealing can also be used to confine the quantization noise in 'safe' 

regions of the replay, away from the output ports. Its main drawback is the length of time 

taken to produce each hologram. Fortunately this CGH generation is an off-line process 

and it should be possible to create holograms with a larger space-bandwidth product that 

adequately minimise the crosstalk noise (in the absence of other crosstalk effects), probably 

approaching a figure of -60dB isolation for realistic hologram sizes. Perhaps the hardest 

question to answer at the current time is: without having to resort to the use of expensive 

optical amplifiers or regenerators, what is the minimum insertion loss that might be possible 

using this type of approach to optical switching? The insertion loss has contributions from: 

(1). the optical power that passes undiffracted into the zero-order due to the non

ideal phase efficiency 'fls of the FLC-SLM recording medium, 

(2) . the redistribution of optical power into the inversion symmetry and into the 

higher-order diffraction regions because of the theoretical bound rth on the effi

ciency of binary, pixellated CGHs with inter-pixel dead-space, 

(3). the power that is scattered into the replay as a background optical noise level 

due to quantization effects in the hologram function and due to defects within 

the SLM structure, 

(4). any other losses due to the optical components, including stray reflections and 

reduced fibre launching efficiencies 'flo· 

An optimistic view is that a one-to-any switch might be constructed with between perhaps 

4dB and 6dB of loss, or less than 3dB if the inversion symmetry could be broken. However, 
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the diffractive loss penalty and crosstalk figures remain essentially constant for a given 

FLC switch architecture, regardless of how many outputs are placed in the system. From 

this point of view, diffractive switches are cheap, scalable and become serious technology 

contenders when a large number of fibre data-streams need to be interconnected. It is also 

worth noting that only one amplification stage (at the input) is needed to boost the power 

level and reduce the insertion loss of a one-to-any switch. 

The FLC switch reconfiguration speeds are obviously limited by the SLM frame rate, which 

in the case of the 2DX320 is only about 10Hz. Realistically, even the fastest FLC switching 

speeds of about lOf.Ls are still insufficient to be suitable for use in fast packet-switching 

applications. FLC architectures are therefore much better suited to the lower reconfiguration 

speeds of circuit-switched applications or to network load management, especially where very 

high data rates and/or wavelength multiplexing makes electronic switching difficult. 

Output 

FLC-on-Silicon 
Reflection 
Hologram 

Figure 3.17: One-to-any fibre switch: Compact 2-f architecture. 

Through the use of a reflective display such as one of the miniature FLC-over-silicon actively

addressed SLMs, the present bulky demonstration of a one-to-any switch (figure 3.7) could 

be folded into a much more compact 2-f architecture [63]. In figure 3.17, the on-axis central 

fibre within the array has been chosen as the input source and the switch is shown making 

a connection with two of the other outputs within the same fibre array. Light from the 

central fibre is reflected off and diffracted by the switchable aluminium mirror pads which 

are integrated onto the silicon backplane beneath the FLC layer. From equations (3 .11) 
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and (3.12), the number of outputs that may be supported by this one-to-any switch is: 

( 
N>.. )2 

Maximum number of output fibres = 5.305 !::.s + 1 (3.26) 

where !::.s is the fibre spacing and N is the number of hologram pixels in one dimension. 

At telecommunications wavelengths using standard 125ttm cladding diameter silica fibres, 

(0.066N + 1)2 array fibres may be supported. An extremely compact 1-to-8 switch could 

therefore be constructed from 32x32 SLM pixels in a total free-space 2-f length of only 

5.1mm using 30ttm pixels. Integration of photodiodes onto the silicon surface might also 

allow optical control signals to be passed directly to the electronic hardware and the routeing 

hologram patterns might be stored and recalled directly from memory areas within the device 

circuitry. 

A potential problem of figure 3.17 is that of the unwanted zero-order returning along the 

input fibre and destabilising the signal source. This could be prevented by either placing an 

opto-isolator on the input fibre, or by laterally moving the entire fibre array slightly, so that 

the zero-order reflection is incident between fibres. The second method has the advantage 

that it also introduces non-regular fibre-to-axis distances and neatly avoids the inversion 

symmetry crosstalk problems. Although shown this way round, the FLC switch is actually 

fully bidirectional, and any output could return a signal to the single input. 

To conclude, careful manufacture and optimisation of the SLM is the most likely factor to 

improve the performance of fibre switches, although proper optimisation of the lens designs 

and system alignment would have removed some of the experimental losses in the results 

presented here. The FLC requirements for fibre switches and other diffractive applications 

are that the pixel fill-factor and the FLC switching angle must be maximised to help reduce 

the insertion loss of the system. For use in commercial optical telecommunications, the optics 

must be designed for use within the Erbium fibre amplifier spectral window,>.. ~ 1.55ttm, and 

the FLC layer will typically need to be thicker than in SLMs which have only been optimised 

for visible wavelengths. In a real switch, the speed advantage obtained by electronically 

interfacing with silicon circuitry is important and should not be compromised by a slow 

FLC response time. Integration with silicon technology also allows the implementation of 

direct-drive addressing schemes and thus means that high tilt FLC materials without full 

molecular bistability could be used. 
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opto-isolator on the input fibre, or by laterally moving the entire fibre array slightly, so that

the zero—order reflection is incident between fibres. The second method has the advantage

that it also introduces non—regular fibre-to-ascis distances and neatly avoids the inversion

symmetry crosstalk problems. Although shown this way round, the FLC switch is actually

fully bidirectional, and any output could return a signal to the single input.

To conclude, careful manufacture and optimisation of the SLM is the most likely factor to

improve the performance of fibre switches, although proper optimisation of the lens designs

and system alignment would have removed some of the experimental losses in the results

presented here. The FLC requirements for fibre switches and other diffractive applications

are that the pixel fill-factor and the FLC switching angle must be maxiniised to help reduce

the insertion loss of the system. For use in commercial optical telecomrnnnications, the Optics

must be designed for use within the Erbium fibre amplifier spectral window, A x 1.55,“.111, and

the FLC layer will typically need to be thicker than in SLMs which have only been optimised

for visible wavelengths. In a real switch, the speed advantage obtained by electronically

interfacing with silicon circuitry is important and should not be compromised by a slow

FLC response time. Integration with silicon technology also allows the iinplen'rentation of

direct-drive addressing schemes and thus means that high tilt FLC materials without full

molecular bistability could be used.
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An important emerging application for optically transparent fibre switches is in the imple

mentation of wavelength-division-multiplexed (WDM) network routeing elements [75]. The 

low-loss spectral window of normal telecommunications silica fibre runs from approximately 

1250nm to 1600nm. This wavelength range corresponds to a potential optical bandwidth 

several orders of magnitude larger than current state-of-the-art laser modulation and detec

tion techniques, which can only operate up tp 10-20 Gbit/s. The huge potential bandwidth 

has led to considerable efforts to increase the information bandwidth efficiency of fibres by 

multiplexing several independently modulated laser sources onto the same optical fibre, each 

source operating at a slightly different wavelength. 

Ferroelectric liquid crystal spatial light modulators operate across all wavelengths for which 

the liquid crystal is transparent. Typical FLC materials have electronic absorption bands in 

the ultraviolet and molecular absorption bands in the far infrared [76], but are completely 

transparent throughout the rest of the optical spectrum. FLC-SLMs obviously exhibit the 

normal .A-dispersion properties of coarse diffractive elements, but in other respects they 

have a very broad wavelength response. This makes them very well suited to high data-rate 

spatial interconnection techniques, but the weak wavelength dependence is insufficient to 

directly implement wavelength routeing for dense WDM applications. 

To avoid having to demultiplex and remultiplex the signals at each network node, WDM 

networks generally establish data connections via some kind of dynamic allocation of the 

available wavelengths [77], tuning either the individual lasers and/or the receivers to the 

assigned wavelength on demand. These systems not only allow more efficient utilisation of 
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the optical bandwidth, but they also introduce extra flexibility into the fibre network by 

allowing wavelength selective switching elements to perform optically transparent routeing. 

WDM networks therefore rely on the functionality provided by wavelength tuneable sources, 

receivers and filters. 

This chapter presents a completely new approach to WDM network routeing by combining 

a CGH-SLM with a high resolution diffraction grating to achieve a tuneable filter device 

with a narrow-band wavelength response. These are the first recorded results utilising an 

FLC-SLM for long wavelength free-space switching and they demonstrate the suitability of 

programmable CGHs for telecommunication fibre networks. The diffractive nature of the 

device provides the potential for excellent crosstalk isolation between WDM channels. 

4.1 Diffractive WDM Components 

The use of fixed gratings for reversible WDM (de)multiplexing is well known [78) . These 

are passive systems which allow multiple WDM channels to be either completely combined 

or completely separated, but they do not provide selective filtering or dynamic switching 

of the various fibre network bit-streams. In these (de)multiplexers, angular wavelength 

combination of the channels into the network, or dispersion from the network, is governed 

by the grating equation: 

• A.. • A.. A 
sm'l'r + sm'l'i = ±m

dp 
(4.1) 

where ¢i and ¢r are the grating angles of incidence and reflection (or transmission) respec

tively, of the WDM channel of unmodulated wavelength A. These angles are defined relative 

to the grating surface normal, and have the same sign if they occur on the same side of the 

normal. dp is the fixed grating pitch, defined for a binary grating to be twice the feature size 

or for a blazed grating to be the distance between ridges, and m is the grating diffraction 

order being used. 

Of the various configurations possible, the most commonly known is the Littrow mount 

shown in figure 4.1. In this configuration, the wavelength dispersive element is a planar, 

blazed reflection grating, tilted to obtain high diffraction efficiency in the first-order (m=l) 

and to reduce the angles through the lens such that ¢i ~ ¢r· Selection of the correct 

spatial regions within the output plane (typically by means of single-mode fibres) allows 

-
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the optical bandwidth, but they also introduce extra flexibility into the fibre network by

allowing wavelength selective switching elements to perform optically transparent routeing.

WDM networks therefore rely on the functionality provided by wavelength tuneable sources,

receivers and filters.

This chapter presents a completely new approach to WDM network routeing by combining

a CGH—SLM with a high resolution diffraction grating to achieve a tuneable filter device

with a narrow—band wavelength response. These are the first recorded results utilising an

FLC-SLM for long wavelength free-space switching and they demonstrate the suitability of

programmable CGHs for telecommunication fibre networks. The diffractive nature of the

device provides the potential for excellent crosstalk isolation between WDM channels.

Diffractive WDM Components

The use of fixed gratings for reversible WDM {dejmultiplexing is well known [78]. These

are passive systems which allow multiple WDM channels to be either completely combined

or completely separated, but they do not provide selective filtering or dynamic switching

of the various fibre network bit-streams. In these (dehnultiplexers, angular wavelength

combination of the channels into the network, or dispersion from the network, is governed

by the grating equation:

sin (,1),- + sin :35, : “rm—A— (4.1)
03F

where (,6, and ([3,. are the grating angles of incidence and reflection (or transmission) respec—

tively, of the WDM channel of unrnodulated wavelength A. These angles are defined relative

to the grating surface normal, and have the same sign if they occur on the same side of the

normal. tip is the fixed grating pitch, defined for a binary grating to be twice the feature size

or for a biased grating to be the distance between ridges, and m is the grating diliraction

order being used.

Of the various configurations possible, the most commonly known is the Littrow mount

shown in figure 4.1. In this configuration, the wavelength dispersive element is a planar,

blazed reflection grating, tilted to obtain high diffraction efficiency in the first-order ($7121)

and to reduce the angles through the lens such that 41), '2 ((2,... Selection of the correct

spatial regions within the output plane {typically by means of single-mode fibres} allows
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Figure 4.1: The Littrow mount passive wavelength (de)multiplexer. 

every WDM channel to be demultiplexed and isolated. As with most single-mode free-space 

architectures, the Littrow configuration has telecentric imaging and meets the requirements 

for reciprocity. Lossless multiplexing of many WDM channels into one single-mode fibre is 

thus also possible. 

The WDM channel spacing D.>. supported by this type of multiplexer, is obtained by differ

entiation of equation ( 4.1). Assuming that the grating is inclined at a fixed angle of ¢ = c/Ji 

to the vertical: 

(4.2) 

where ..\0 is the wavelength for which c/Ji = ¢7', D.y is the distance between fibres in the 

output plane, and f is the lens focal length. 

4.1.1 Ferroelectric liquid crystals as dynamic gratings 

Various methods of achieving wavelength tuning have been suggested. These include tech

niques based on liquid crystal birefringent slabs [79], Fabry-Perot cavity filters [80], acousto

optic surface wave effects [81] and semiconductor resonant amplification [82]. A method of 

simultaneous space and wavelength switching using a mechanically rotatable grating has 

also been demonstrated [13] . But these methods are generally analogue in operation, have 

non-linear responses, and hence require complex calibration or control algorithms. 

4.1.1
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every WDM channel to be demultiplexed and isolated. As with most single-mode free-space

arcliitectllreS, the Littrow configuration has telecentric imaging and meets the requirements

for reciprocity. Lossless multiplexing of many WDM channels into one single—mode fibre is

thus also possible.

The WDM channel spacing AA supported by this type of multiplexer, is obtained by differ-

entiation of equation (4.1). Assuming that the grating is inclined at a fixed angle of 4; = (f),-

to the vertical:

 
_ ma

AA # dp cos it Age? — 2 tang!)
AuAy

- [W (4-2] 
where A0 is the wavelength for which gt,- = 4),, A3; is the distance between fibres in the

output plane, and f is the lens focal length.

Ferr‘oclectric liquid crystals as dynamic gratings

Various methods of achieving wavelength tuning have been suggested. These include tech-

niques based on liquid crystal birefringent slabs [79], Fabry-Perot cavity filters [80], acousto-

optic surface wave efl'ects [81] and semiconductor resonant amplification [82]. A method of

Simultaneous space and wavelength switching using a mechanically rotatable grating has

also been demonstrated [13]. But these methods are generally analogue in operation, have

non-linear responses, and hence require complex calibration or control algorithms.
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If the grating pitch in figure 4.1 could be dynamically varied, then the passive multiplexer 

would be converted into a tuneable switch capable of directing different wavelengths towards 

a fixed output fibre or detector. FLC-CGHs are capable of displaying arbitrary binary 

phase holographic patterns and are therefore suitable devices to be configured as dynamic 

WDM gratings. Unfortunately, currently available FLC-SLM devices do not address enough 

pixels/mm to achieve sufficiently high wavelength dispersion to make them directly useful 

in a Littrow configuration. In addition, the variation in holographic pitch that must be 

displayed on the SLM to tune the component, adversely affects the wavelength resolution 

~A across the tuning range, resulting in a non-linear WDM channel spacing. 

Both these problems are solved by the use of a fixed grating of smaller pitch in combination 

with the FLC-SLM. This is a new configuration [44], using the SLM to achieve very fine 

angular tuning of the angle of incidence from a wavelength-multiplexed source onto the fixed 

grating. The grating then provides the large angular dispersion of the spectral channels that 

is required in dense WDM applications. The difference in pitch between the two diffractive 

elements can be arranged to produce a wavelength filter with a very high channel density and 

with nearly constant channel spacings. Tuning of the filter relies upon an exact CGH pattern 

being displayed on the SLM and the switch operation is therefore extremely repeatable. The 

tuning may also be considered to be digital in nature because it is determined by a binary 

image frame, rather than by an analogue control signal. 

4.2 The Wavelength Switch Architecture 

The architecture that was chosen for investigation of a holographic wavelength switch was 

the compact 2-f double-pass system shown schematically in figure 4.2. Conceptually this is 

just a folded Gaussian relay with the central SLM replaced by a combination of an SLM and 

a fixed grating. The architecture is designed to filter one or more wavelengths on demand 

from a multi-wavelength coherent source, e.g., in conjunction with a fibre splitter, it could 

be used as the local traffic dropout in a WDM routed fibre network. The switch is therefore 

an N-to-1 wavelength router, configured to reduce the physical extent of the switch and 

minimise the number of optical components that are required. 

The multiplexed WDM channels enter the system from a cleaved single-mode input fibre 

that has been aligned along the system optic axis. The resultant multi-chromatic beam 
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Figure 4.2: Tuneable wavelength switching experiment . 

is collimated by the lens and is diffracted through the FLC-SLM pattern onto the fixed 

grating. Each spectral component of the source is incident upon the grating at a slightly 

different angular direction, according to which CGH frame is displayed from the set of pre

calculated holographic patterns. The optical channels are reflected from and dispersed by 

the fixed diffractive element, back through the same CGH pattern, then refocused through 

the lens into the input/output plane. As with the fixed demultiplexer, the various WDM 

channels are now spatially dispersed, and a single data channel may be filtered from the 

others by means of an output fibre. Dynamic selection of the filtered channel occurs as the 

SLM pattern is altered, and the reconfiguration speed of the switch is thus determined by 

the SLM frame rate. The inherent redundancy within CGH frames makes the architecture 

extremely robust against corrupt frame pixels. 

Provided the fixed grating is placed exactly one focal distance behind the lens , the posi

tioning of the SLM is unimportant because the return pass of light through the FLC-CGH 

ensures that the output imaging is always telecentric. To explain this operation, it is easiest 

to resort to conventional ray-tracing techniques. Consider the path of the principal ray as 

shown in figure 4.3. Because the input source is axially aligned, the principal ray passes 

through the centroid of the collimation lens, and it is then diffracted by three surfaces. From 

equation ( 4.1), the surface equations are: 

n ), 
sin(/>1 = ±- x -

N dsLM 
. "' ), . "' Slll<p2 = dF + Slll<pl sin¢3 = + n ), . "' _ - x -- + sm '1'2 

N dsLM 
(4.3) 

where ¢1, ¢2 and ¢3 are defined as the ray angles to the grating normals as shown in 
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Figure 4.2: Tuneable wavelength switching experiment.

is colliinated by the lens and is diffracted through the FLC-SLM pattern onto the fixed

grating. Each spectral component of the source is incident upon the grating at a slightly

different angular direction, according to which CGH frame is displayed from the set of pre-

calculated holographic patterns. The optical channels are reflected from and dispersed by

the fixed diffractive element, back through the same CGH pattern, then refocused through

the lens into the input/output plane. As with the fixed demultiplexer, the various WDM

channels are now spatially dispersed, and a single data channel may be filtered from the

others by means of an output fibre. Dynamic selection of the filtered channel occurs as the

SLM pattern is altered, and the reconfiguration speed of the switch is thus determined by

the SLM frame rate. The inherent redundancy within CGH frames makes the architecture

extremely robust against corrupt frame pixels.

Provided the fixed grating is placed exactly one focal distance behind the lens, the posi-

tioning of the SLM is unimportant because the return pass of light through the FLC~CGH

ensures that the output imaging is always telecentric. To explain this operation, it is easiest

to resort to conventional ray-tracing techniques. Consider the path of the principal ray as

shown in figure 4.3. Because the input source is axially aligned, the principal ray passes

through the centroid of the collimation lens, and it is then diffracted by three surfaces. From

equation (4.1), the surface equations are:
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Where (In, at; and (b3 are defined as the ray angles to the grating normals as shown in
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Figure 4.3: Ray-trace of the principal ray through the WDM switch of figure 4.2. 

figure 4.3, dsLM is the SLM pixel pitch, N is the number of SLM pixels in a direction 

perpendicular to the fixed grating grooves, and n is an integer in the range 0 ---+ ~ which 

sets the equivalent grating pitch of the current SLM frame. Hence n determines the tuning 

of the switch, where the± signs are due to the first-order and symmetry deflections from the 

binary CGH-SLM. Figure 4.4 shows a typical switch frame and the angular far-field replay 

it produces. The irregularities in the CGH periodicity result in an effective grating pitch of 

~ x dsLM, which is a non-integer multiple of the SLM pixel pitch. This extra resolution is 

gained at the expense of introducing some noise peaks in the replay. 

In figure 4.3, the principal ray arrives at the lens on its return path at a height y1 above 

the axis. Provided all angles are small, we may make the approximation that cos¢~ 1 and 

hence tan¢ ~ sin¢. Substituting the expressions of ( 4.3) gives: 

Y1 =a( tan ¢1 +tan ¢2) +(f-a) tan ¢3 

= f sin¢3 (4.4) 

From the properties of ideal thin lenses, the angle ¢4 that the image point I subtends to 

the centroid of the lens, must be equal to ¢3. Hence the separation distance ~y between 

the input and output fibres must equal Y1, making ¢s a right-angle. Thus assuming that 

the performance of the actual lens used in the filter design is close to a diffraction-limit, the 

output beam will always be focused with a flat wavefront and a high efficiency single-mode 

fibre launch can be expected. The input and output fibres are also conveniently aligned 

parallel to one another. 

---
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figure 4.3, 035;,“ is the SLM pixel pitch, N is the number of SLM pixels in a direction

perpendicular to the fixed grating grooves, and n is an integer in the range [1 —> % which

sets the equivalent grating pitch of the current SLM frame. Hence 11. determines the tuning

of the switch, where the i signs are due to the first—order and symmetry deflections from the

binary CGH-SLM. Figure 4.4 shows a typical switch Elaine and the angular far—field replay

it produces. The irregularities in the CGH periodicity result in an efiective grating pitch of

g- xelSLM, which is a non-integer multiple of the SLM pixel pitch. This extra resolution is

gained at the expense of introducing some noise peaks in the replay.

In figure 4.3, the principal ray arrives at the lens on its return path at a height yl above

the axis. Provided all angles are small, we may make the approximation that cos d: '2 ]. and

henco tan d) o: sind). Substituting the expressions of (4.3) gives:

yl : (L(tallf/}1 + tan (1)2) + (If ~— a} tan (t3

= f sin (t3 (4,4)

From the properties of ideal thin lenses, the angle (1).. that the image point I subtends to

the centroid of the lens, must be equal to $3. Hence the separation distance Ay between

the input and output fibres must equal 1!“, making $5 a right-angle. Thus assuming that

the performance of the actual lens used in the filter design is close to a diffraction-limit1 the

output beam will always be focused with a flat wavefront and a high efficiency single-mode

fibre launch can be expected. The input and output fibres are also conveniently aligned

parallel to one another.
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Figure 4.4: Typical WDM switch hologram and replay. 

The first- and symmetric-diffraction orders of the CGH frame each direct a different wave

length into the output fibre. These two wavelengths may be dynamically tuned simulta

neously by changing the SLM holographic equivalent grating pitch. Unfortunately a third, 

untuneable wavelength is also filtered, which corresponds to the wavelength which would be 

received if the SLM were removed from the system. These three wavelength solutions may 

be predicted by combining the grating equations of (4.3): 

(4.5) 

where AT are the unmodulated WDM channel wavelengths that are received in the output 

fibre. The untuneable wavelength arises because the two ± signs are independent. How

ever, by designing the switch and arranging the fibre separation in such a way that the 

fixed wavelength and, for example, the longer wavelength tuneable solution, exist in unused 

spectral regions of the WDM network, the desired single channel filtering may be achieved: 

(4.6) 

The spectral range (and therefore the modulated WDM channel bandwidth) filtered into 

the output fibre is determined by the overlap integral of equation (3 .25). With telecentric 

output imaging, the launch condition [)(} = 0 holds for all dispersed wavelengths so that 
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Figure 4.4: Typical WDM switch hologram and replay.

The first- and symmetric-diffraction orders of the CGH frame each direct a different wave—

length into the output fibre. These two wavelengths may be dynamically tuned simulta—

neously by changing the SLM holographic equivalent grating pitch‘ Unfortunately a third,

untuneable wavelength is also filtered, which corresponds to the wavelength which would he

received if the SLM were removed from the system. These three wavelength solutions may

be predicted by combining the grating equations of (4.3):

A, = A” (4.5)
1 n 1 n. l

— if — x i — xf (dli‘ N dSLM N (teem)

 

  

where AT are the unmodulated WDM channel wavelengths that are received in the output

fibre. The untuneable wavelength arises because the two i signs are independent. How-

ever, by designing the switch and arranging the fibre separation in such a way that the

fixed wavelength and, for example, the longer wavelength tuneahle solution1 exist in unused

spectral regions of the WDM network, the desired single channel filtering may be achieved:

a. = .—— (4.5) 

The spectral range [and therefore the modulated WDM channel bandwidth) filtered into

the output fibre is determined by the overlap integral of equation (3.25). With telecentric

output imaging, the launch condition (96 : 0 holds for all diSpersed wavelengths so that
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only the exponential term containing ar can affect the channel response, where ar is the 

distance of each focused wavelength from the output fibre core. Provided the dispersion 

angles are small and dp « dsLM, the spatial dispersion of wavelengths in the output plane 

is almost constant. Hence the launch efficiency for wavelength A when the switch has been 

tuned to receive wavelength Ar, will be: 

(4.7) 

The holographically tuneable wavelength switch of figure 4.2 therefore has a Gaussian chan

nel response with a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) spectral range: 

(4.8) 

where w0 is the output fibre's single-mode guided field radius. 

4.2.1 Experimental wavelength switching 

In the absence of a multi-channel WDM source, a Fabry-Perot semiconductor laser diode 

was coupled into a single-mode telecommunications fibre (w0 ~ 5.25p,m) and the various 

modes emitted by the laser were used as the switch input. The laser was manufactured 

to be the optical pump for an Erbium amplifier, and it should therefore produce several 

milli-Watts of output power across a fairly wide spectral range. However the device had 

been rejected for its intended purpose because the laser cavity was found to be defective. 

An 1-I characterisation of the device showed that it was only just lasing, with an indistinct 

threshold at about 55mA drive. The laser diode was found to emit in the infrared spectrum 

at about A= 1.45p,m. It was coupled with a 633nm ReNe laser through a -3dB fibre splitter, 

and the two fibre splitter output arms formed the input to the filter, and a separate monitor 

fibre for recording the laser diode output power and spectrum. The defective nature of the 

diode laser caused it to produce a rather irregular output spectrum, (see figure 4.8), but it 

adequately served the purposes of this proof-of-principle switch design. The visible ReNe 

beam was only used for initial optical alignment of the system, and was switched off during 

measurements. 

The switch input and output fibres were positioned exactly one focal distance in front of a 
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only the exponential term containing 6:" can affect the channel response, where 61' is the

distance of each focused wavelength from the output fibre core. Provided the dispersion

angles are small and tip << (i315 M: the spatial dispersion of wavelengths in the output plane

is almost constant. Hence the launch efficiency for wavelength /\ when the switch has been

tuned to receive wavelength Ar, will be:

2‘

n) 1* exp [— (M) J [4.7)tips)”

The holographically tuneable wavelength switch of figure 4.2 therefore has a Gaussian chan-

nel response with a full-width at halilinaxiinum (FWHM) spectral range:

210 ,d 4/1112

AFl-VHIL-f 2 —(-3-—-- (4.8)

where mo is the output fibre’s single—mode guided field radius.

Esperimentel iuaeeiength switching

In the absence of a multi-channel WDM source, a Fabry-Perot semiconductor laser diode

was coupled into a single-mode telecommunications fibre (mo 2 5.25pm) and the various

modes emitted by the laser were used as the switch input. The laser was manufactured

to he the optical pump for an Erbium amplifier, and it should therefore produce several

milli—Watts of output power across a fairly wide spectral range. However the device had

been rejected for its intended purpose because the laser cavity was found to be defective.

A11 L—l characterisation of the device showed that it was only just lasing, with an indistinct

threshold at about 55rnA drive. The laser diode was found to emit in the infrared spectrum

at about. A = 1.45pm. It was coupled with a 633nm HeNe laser through a -3dB fibre splitter,

and the two fibre splitter output arms formed the input to the filter, and a separate monitor

fibre. for recording the laser diode output power and spectrum. The defective nature of the

diode laser caused it to produce a rather irregular output spectrum, (see figure 4.8), but it

adequately served the purposes of this proof-of—principle switch design. The visible HeNe

beam was only used for initial optical alignment of the system1 and was switched off during

measurements.

The switch input and output fibres were positioned exactly one focal distance in front of a
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38mm diameter, 76.2mm focal length cemented achromatic lens, and were set b..y = 5.6mm 

apart. The switch was thus operated with the non-tuneable wavelength solution lying 

outside the laser diode spectral range at about Ap = 1.47f1.m. The fixed diffraction grating 

was an in-house reflective binary phase grating and was made with 100 lines/mm pitch 

( dp = 20fl.m). 

The FLC-SLM was wavelength optimised for use within the fibre telecommunication band. 

Figure 4.5(a) is the diffractive phase efficiency response versus wavelength of the 2DX320 

SLM used in the last chapter, taken from equation (3.10). This device has a spectral width 

of 400nm over which the phase efficiency is within -ldB of its peak value. But the 2DX1281R 

SLM response shown in figure 4.5(b) is more appropriate for operation at longer infrared 

wavelengths. The 2DX128IRt device has been filled with BDH744+ liquid crystal to a 

thicker depth of about 4fi.m. Consequently, its frame rate is slightly slower than might be 

achieved with a thinner cell of the same specification, but its peak spectral response occurs 

at about >. = 1.44fi.m, and its -1dB response spans >. = l.1fi.m to 2.05fi.m. 
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Figure 4.5(a): Wavelength response of 
the 2DX320, optimised for >. ~ 633nm. 
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Figure 4.5(b): Wavelength response of 
the 2DX1281R, optimised for >. ~ l.5fi.m. 

The 2DX128IR is driven from a ±15V supply and is of a transmissive glass cell construction 

with 128x128 pixels arranged on a dsLM = 165fi.m pitch. The dead-space between pixels is 

5fi.m. The FLC material inside the device has a birefringence b..n = 0.18, effective switching 

angle 20. = 28°, and was manufactured with 4fi.m glass spacers. The SLM provided the 

experimental switch with 64 discrete wavelength tuning steps, leading to the near-linear 

wavelength response shown in figure 4.6 (from equation (4.6)). The Gaussian filter channels 

tThe 2DX128IR device was specifically developed by STC Technology for applications at >. = 1.5,um. In
creasing the FLC thickness whilst maintaining the stringent conditions for passive multiplexing (30] required 
considerable experimentation, (unpublished work by A.B. Davey, A. Sparks and W .A. Crossland) . 

tMaterial developed during the Joers-Alvey collaborative project on large area FLC displays. 
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38mm diameter, 76.2mm focal length cemented achromatic lens, and were set Ag 2 5.6mm

apart. The switch was thus operated with the non-tuneable wavelength solution lying

outside the laser diode spectral range at about AF = 1.47pm. The fixed diffraction grating

was an in-house reflective binary phase grating and was made with 100 lines/mm pitch

((317 = 20am).

The FLC~SLM was wavelength optimised for use within the fibre telecommunication band.

Figure 4.5(a) is the difh‘active phase efficiency response versus wavelength of the 2DX32U

SLM used in the last chapter, talten from equation (3.10). This device has a spectral width

of 400nm over which the phase efficiency is within -1d}3 of its peak value. But the ZDXIZBIB.

SLM response shown in figure 4.503) is more appropriate for operation at longer infrared

wavelengths. The ZDXIBSIRi device has been filled with BDl—I'i'I-léli liquid crygtal to a

thicker depth of about 4pm. Consequently, its frame rate is slightly slower than might be

achieved with a thinner cell of the same specification, but its peak spectral response occurs

at about A 2 1.44pm, and its -1dB response spans A = 1.1,u.m to 2.05pm.
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the 2DX320. optimised for A '2 633nm. the ZDXlZSIR, optimised for A :4 1.5mm.

The QDXIZBIR is driven from a i 15V supply and is ol'a transmissive glass cell construction

with 128x128 pixels arranged on a (535M = 165nm pitch. The dead~space between pixels is

5pm. The FLC material inside the device has a birefringence An = 0.18, effective switching

angle 26 = 28°, and was manufactured with 4mm glass spacers. The SLM provided the

experimental switch with 64 discrete wavelength tuning steps‘ leading to the near-linear

wavelength response shown in figure 4.6 (from equation (4.6)). The Gaussian filter channels 

1The ZDXJ‘ZBIR device was specifically developed by STC Technology for applications at A : Linen. In-
creasing the PLO thickness whilst maintaining the stringent conditions for passive multiplexing [30] required
considerable experimentation, (unpublished work by AB. Davey, A. Sparks and WA. Crossland).

1lVla.teriaI developed during the Joers—Alvey collaborative project on large area FLC displays.
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Figure 4.6: FLC-SLM tuning response for the experimental WDM switch. 

had a FWHM response of AFWHM ~ 2.3nm and a mean channel separation of D.>.~ 2.5nm. 

Although finer resolution could be achieved by increasing the focal length f, or by reducing 

the fixed grating pitch dp, both these parameters were limited by the SLM clear aperture. 

Figure 4. 7 is a photograph of the compact experimental switch as it was laid out on an 

optical bench. The components that can be seen in this photograph are: 

(1). -3dB fibre coupler, (6). Positioning mount for the fixed grating, 

(2). Laser diode pig-tail fibre, (7). 2DX128IR SLM, 

(3). ReNe laser and fibre launch, (8). Collimation j focusing lens, 

( 4). Spare coupler output arm, (9) . Input fibre mount, 

(5). SLM power supply, (10). Output fibre. 

The CW laser diode input source had the spectral characteristic of figure 4.8. This plot 

was generated by connecting the spare single-mode fibre splitter arm to a Hewlett Packard 

MS9030A optical spectrum analyser. The fibre coupler operated as a 50-50% splitter at 

the laser diode wavelength and therefore figure 4.8 is also an accurate indication of the 

power levels that entered the switch. Superimposed as dashed curves onto this figure are 

four arbitrarily normalised Gaussian filter responses (A through D), representing the ap

proximate positions of consecutive tuning envelopes. The SLM was programmed to each 
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had a FWHM response of AF”; Hal 2 2.311111 and a mean channel separation of AA 2 2.5mm.

Although finer resolution could be achieved by increasing the focal length f, or by reducing

the fixed grating pitch dp, both these parameters were limited by the SLM clear aperture.

Figure 4.7 is a photograph of the compact experimental switch as it was laid out on an

optical bench. The components that can be seen in this photograph are:

(1). -3dB fibre coupler, (6). Positioning mount for the fixed grating,

(2). Laser diode pig-tail fibre, (1"). 2DX1281R SLM,

(3). HeNe laser and fibre launch, (8). Collimation / focusing lens,

(4). Spare coupler output arm, (9). Input fibre mount,

(5). SLM power supply, (10). Output fibre.

The CW laser diode input source had the spectral characteristic of figure 4.8. This plot

was generated by connecting the Spare single-mode fibre splitter arm to a Hewlett Packard

M89030A optical spectrum analyser. The fibre coupler operated as a 50-50% splitter at

the laser diode wavelength and therefore figure 4.8 is also an accurate indication of the

power levels that entered the switch. Superimposed as dashed curves onto this figure are

four arbitrarily normalised Gaussian filter responses (A through D), representing the ap—

proximate positions of consecutive tuning enveIOpes. The SLM was programmed to each
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Figure 4. 7: Photograph of the WDM switch experimental setup.  
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Figure 4.7: Photograph of the WDM switch experimental setup.
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of these responses in turn, in an attempt to isolate each of the three major modes of the 

diode spectrum, figure 4.9. In this second plot, the three independently colour-coded spec

tra correspond to different SLM frames and hence to different filter responses. It can be 

seen that although the two outer laser modes lie fairly close to the centres of their respective 

envelopes, the central mode does not coincide so well and has been suppressed by the chan

nel response. The three modes have however been successfully and independently isolated. 

Envelope C falls in a relatively inactive region of the diode spectrum and has therefore 

been omitted from figure 4.9. Although the input spectrum was only about 8nm wide, the 

space-bandwidth product of the SLM means that a total spectral tuning range of almost 

160nm would have been possible with this particular experimental configuration. 

4.2.2 Insertion loss performance 

The results of this digitally tuneable wavelength filtering switch have succeeded by demon

strating for the first time that FLC-SLM switches are inherently capable of operating at 

standard telecommunication wavelengths . Although it has been impossible to investigate 

the full switch capability without access to a proper wavelength-multiplexed source, the 

experiment has also shown that the introduction of a passive grating into the optical system 

allows the wavelength selectivity of diffractive FLC-SLMs to be enhanced and exploited for 

configuration or routeing of WDM networks. 

The insertion loss of this proof-of-principle design is very high (c:= 60dB), and one of the 

largest contributions to the loss may be accounted for by defects in the optical system. The 

overriding limitation occurs because of the choice of a PAC076 Newport Corp. catalogue 

achromatic as the transfer lens in the experiment . This lens was known to be diffraction

limited at A = 546nm for field angles less than 2°, but its experimental performance was 

found to be rather compromised when operated at a wavelength A = 1.45p,m, and at field 

angles of c:= 4°. The infrared nature of the source meant that the extent of the lens imag

ing problem was only discovered at a later date when the switch optics were modelled at 

A = 1.45p,m for wavefront distortion. Simulations predict that optimisation of the optical 

configuration would result in a decrease of the fibre relaunch and imaging distortion losses 

by more than 20dB, leaving a residual optical loss of 1 or 2dB due to fibre coupling and 

glass reflections. t 

tsubstantial optimisation of wavelength filtering performance, including a dramatic reduction of the 
optical insertion loss to about 26dB, has recently been performed by M.C. Parker [83] . 

4.2.2
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of these responses in turn, in an attempt to isolate each of the three major modes of the

diode Spectrum, figure 4.9. In this second plot, the three independently colour-coded spec-

tra correspond to different SLM frames and hence to different filter responses. It can be

seen that although the two outer laser modes lie fairly close to the centres of their reSpective

envelopes, the central mode does not coincide so well and has been suppressed by the chan—

nel response. The three modes have however been successfully and independently isolated.

Envelope C falls in a relatively inactive region of the diode spectrum and has therefore

been omitted from figure 4.9. Although the input spectrum was only about 811m wide, the

space-bandwidth product of the SLM means that a total spectral tuning range of almost

160nm would have been possible with this particular experimental configuration.

Insertion loss performance

The results of this digitally tuueable wavelength filtering switch have succeeded by demon-

strating for the first time that FLC-SLM switcl'ies are inherently capable of operating at

standard telecommunication wavelengths. Although it has been impossible to investigate

the full switch capability without access to a proper wavelength-multiplexed source, the

experiment has also shown that the introduction of a passive grating into the optical system

allows the wavelength selectivity of diffractive FLC-SLMs to be enhanced and exploited for

configuration or routeing of WDM networks.

The insertion loss of this prooilof-principle design is very high (2 fiDdB), and one of the

largest contributions to the loss may be accounted for by defects in the Optical system. The

overriding limitation occurs because of the choice of a PACOTS Newport Corp. catalogue

achromatic as the transfer lens in the experiment. This lens was known to be diffraction-

limited at A : 546nm for field angles less than 2“, but its experimental performance was

found to be rather compromised when operated at a wavelength A = 1.45pm, and at field

angles of 2 4”. The infrared nature of the source meant that the extent of the lens imag-

ing problem was only discovered at a later date when the switch optics were modelled at

A 2 1.45pm for wavefront distortion. Simulations predict that optimisation of the optical

configuration would result in a decrease of the fibre relaunch and imaging distortion losses

by more than 20:113. leaving a residual optical loss of 1 or 2dB due to fibre coupling and

glass reflectionsl

iSubstantial optimisation of wavelength filtering performance, including a dramatic reduction of the
optical insertion loss to about 26:13, has recently been performed by MC. Parker [83].
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4.3 Optical Simulation of the Wavelength Switch 

A model of the experimental system was constructed and examined using the CODE V 

software package [84]. Figure 4.10(a) is a diffraction-based simulation of the exit pupil 

wavefront. This plot shows a considerable aberration of almost 4).. across a rather curiously 

shaped pupil. The form of the pupil is a combination of the (21.12mm) 2 square SLM 

aperture, and aperture clipping at the final circular 35mm diameter polariser during the 

return off-axis pass of the beam through the filter. The effective aperture shape does not 

limit the design in reality though, because the exit phase pupil function also has a Gaussian 

intensity profile such that over 99.3% of the optical power passes through the pupil. The 

optical performance is therefore determined exclusively by the phase contours. 

Diffraction-based optical modelling relies on the assumptions [31] that the entrance pupil 

has a finite aperture which is uniformly illuminated, and that the system aberrations are 

sufficiently modest for ray-tracing to adequately describe the light beam between the en

trance and exit pupils. Diffraction effects are only included between the exit pupil and the 

image plane. The CODE V model also constrains gratings and holograms to be simulated 

as elements without thickness, generating only a single diffraction order. The exit pupil 

wavefront is therefore only an approximate form of the coherent transfer function ( CTF) of 

the filter optics, but it is reasonably accurate for point-like T EM00 sources . 

The Fourier transform of the CTF is the point-spread function (PSF), and the output spot 

profile is predicted by convolving this function with the Gaussian input fibre mode: 

Complex amplitude output field= G(w0 ) * ~[CTF] (4.9) 

The simulated output spot intensity image is shown in figure 4.10(b). Although severely 

aberrated, most of the power lies along a line in the x-direction. This explains why it was 

possible to experimentally tune the switch to different wavelengths without an overwhelm

ing amount of crosstalk between consecutive channels. The presence of some noise along 

the y-axis direction of wavelength dispersion probably accounts for the relatively poor ex

perimental signal-to-noise ratios (figure 4.9), although this may also have been due to the 

noise limit of the optical spectrum analyser. 

In a properly designed system, the crosstalk isolation between WDM channels should reach 

or exceed the -30dB diffraction-noise limit measured in chapter 3. To achieve this perfor-
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return off-axis pass of the beam through the filter. The effective aperture shape does not

limit the design in reality though, because the exit phase pupil function also has a Gaussian

intensity profile such that over 99.3% of the Optical power passes through the pupil. The

optical performance is therefore determined exclusively by the phase contours.

Difl‘raetion-based optical modelling relies on the assumptions [31] that the entrance pupil

has a finite aperture which is uniformly illuminated, and that the system aberrations are

sufficiently modest for ray-tracing to adequately describe the light beam between the en-

trance and exit pupils. Diffraction effects are only included between the exit pupil and the

image plane. The CODE V model also constrains gratings and holograms to be simulated

as elements without thickness, generating only a single diffraction order. The exit pupil

wavefront is therefore only an approximate form of the coherent transfer function (CTF) of

the filter optics, but it is reasonably accurate for point-like TEMgg sources.
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The simulated output spot intensity image is shown in figure 4.10fb). Although severely

aberrated, most of the power lies along a line in the sc—direction. This explains why it was

possible to experimentally tune the switch to different wavelengths without an overwhelm-

ing amount of crosstalk between consecutive channels. The presence of some noise along

the y-axis direction of wavelength dispersion probably accounts for the relatively poor ex-

perimental signabtomoise ratios (figure 4.9), although this may also have been due to the

noise limit of the optical Spectrum analyser.
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Figure 4.11: Operating parameters for commonly used lens designs. 

mance, a number of alternative lensing systems were considered and modelled. In simulation, 

aspheric and multi-element lenses perform far better than the PAC076 achromatic doublet, 

but they still fall short of the diffraction-limit. The best output wavefront profile that could 

be generated exhibited 0.8.A of phase distortion, corresponding to a residual optical loss of 

about 4dB. Aberration-free imaging is elusive because the return optical pass of a single 

lens system at a high angular deviation makes minimisation of aberrations very difficult . 

This is demonstrated in figure 4.11 which is a diagram of standard lens configurations [85]. 

Unfortunately, it shows no recommended design for single-mode fibres (numerical aperture 

~ 0.11) at 4° field of view. 

A recent 4-f unfolded filter configuration is discussed in [86]. Although this configuration 

avoids many of the optical imaging problems by allowing a second output lens to be tilted, it 

is ultimately less compact and more difficult to align. Perhaps the most promising double

pass 2- f lens configuration for the switch is an f-0 scanner lens [87, 88]. These lenses are 

specifically designed to scan a Gaussian laser beam through large angular deviations, and 

they are commonly found in supermarket bar-code scanners and in laser printers. Although 

scanner lenses are typically optimised for monochromatic sources, the wavelength dispersion 

of most glasses throughout the infrared spectrum is much lower than in the visible range. It 

should therefore be possible to optimise a design across a reasonable WDM spectral range. 
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Figure 4.11: Operating parameters for commonly used lens designs.

Inance, a numb er of alternative lensing systems were considered and modelled. In simulation,

espheric and multi-element lenses perform far better than the PACOYG achromatic doublet,

but they still fall short of the diffraction-limit. The best output wavefront profile that could

be generated exhibited 0.8/\ of phase distortion, corresponding to a residual optical loss of

about 4dB. Aberration-free imaging is elusive because the return optical pass of a single

lens system at a high angular deviation makes minimisation of aberrations very difficult.
 

This is demonstrated in figure 4.11 which is a diagram of standard lens configurations [85].

Urdbrtunately, it shows no recommended design for single-mode fibres (numerical aperture

I 2 0.11] at 4° field of view.
i A recent 4-,f unfolded filter configuration is discussed in [86]. Although this configuration

avoids many of the optical imaging problems by allowing a second output lens to be tilted, it

is ultimately less compact and more difficult to align. Perhaps the most promising double-

pass 2-f lens configuration for the switch is an f-Q scanner lens [87,88]. These lenses are

Specifically designed to scan a Gaussian laser beam through large angular deviations, and

they are commonly found in supermarket bar~code scanners and in laser printers. Although

scanner lenses are typically optimised for monochromatic sources, the wavelength dispersion

of most glasses throughout the infrared spectrum is much lower than in the visible range. It

should therefore be possible to optimise a design across a reasonable WDM spectral range.
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Alternatively, a large subset of applications might involve the immediate photo-detection 

of the filtered signal. The output fibre could then be replaced with either a small diameter 

photodiode, or with a short length of multi-mode fibre . This would relax the optical imaging 

requirements at the expense of a broader full-width half-maximum channel response. Use 

of a multi-mode output fibre would also provide the filter with a steeper, non-Gaussian 

wavelength response. 

4.4 Use of a !-Dimensional SLM 

The minimum insertion loss of the experimental switch is theoretically determined by the 

diffraction efficiencies of the SLM and of the reflective grating. Due to the generation of 

symmetric- and higher-orders, the diffraction efficiency ('T!h) of binary phase SLM holograms 

cannot generally exceed the bound derived in the last chapter. However, the switch tuning 

holograms typically only need to be !-dimensional grating-like structures (figure 4.4). In 

this particular switch configuration, there is little advantage in having the second hologram 

dimension unless the switch is to route wavelength channels to more than output fibre. In 

fact there are several positive benefits to be gained by replacing the 2DX128IR with an SLM 

that only consists of a !-dimensional array of long, thin pixel stripes. These advantages may 

be summarised as follows: 

(1). the SLM dead-space between pixels is removed from one of the two dimensions and 

the theoretical bound on hologram efficiency from equation (3.22) is increased to: 

'Tlhld = T 
2 

sinc
2 [an-T J (4.10) 

where T is the active width to pixel pitch ratio as before, and a is the fractional SLM 

grating order ~. Notice that the original 7 4 in equation (3.22) has now been reduced 

to a squared power. 

(2). in a !-dimensional glass cell device, only one face of the SLM has to be patterned with 

pixels, making the construction and alignment of the device much simpler. 

(3). each pixel stripe in a !-dimensional SLM may be continuously powered, and the device 

may therefore be filled with a high-tilt FLC material. Such materials often lack any 

significant bistability and are therefore unsuitable for 2-dimensional passive glass cells . 

The use of a high-tilt FLC material means that the imperfect diffractive phase effi-
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Alternatively, a large subset of applications might involve the immediate photo—detection

of the filtered signal. The output fibre could then be replaced with either a small diameter

photodiode, or with a short length ofmulti—Inode fibre. This would relax the optical imaging

requirements at the expense of a broader full-width half-maximum channel response. Use

of a multi~mode output fibre would also provide the filter with a steeper, non-Gaussian

wavelength response.

Use of a 1-Dimensi0nal SLM

The minimum insertion loss of the experimental switch is theoretically determined by the

diffraction efficiencies of the SLM and of the reflective grating. Due to the generation of

symmetric— and higher—orders1 the dilfraction efliciency (oh) of binary phase SLM holograms

cannot generally exceed the bound derived in the last chapter. However, the switch tuning

holograms typically only need to he 1-din1ensional grating-like structures (figure 4.4). In

this particular switch configuration, there is little advantage in having the second hologram

dimension unless the switch is to route wavelength channels to more than output fibre. In

fact there are several positive benefits to he gained by replacing the ZDXIZSIR with an SLM

that only consists ofa 1-di1nensional array of long, thin pixel stripes. These advantages may

be summarised as follows:

(1). the SLM dead-space between pixels is removed from one of the two dimensions and

the theoretical bound on hologram efficiency from equation (3.22) is increased to:

_ 2 ,- .2
nhm — T blIlL [gw’i'] (4.10)

where ’T is the active width to pixel pitch ratio as before, and o is the fractional SLM

grating order iTi Notice that the original ’i’"1 in equation (3.22) has now been reduced

to a squared power.

('2). in a 1-dimensional glass cell device, only one face of the SLM has to he patterned with

pixels, making the construction and alignment of the device much simpler.

(3). each pixel stripe in a l-dimensional SLM may be continuously powered, and the device

may therefore be filled with a high-tilt FLO material. Such materials often lack any

significant bistability and are therefore unsuitable for 2-dimensional passive glass cells.

The use of a high-tilt FLC material means that the imperfect diffractive phase elli—
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ciency performance (778 ) of the switch SLM can be greatly improved, further reducing 

the overall switch insertion loss by up to 13dB. 

The ideal solution for driving a non-bistable FLC material would be to continuously power 

the entire pixel array through an FLC-over-silicon backplane SRAM SLM, but until these 

devices become more readily available, the relative merits of silicon devices versus glass cells 

are less clear-cut for ! -dimensional SLMs than they are for full 2-dimensional pixel arrays. 

The pixel layout for a !-dimensional transmissive glass device is much faster and simpler 

to design, considerably cheaper to manufacture, and the SLM is not limited by the fairly 

low voltages of standard silicon VLSI processes. In fact most FLC materials, and high-tilt 

materials in particular, generally work much better with drive voltages of the order of ±20V, 

which cannot easily be supplied by a silicon backplane. 

4.4.1 Experimental performance of a 1-dimensional SLM 

To improve the performance of the tuneable wavelength filtering switch and investigate 

the properties of a better optimised FLC material, a !-dimensional SLM was designed and 

assembled. This device is based on the Thorn EMI CRL 2DX320, but with one glass face 

replaced by a single large electrode. The resulting !-dimensional SLM array has 320 pixel 

stripes arranged on a 80!-Lm pitch with 5!-Lm dead-space gaps (T = 0.94). The SLM square 

usable aperture is (25.6mm) 2 and rubbed polymer FLC alignment layers have been deposited 

on both glass faces. 

The SLM was assembled and filled with an experimental FLC mixture known as CDRR 4.t 

This FLC material exhibits very little bistability and is therefore unusable in 2-dimensional 

transmissive SLMs. It undergoes the following phase transitions-when heated: 

C 11. I'd sooc S t' C* 76oc I t . 1· 'd rysta me so 1 ----+ mec 1c ----+ so rop1c 1qm (4.11) 

The FLC material is actually solid at room temperature and must therefore be heated 

until the liquid crystal enters the smectic C* phase. The SLM must be maintained at this 

temperature during operation without obstruction to the optical aperture. This is achieved 

by using a heating element that consists of a third transparent ITO covered glass plate 

arranged parallel to the two SLM glass faces but separated from them by a small sealed 

air gap. When an electric current of the order of 2A is passed through this ITO element, 

1This high tilt FLC mixture was developed under the UK LINK collaborative project "Fast Electro-optic 
Effects in Chiral Smectic Liquid Crystals." The chemical structure includes siloxane side-chains (as proposed 
in (61]) and was synthesised at Hull by Good by and Dong. The materials were characterised in Cambridge 
by A.B. Davey, who also first suggested their use as reconfigurable holograms (unpublished work by A.B. 
Davey and W.A . Crossland). 
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ciency performance (as) of the switch SLM can be greatly improved, further reducing

the overall switch insertion loss by up to 13dB.

The ideal solution for driving a nonvbistable FLC material would be to continuously power

the entire pixel array through an FLC—over-silicon backplane SRAM SLM, but until these

devices become more readily available, the relative merits of silicon devices versus glass cells

are less clear-cut l'or l-dimensional SLMs than they are for full 2-dimensional pixel arrays.

The pixel layout for a 1-dimensiimal transmissive glass device is much faster and simpler

to design, considerably cheaper to manufacture1 and the SLM is not limited by the fairly

low voltages of standard silicon VLSI processes. In fact most FLC materials, and high-tilt

materials in particular, generally work much better with drive voltages of the order of iQOV.

which cannot easily be supplied by a silicon backplane.

Eapei‘imental performance of a Lelimensicnal SLM

To improve the performance of the tuneable wavelength filtering switch and investigate

the properties of a better optimised FLC material, a 1-dimensional SLM was designed and

assembled. This device is based on the Thorn EMI CRL 2DX320, but with one glass face

replaced by a single large electrode. The resulting l-dimensional SLM array has 320 pixel

stripes arranged on a 80am pitch with Sam dead-space gaps [7' : 0.94). The SLM square

usable aperture is (25.6mm)2 and rubbed polymer FLC alignment layers have been deposited

on both glass faces.

The SLM was assembled and filled with an experimental FLC mixture known as CDRR 4.l

This FLC material exhibits very little bistability and is therefore unusable in 2-di1nensional

transmissive SLMs. It undergoes the following phase transitions when heated:

Crystalline solid fl Smectic C" flC—i Isotropic liquid (4.11)

The FLC material is actually solid at room temperature and must therefore be heated

until the liquid crystal enters the sniectic 0* phase. The SLM must be maintained at this

temperature during Operation without obstruction to the optical aperture. This is achieved

by using a heating element that consists of a third transparent ITO covered glass plate

arranged parallel to the two SLM glass faces but separated from them by a small sealed

air gap. When an electric current of the order of 2A is passed through this ITO element, 

IThis high LiIl. FLC mixture was developed under the UK LINK collaborative project. “'F‘asl Elastic—optic
Effects in Chiral Sinectic Liquid Crystals.” The chemical structure includes siloxanc side—chains (as proposed

in [61]) and was synthesised at Hull by Goodby and Dong. The materials were c]mraci.r.~rised in Cambridge
by AB). Davey, who also first suggested their use as reconfigurable holograms {unpublished work I)? AB.
Davey and \V .'—\. Crosshuiil}.
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heat is transferred to the SLM by convection. A thermocouple is also located inside the air 

cavity for use with standard heat controllers. 

The FLC phase transitions show that the material does not exhibit the normal nematic 

or smectic A liquid crystal phases. The presence of these extra phases in most display

application FLCs is believed to significantly aid in the surface-stabilised alignment of the 

smectic C* phase molecules. The effect of their absence was encountered during the initial 

efforts to align the material by cooling it slowly through the isotropic to liquid crystal 

transition. These attempts led to the generation of a fine granular scattering appearance 

due to the creation of numerous FLC domains aligned in different directions. However 

further attempts which included the application of a 25V peak-to-peak 1kHz square-wave 

signal across the entire cell during cooling, led to excellent alignment, even when the cooling 

rate was quite rapid. The alignment was even retained after solidification and transition 

back into the smectic phase, suggesting that the SLM would not need to be temperature 

cycled into the isotropic phase every time it was turned on. 

At 55°C, the switching angle 2() of the FLC material was measured as 63°. With this SLM 

device integrated into a wavelength filter, an efficiency gain of over lldB would be obtained 

relative to the 2DX320IR performance. This efficiency is only 2dB lower than a full 90° 

switching angle would be able to achieve, but with the advantage that this FLC material 

may be driven fairly rapidly. The switching angle was maintained up to a frame rate of 

5kHz before it began to noticeably decrease. 
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Figure 4.12: Suppression of the zero-order replay by a high-tilt FLC-SLM. 

Measured at A= 674nm.  
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heat is transferred to the SLM by convection. A thermocouple is also located inside the air

cavity for use with standard heat controllers.

The FLC phase transitions show that the material does not exhibit the normal nematic

01' smectic A liquid crystal phases. The presence of these extra phases in most display-

application FLCs is believed to significantly aid in the surface-stabilised alignment of the

sniectic 0* phase molecules. The effect of their absence was encountered during the initial

efforts to align the material by cooling it slowly through the isotropic to liquid crystal

transition. These attempts led to the generation of a fine granular scattering appearance

due to the creation of numerous FLC domains aligned in different directions. However

further attempts which included the application of a 25V peak-to-peak 1kHz. square-wave

signal across the entire cell during cooling1 led to excellent alignment, even when the cooling

rate was quite rapid. The alignment was even retained after solidification and transition

back into the smectic phase, suggesting that the SLM would not need to be temperature

cycled into the isotropic phase every time it was turned on.

At 55°C, the switching angle 26 of the FLC material was measured as 63°. With this SLM

device integrated into a wavelength filter, an efficiency gain of over lldB would be obtained

relative to the 2DX3ZUIR performance. This efficiency is only 2dB lower than a full 90°

switching angle would be able to achieve, but with the advantage that this FLC material

may be driven fairly rapidly. The switching angle was maintained up to a frame rate of

5kHz before it began to noticeably decrease.
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Figure 4.12: Suppression of the sero~order replay by a high»tilt FLO—SLM.

Measured at A = 67’411m.
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Each SLM pixel is driven from a dedicated high-voltage latch with dynamic DC balancing 

to achieve a zero-mean drive voltage. The control interface to these latches is still under 

development, but the interlaced nature of the SLM stripes means that by shorting out 

alternate electrodes, it is possible to display a grating and obtain an experimental replay 

measurement of the device performance. Figure 4.12 shows that the first- and symmetric

replay spots receive almost two-thirds of the available optical power. This is the smallest 

zero-order ever seen without polarisers. 

4.5 Discussion 

The experimental results presented in this chapter are the first known demonstration of 

FLC-SLM computer-generated holography and fibre interconnection at wavelengths within 

the fibre telecommunications band. Although the insertion loss obtained for the prototype 

wavelength switch was very much higher than it might have been, the demonstration re

sults are very significant because they confirm for the first time that diffractive FLC-SLM 

technology can be applied in commercial fibre networks, and can be designed to be either 

wavelength insensitive (e.g., a one-to-any interconnect) or wavelength selective as required . 

Designs for a near-optimised !-dimensional SLM and suggestions for an aberration-free 

lensing system were investigated further as a means of improving the switch performance. 

Although it has not yet been possible to try the high-tilt 1-D SLM in a second experimental 

filter because the drive electronics are still being completed, the holographic replay recorded 

by this device has one of the highest SLM efficiencies ever obtained, with the capability of 

producing a switch with well under lOdB insertion loss. The FLC material used in the 

device has the advantage compared with other potential high-tilt materials that it is easy 

to align and exhibits a potential frame rate of 200p.s. Further measurements are required 

to determine its birefringence and fully optimise future devices for use at ).. = 1.55p.m. In 

conjunction with this !-dimensional SLM, the Fourier transfer lens would be compatible 

with commercially available scanner lens designs because the optics need only 'scan' in one 

dimension. 

To summarise, a proof-of-principle diffractive wavelength filtering switch has been proposed 

and constructed using a single FLC-SLM. The switch has a narrow-band Gaussian wave

length response, and may be quickly and repeatably tuned over a wide tuning range. If a 
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Each SLM pixel is driven from a dedicated high-voltage latch with dynamic DC balancing

to achieve a zero-mean drive voltage. The control interface to these latches is still under

development, but the interlaced nature of the SLM stripes means that by shorting out

alternate electrodes, it is possible to display a grating and obtain an experimental replay

measurement of the device performance. Figure £1.12 shows that the first— and symmetric-

replay spots receive almost two-thirds of the available Optical power. This is the smallest

zero-order ever seen without. I)olarisers.

Discussion

The experimental results presented in this chapter are the first known demonstration of

FLC~SLM computer-generated holography and fibre interconnection at wavelengths within

the fibre telecommunications band. Although the insertion loss obtained for the prototype

wavelength switch was very much higher than it might have been, the demonstration re-

sults are very significant because they confirm for the first time that diffractive FLC-SLM

technology can be applied in commercial fibre networks, and can be designed to be either

wavelength insensitive (e.g., a one—to-any interconnect) or wavelength selective as required.

Designs for a near~optimised 1—dimensioual SLM and suggestions for an aberration-free

lensing system were investigated further as a means of improving the switch performance.

Altl'iough it has not yet been possible to try the high‘tilt l~D SLM in a second experimental

filter because the drive electronics are still being completed, the holographic replay recorded

by this device has one of the highest SLM efficiencies ever obtained, with the capability of

producing a switch with well under llldB insertion loss. The FLC material used in the

device has the advantage compared with other potential high-tilt materials that it is easy

to align and exhibits a potential frame rate of 200,13. Further measurements are required

to determine its birefringem'e and fully optimise future devices for use at A : 1.55nm. In

conjunction with this lvdimensional SLM, the Fourier transfer lens would be compatible

with commercially available scanner lens designs because the optics need only ‘scan’ in one

dimension.

To summarise, a prooilollprinciple difl'ractive wavelength filtering switch has been proposed

and constructed using a single FLC-SLM. The switch has a narrow-baud Gaussian wave-

length response, and may be quickly and repeatably tuned over a wide tuning range. If a
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!-dimensional SLM with less effective dead-space than a normal device is employed, then 

the switch has a theoretical insertion loss and crosstalk similar to or slightly better than 

a one-to-any FLC-SLM fibre switch. The switch is capable of filtering either a single, or 

a number of independent WDM channels simultaneously. The latter operation is achieved 

by designing the hologram frames (through appropriate iterative design) to generate more 

than one replay angle. Provided the associated splitting loss can be tolerated, each angle 

has an equivalent grating pitch and corresponds to a particular filtered wavelength. The 

switch therefore has particular applications in the implementation of a tuneable receiver or 

WDM switch for network routeing or configuration. 
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1—dimensional SLM with less effective dead-space than a normal device is employed, then

the switch has a tl'ieoretical insertion loss and crosstalk similar to or slightly better than

a one-to—any FLC-SLM fibre switch. The switch is capable of filtering either a single, or

a number of independent WDM channels simultaneously. The latter operation is achieved

by designing the hologram frames (through appropriate iterative design) to generate more

than one replay angle. Provided the associated splitting loss can be tolerated, each angle

has an equivalent grating pitch and corresponds to a particular filtered wavelength. The

switch therefore has particular applications in the implementation of a tuneable receiver or

WDM switch for network routeing or configuration.  
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In the context of 3-dimensional free-space optical capabilities, the simplest multiple in

put/multiple output network switch topology is the single-stage crossbar [89, 90] . Concep

tually a crossbar is just a matrix of binary crosspoint switches with N inputs and M outputs. 

Arbitrary any-to-any connection mapping between the inputs and outputs is achieved by 

simply closing the relevant crosspoints. This type of single-stage architecture is strictly non

blocking because there are always a sufficient number of crosspoints to allow all inputs to be 

in use simultaneously. A crossbar also has an associated ease of control whereby the entire 

switch may be reconfigured in a single algorithmic step. At the other extreme of switch 

topology, optical methods that are not based in free-space often centre around cascades 

of small 2x2 exchange/bypass modules [91]. By necessity, these technologies usually form 

multistage networks and therefore require complex software control algorithms. 

Although a crossbar requires M N crosspoints and is therefore ultimately limited in scal

ability, considerations of the parallelism provided by optics, the simplicity of individual 

FLC-SLM pixels, and the simple control mechanism of crossbars, suggest that a modest 

free-space optical switch could best be implemented as a single-stage structure [89]. This 

chapter describes the design of a suitable FLC-SLM fibre crossbar. Experimental switching 

results have not yet been achieved because of the complexity of the optical system, but 

a proof-of-design model has been constructed and significant advances have been made to 

show that GRIN lens collimators can be used to form the required micro-optic fibre arrays. 

5. 0.1 Free-space crossbar structures 

A dilated NxM crossbar is formed by placing N lots of 1-to-M switches back-to-back with 
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put/multiple output network switch topology is the single-stage crossbar [89,90]. Concep—

tually a crossbar is just a matrix of binary crosspoint switches with N inputs and M outputs.

Arbitrary any—to-any connection mapping between the inputs and outputs is achieved by

simply closing the relevant crossiioints. This type of single—stage architecture is strictly non—

blocking because there are always a suHicient number of crossPoints to allow all inputs to be

in use simultaneously. A crossbar also has an associated ease of control whereby the entire

switch may be reconfigured in a single algorithmic step. At the other extreme of switch

topology, optical methods that are not based in free-space often centre around cascades

of small 2x2 exchange/bypass modules [91]. By necessity, these technologies usually form

multistage networks and therefore require complex software control algorithms.

Although a crossbar requires MN crosspoints and is therefore ultimately limited in scal-

ability, considerations of the parallelism provided by optics, the simplicity of individual

FLC-SLM pixels, and the simple control mechanism of crossbars, suggest that a modest

free—space optical switch could best be implemented as a single-stage structure [89]. This

chapter describes the design of a suitable FLC-SLM fibre crossbar. Experimental switching

results have not yet been achieved because of the complexity of the optical system, but

a prooii-olldesign model has been constructed and significant advances have been made to

show that GRIN lens collimators can be used to form the required micro~optic fibre arrays.
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Figure 5.1: Dilated crossbar structure created from multiple one-to-any sub-blocks. 
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M lots of N-to-1 switches, figure 5.1. This principle has been applied to the construction of 

bulky opto-mechanical crossbars [92], and to the design of shuttering architectures based on 

the Stanford vector-matrix multiplier [93]. In particular, the OCPM (Optically Connected 

Parallel Machine) project [94] has demonstrated the use of an FLC-SLM as an array of 

intensity-mode pixel shutters (crosspoints), to form a fully interconnected free-space 16x16 

optical crossbar. The project has also demonstrated a partially populated 64x64 system. 

The OCPM crossbar is very powerful, but diffractive FLC switches can be polarisation 

insensitive and potentially have much lower insertion losses than their shuttering based 

contemporaries, especially as the required size of switch increases. Therefore hologram

based optical crossbars perhaps offer a better possibility for constructing simple and cheap 

non-mechanical switches that are capable of supporting fairly high numbers of inputs and 

outputs. In a holographic architecture, each block in figure 5.1 can be implemented as a sin

gle reconfigurable CGH. If the holograms behave identically wherever they are placed, then 

the base CGH frame set needed to interconnect (N + M) lots of one-to-any sub-blocks and 

achieve any non-multicasting connectivity, only consists of max[ N, M J holograms. The 

optical 'wiring' between the blocks is then a fixed logical interconnection that could be im

plemented either as a "rats-nest" of optical fibres, or preferably as a free-space interconnect. 

5.1 The Holographic Crossbar with Passive Fan-In 

The use of an FLC-SLM as a diffractive component in a crossbar switch was first suggested 

by O'Brien [38 , 95]. The crossbar takes the form of figure 5.2, where an array of parallel 

single-mode input fibres are arranged in front of the SLM. Each Gaussian beam is separately 

collimated by a lens to illuminate some portion of the SLM plane. The SLM must be 

divided into N sub-hologram routeing areas, such that each region is filled with a distinct 

l
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Parallel Machine) project [94] has demonstrated the use of an FLC-SLM as an array of

intensity—mode pixel shutters (crosspoints), to form a fully interconnected free—Space 16x16
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The OCPM crossbar is very powerful, but diffractive FLC switches can be polarisation

insensitive and potentially have much lower insertion losses than their shuttering based

contemporaries, cepecialiy as the required size of switch increases. Therefore hologram—

based optical crossbars perhaps offer a better possibility for constructing simple and cheap

non-mechanical switches that are capable of supporting fairly high numbers of inputs and
 

outputs. In a holographic architecture, each block in figure 5.1 can be implemented as a sin-
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achieve any uon-multicasting connectivity, only consists of max[N,M] holograms. The
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plemented either as a “rats-nest” of optical fibres, or preferably as a free—space interconnect.

5.1 The Holographic Crossbar with Passive Fan-In

The use of an FLC-SLM as a difi‘ractive component in a crossbar switch was first suggested

by O’Brien [38,95]. The crossbar takes the form of figure 5.2, where an array of parallel

single-mode input fibres are arranged in front of the SLM. Each Gaussian beam is separately

collimatcd by a lens to illuminate some portion of the SLM plane. The SLM must be

divided into N sub—hologram routeing areas, such that each region is filled with a distinct.
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Figure 5.2: A single-pass holographic crossbar structure. 
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and independently controlled CGH. Each hologram deflects light from its associated input 

fibre towards an arbitrary output port . The architecture is therefore equivalent to a stacked 

array of one-to-any switches, with the exception that a single Fourier lens, rather than an 

array of lenses, must be used at the output to superimpose all CGH replay fields . Depending 

upon the physical aperture of the SLM with respect to the extent of the first-order replay 

field, the input fibres typically need to be sparsely arranged, whilst the output fibres must 

be fairly closely packed. 

The O'Brien architecture operates under the condition of passive fan-in at the output fibres, 

i.e., there are no output 'combining' holograms to match the input 'splitter' holograms. This 

condition translates into the optical domain as a numerical aperture increase of the Gaussian 

beam angles travelling through the system. Light arriving at any particular output fibre 

can originate from a variety of input positions. The Fourier fan-in lens converts the offset 

of each input fibre from the optic axis into a different angle of arrival at the outputs. Hence 

although a Fourier 4-f configuration removes the spherical wavefront phase distortion of 

the replay fields,t residual wavefront tilts still exist on the replay spots as a consequence of 

the non-telecentric output imaging. If the output ports are implemented as large diameter 

multi-mode fibres or as an array of photodetectors, then these wavefront tilts are accepted 

within the large numerical aperture of the output components, and the tilts may be ignored. 

But if the optical transparency or crosstalk noise rejection properties of single-mode fibres 

are required, then the tilts will introduce large insertion losses, limiting the scalability of 

tsee section 2.2.2. 
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Figure 5.2: A single-pass holographic crossbar structure.

and independently controlled CGH. Each hologram deflects light from its associated input
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array of lenses, must be used at the output to superimpose all CGH replay fields. Depending
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condition translates into the Optical domain as a numerical aperture increase of the Gaussian

beam angles travelling through the system. Light arriving; at any particular output fibre
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although a Fourier 4—f configuration removes the Spherical wavefront phase distortion of
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the non-telecentric output. imaging. If the output ports are implemented as large diameter |

 
multi-mode fibres or as an array of photodetectors, then these wavefront tilts are accepted

within the large numerical aperture of the output components, and the tilts may be ignored.

But if the optical transparency or crosstalk noise rejection properties of single-mode fibres

are rerpiired, then the tilts will introduce large insertion losses, limiting the scalability of

tSee section 2.2.2.
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the architecture. This problem also arises in the design of all shuttering based architectures 

such as the OCPM crossbar. 

5.1.1 1/ N Scalability limitation 

For the crossbar of figure 5.2, the most favourable geometry in terms of the lowest average 

insertion loss, occurs when the single-mode output fibres are bunched close to the system 

axis. No excess insertion loss penalty occurs when any input fibre is also aligned along this 

system axis (in a geometry identical to the one-to-any switch), but maximum beam tilt is 

introduced from an input fibre which is positioned in a corner of the input array. Thus if 

the N input fibres are arranged on a VN x VN grid with b.s spacings, then the maximum 

transverse displacement of any fibre from the system axis is ~v'2(VN -1)6.s. The average 

offset s of all input fibres from the axis is also of particular interest. This mean value may 

be calculated as a 2-dimensional summation across the entire input array: 

b.s ,m ,m ~ ( ..JN + 1) 2 
( ..JN + 1) 2 

Mean fibre offset, s = N ~1 ~ m - 2 + n - 2 
(5 .1) 

where s is always weighted towards the edge of the array because proportionately more 

fibres are positioned there. g(N) =sf b.s is a function of N alone and is of order 0{ /¥}· 
The value of this function is determined entirely by the physical packing of the input fibres 

and it is ultimately related to the optical numerical aperture that must be accepted at the 

outputs. For an N = 9 input crossbar with square-spaced fibres, g(N) = 1.41, and for a 

64 input structure, g(N) = 4.95. Hexagonal and other fibre spacing arrangements may give 

slightly better (lower) values. 

The wavefront tilt across the hologram replay spots will on average be given by: 

ae = tan-
1 (f:uJ (5 .2) 

where 8() is measured in radians and !out is the focal length of the Fourier lens as shown 

in figure 5.2. Again we assume the most favourable geometry such that the collimation 

lenses have the maximum allowable diameter of D = b.s and are completely filled by the 

-iz Gaussian field intensity radii of the input beams. Substitution of the focal length fin of 

this collimation array as obtained from equation (3.12), together with suitable single-mode 
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in figure 5.2. Again we assume the most favourable geometry such that the collimation

lenses have the maximum allowable diameter of D : As and are completely filled by the

El: Gaussian field intensity radii of the input beams. Substitution of the focal length fin of

this collimation array as obtained from equation (3.12), together with suitable single-mode
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fibre parameters, (e.g., w0 ~ 5.25p,m for .A= 1550nm), then leads to: 

8() = tan-
1 

( 0.19 J::t g(N)) (5.3) 

The mean angle of the output beams is thus simply a function of N and of the ratio of 

focal lengths . As usual, the fibre overlap integral solution of equation (3.25) can be used to 

predict the output fibre launch efficiencies under these conditions. The output focal length 

!out must be made significantly longer than fin to avoid the theoretical output beam angles 

rapidly tending towards 90°, where the insertion loss becomes infinite. Thus the output 

Gaussian spot radii w~, must be defocused with respect to the input fibre modes of radii 

w 0 . For nearly all practical situations, this defocus is determined by equation (5.4): 

1 fout 
Wo = -J· Wo 

tn 
(5.4) 

The defocused output spots potentially create severe crosstalk as the Gaussian tails from 

different inputs begin to overlap more significantly in the replay plane. They also decrease 

the output fibre launch efficiencies because of the mismatched Gaussian-to-fibre mode pro

files in the replay. Figure 5.3(a) is a plot of the crossbar insertion loss versus the ratio of 

focal lengths. This plot was generated by substituting equations (5.3) and (5.4) into the 

overlap integral solution. The plot represents the compromise between minimisation of the 

output launch angles, and the need to mode-match the output spots. The uppermost shaded 

boundary of the figure corresponds to the minimum insertion loss of an on-axis input fibre 

as the system is defocused. The lower boundaries of the two shaded regions correspond to 

the insertion loss incurred by fibres positioned in the extreme corners of the input array, 

plotted here for N = 9 and N = 64 sized crossbars respectively. The two heavy black lines 

show the average insertion loss of these systems. The mean loss curve always exhibits a 

minimum, demonstrating that it is possible to design a system with an average insertion 

loss of slightly better than Jv using an optimum ratio of focal lengths of just greater than 

VN. These system parameters are summarised in figure 5.3(b) for variously sized crossbars. 

The optimum condition occurs when all lenses in the system have the same ]-number. The 

shaded height of figure 5.3(a) shows that the operational insertion loss of the design will 

vary dramatically between different input fibres . Thus the worst case loss will always be 

considerably greater than the mean, making passive fan-in architectures such as figure 5.2 

unattractive for single-mode environments. The effects of Gaussian tail crosstalk also grow 

as the number of inputs is increased because of the need to scale !out in proportion to VN.  
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,! _ font. (r 4)'L'J — w J.o a
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(lilferent inputs begin to overlap more significantly in the replay plane. They also decrease

the output fibre launch efficiencies because of the mismatched Gaussian-to-fibre mode pro-

files in the replay. Figure 5.3(a) is a plot of the crossbar insertion loss versus the ratio of

focal lengths. This plot was generated by substituting equations [5.3) and (5.4) into the

overlap integral solution. The plot represents the compromise between minimisation of the

output launch angles, and the need to mode-match the output spots. The uppermost shaded

boundary of the figure corresponds to the minimum insertion loss of an on-axis input fibre

as the system is defocused. The lower boundaries of the two shaded regions correspond to

the insertion loss incurred by fibres positioned in the extreme corners of the input array,
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show the average insertion loss of these systems. The mean loss curve always exhibits a

minimum, demonstrating that it is possible to design a system with an average insertion

loss of slightly better than % using an optimum ratio of focal lengths of just greater than

m. These system parameters are summarised in figure 5.3(b) for variously sized crossbars.

The optimum condition occurs when all lenses in the system have the same f—number. The

shaded height of figure 5.3(a) shows that the operational insertion loss of the design will

vary dramatically between different input fibres. Thus the worst case loss will always be

considerably greater than the mean, making passive fan-in architectures such as figure 5.2

unattractive for single—mode environments. The effects of Gaussian tail crosstalk also grow
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The obvious solution to the crossbar fan-in problem is to remove the passive Fourier fan-in 

lens and reintroduce the concept of active holographic combiners. Matched hologram pairs 

for eliminating output angles have been implemented in fixed holographic interconnection 

patterns [96, 97], but have never been used in dynamic reconfigurable structures other than 

the tuneable wavelength filter in the last chapter. In such a system, the angular holographic 

deflections must be allowed to propagate between the splitter and combiner planes of fig

ure 5.1, becoming transverse displacements of the beams. The correct separation distance 

between the two hologram planes is set by the range of deflections that is possible from the 

diffractive elements. The interconnect volume therefore depends upon the minimum feature 

size of the hologram recording process. Fixed diffractive elements can record very small 

features so the planes can be in fairly close proximity. Much larger separations are required 

between holograms written on FLC-SLMs. The standard grating equation predicts that the 

maximum possible first-order SLM diffraction angle ¢max at normal incidence, is given by: 

"' • _ 1 ( >. ) 'f'max = ±sm 2d (5.5) 

where d is the SLM pixel pitch. Thus to diffract a beam from the top-left of figure 5.1 to 

the bottom-right, a separation distance Z between the two hologram planes is required: 

(5.6) 

where D is the aperture of each hologram plane, i.e., the total aperture containing all input 

or all output fibres. If it is assumed that each plane is implemented as a single SLM divided 

into sub-holograms, then using two 2DX320s with 80p,m pixels and 25.6mm apertures, the 

interconnect length Z is of the order of several metres . This is clearly too long and too 

susceptible to mechanical vibrations to be acceptable in any practical application. 

One method of halving the system length is to observe that a plane of symmetry exists 

within the optical interconnection pattern of figure 5.1 , midway between the two active 

hologram planes. A planar mirror placed at this point folds the two hologram planes into 

one so that the optical signal paths are now made to and from a single array of bidirectional 

fibres. Although the physical volume of the crossbar has been halved, equation (5.6) shows 

that there is still a fundamental scalability conflict between an increased SLM aperture to 

support more inputs and outputs, and minimisation of this same aperture to reduce the 

system length and maintain a compact architecture. 
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(5-5)

where D is the aperture of each hologram plane, i.e., the total aperture containing all input
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susceptible to mechanical vibrations to be acceptable in any practical application.
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5.2 The Scalable Holographic Crossbar with Active Fan-In 

Figure 5.4 shows the author's suggestion of a new scalable architecture for holographically 

interconnecting single-mode fibres. The operation of this compact folded crossbar structure 

is as follows. In plane Pl, light enters the system as multiple divergent Gaussian beams 

emerging from cleaved single-mode fibres which have been aligned parallel to the system 

axis. Each fibre is also positioned so that it lies along the central axis of one of the lenses 

within a collimation lens array. The collimation array in plane P2 is arranged exactly one 

focal distance in front of the fibre ends so that the Gaussian signal beams are individu

ally collimated through the FLC-SLM. The SLM display area is then divided into distinct 

sub-holograms, such that every input source is deflected by a different CGH. The angular 

holographic beam deflections are converted into spatial offsets by means of a Fourier lens 

in plane P3 which focuses the beams onto a mirror's surface in plane P4. This Fourier lens 

effectively forms a superimposed set of replay fields . For any particular input fibre, the 

position of the first-order replay spot on the mirror's surface relative to the system axis, is 

determined by the angle of deflection of that input's sub-hologram frame. 

The Gaussian beams are reflected back towards the SLM at an angle which obeys the normal 

law of reflection. The Fourier lens then re-collimates each light beam through a different 

sub-hologram region of the same FLC-SLM. During this second pass of the SLM, the output 

holograms must remove the beam angles and cause them to emerge parallel to the axis of 

the output fibres. The input and output holograms are theoretically related by a simple 

System 
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Figure 5.4: A double-pass holographic crossbar structure for single-mode fibres. 
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rotational symmetry (which for binary phase holograms means they can be identical), but 

may differ slightly in practice to compensate for imperfections in the optical system. 

The resultant beams are finally refocused by the lenses in plane P2, back into the single

mode output fibres at the correct 0° launch angle. To accommodate input and output fibres 

within the same fibre array, the array may either be divided into separate input and output 

areas, or it may be assumed that every fibre may be bidirectionally connected to any other. 

Hence arbitrary low-loss crossbar interconnectivity between single-mode fibres is achieved 

by the use of matched pairs of dynamic holograms. 

5. 2.1 Design and optical modelling of an experimental 8 x 8 crossbar 

Figures 5.5(a) and (b) show the results of an experimental model of a compact 16 channel 

crossbar, constructed using CODE V. The eventual aim is to build this design as a proof

of-principle demonstrator. The model has been based on a 2DX320 SLM optimised for 

A = 1.55J.Lm, and the ray-trace of the optical configuration is to scale, and corresponds 

exactly to the interconnect size in real life. Graded-index rod lenses of 4mm diameter, 

arranged in a 4x4 array with a 6.4mm pitch, have been used as the fibre collimators, and a 

standard Melles Griot catalogue achromatic doublet (LAIOll) has been used as the f /3.3 

Fourier lens without any further optical components for wavefront correction. The CODE V 

model predicts that almost aberration-free performance can be achieved (better than A/20 

flatness), even with this non-custom lens design. Figure 5.5(b) is the exit pupil wavefront 

function for the worst case interconnection. This limiting configuration arises when the 

signal from a fibre positioned in a corner of the array is optically routed back into itself. 

From figure 5.4, light originating from an input fibre located at a height (xi, Yi) above the 

system axis is focused to a replay spot at a position ( u, v) relative to the same axis on 

the mirror, and returns to the output plane at a height (x 0 , y0 ) . The symmetry of the 

system implies that the replay position ( u, v) required to interconnect any two fibres must 

be derived from a mean value: 

( ) = _ J A (Xi + Xo Yi +Yo) 
u,v Dd X 2 ' 2 (5.7) 

where D is the SLM aperture, and fA/ d is the width of the first-order replay. ( u, v) may 

be more conveniently written in terms of the fractional order replay coordinate (cr, e)t that 

tsee the definition in equation (3 .20). 
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model predicts that almost aberration-free performance can be achieved (better than M20

flatness), even with this non—custom lens design. Figure 5.5(13) is the exit pupil wavefront

function for the worst case interconnection. This limiting configuration arises when the

signal from a fibre positioned in a corner of the array is optically routed back into itself.

From figure 5.4, light originating from an input fibre located at a. height (m,,y,:) above the

system axis is focused to a replay spot at a position (we) relative to the same axis on

the mirror, and returns to the output plane at a height (amyo). The symmetry of the

system implies that the replay position (ope) required to interconnect any two fibres must

be derived from a mean value:

  

(‘11.,U) : _Q X (as: + 1:” 91+ yo) (5.7)Dual 2’2

where D is the SLM aperture, and fA/d is the width of the first-order replay. (it,‘i..') may

be more conveniently written in terms of the fractional order replay coordinate (or, §)l that

lSee the definition in equation (3.20).
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The crossbar is shown making an arbitrary interconnection, and is plotted at a 1:1 scale.
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Figure 5.5(b): CODE V simulation of the worst-case exit pupil wavefront.
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must be used in the design of the input and output holograms: 

(5.8) 

The simplest method of producing this interconnectivity is to introduce optical power into 

the mirror surface by bending it into a spherical shape. It is possible to form the crossbar 

interconnect using either a convex or a concave mirror surface because this simply affects 

the sign of equation (5.8). A concave mirror is preferable however, because it more closely 

follows the natural field curvature of the positive Fourier lens and minimises aberrations. 

The small diameters of the replay spots on the mirror means that each spot is effectively 

incident upon a tilted plane mirror, where the angle of tilt is proportional to the height of 

the spot above the system axis. This tilt makes the angles of reflection greater than they 

would be from a planar mirror, introducing an 'optical lever' effect into the system. The 

lever removes all constraints on the focal length of the Fourier lens, so that any focal length 

can be accommodated by altering the radius of mirror curvature. This allows the volume 

of the system to be minimised. 

The optical model was optimised by configuring the crossbar with a partially populated 

set of interconnection paths, carefully chosen to represent the full range of optical imaging 

requirements. The interconnection pattern was implemented by placing CODE V gratings 

of different pitches in front of each graded-index fibre collimator, derived by dividing the 

2DX320 pixel pitch by the values obtained from equation (5.8). The radius of curvature of 

the spherical mirror was then allowed to be an optimisation variable, and the air-spacings 

were varied in a systematic manner that was as similar as possible to experimental alignment 

procedures. 

The centre of curvature of the spherical mirror surface must intersect the principal ray from 

any looped-back input (see detail in figure 5.5(a)). This leads to an ideal mirror radius of 

curvature R, predicted by: 

(5.9) 

where f is the focal length of the Fourier lens, and D, d are the SLM aperture and pixel 

pitch respectively, as before. Equation (5.9) is based on a 2-f imaging system between the 
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SLM and the concave mirror. But if the mirror is curved slightly further, then it is possible 

to directly compensate for the spherical wavefront phase curvature normally associated with 

the Fourier replay of a 1-f transfer lens. Thus with the FLC-SLM placed immediately in 

front of the lens as shown in the model, the required radius of curvature of the mirror 

becomes: 

(5.10) 

The theoretical radius of curvature for the optical elements used in the design of figure 5.5(a) 

is R=7.213mm for an interconnect volume of less than 82cm3 . This agrees very closely with 

the R=7.218mm value obtained from the CODE V model. Equation (5.10) is very significant 

because it demonstrates that only the radius of curvature of the final spherical mirror has 

to vary as the crossbar aperture D is increased, rather than the Fourier lens focal length. 

The radius R is also only weakly dependent upon D, and the mirror actually flattens as 

the density of SLM pixels is increased - as would occur when using a 2-dimensional silicon 

backplane device instead of a passive SLM for example. This system property has important 

implications because it means that the holographic aperture, and hence the number of 

crossbar channels, can be scaled almost arbitrarily without affecting the system length. 

The length of a crossbar with active fan-in will typically be much shorter than either the 

original passive fan- in architecture, or the simple interconnect length Z from equation ( 5. 6). 

In fact, the length is only limited by the degree of optical aberration that is acceptable. The 

optics are thus potentially scalable to very large holographic apertures, where the possibility 

of placing several SLMs within a single crossbar begins to arise. Such a switch would be 

capable of routeing a very large number of channels ( » 1 x 103 ), and breaks the limits 

imposed by the physical sizes of practical FLC-SLMs in terms of number of pixels. 

As a theoretical example of the capability of a single polarisation insensitive SLM, consider 

that an ideal device with 30f.Lm pixels and a D=30mm aperture would be capable of in

terconnecting 900 telecommunications fibres (e.g., a 450x450 crossbar) arranged on a 1mm 

array pitch. This hugely parallel interconnection could be fairly easily achieved using an 

f /4 Fourier lens and a spherical mirror of diameter 6.2mm and curvature R=20.6mm. The 

total optical length between the 900 fibres and the mirror would then be slightly longer than 

f=120mm, giving a modest density of optical connection of about 8 beams/cm3 within a 

total optical volume of about 110cm3 . 
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5. 3 Micro lens Arrays 

Various runs of the crossbar model have revealed that the imaging quality of the system is 

likely to be limited by the performance of the fibre collimation lens array, rather than by 

the bulk Fourier lens design. Careful consideration of the planar array of collimating lenses 

is therefore an essential part of the optical design process. Each lens must be aligned along 

the axis of its respective fibre and must be matched to the fibre numerical aperture. The 

collimated beams must illuminate an adequate number of SLM pixels to ensure accurate 

replay of the crossbar holograms. Too few pixels would lead to the generation of noisy replay 

fields, especially in the presence of beam misalignments due to manufacturing tolerances. For 

an FLC-over-silicon SLM with 50J.Lm pixels, Gaussian beam diameters of the order of 1mm 

(e12 intensity) are required to cover enough SLM pixels and support usefully large numbers 

of crossbar channels . In addition, the array lens diameters should not be significantly wider 

than the beams they produce to avoid wasting the SLM pixel area. 

The above requirements exclude the use of conventional bulk lenses and indicate the ne

cessity of using a microlens array. Microlens technology may be broadly split into three 

categories: diffractive, refractive, and graded-index lenses. Diffractive Fresnel lenses are 

typically formed by etching a number of phase steps into an optical glass flat. This is an at

tractive approach because it is possible to tailor the lens design to the particular application. 

However multi-level lenses are very difficult to manufacture accurately, and although up to 

8 phase levels have been reported [98], the phase and spatial quantization of the lenses still 

make them prone to high-order diffraction noise. This noise will tend to cascade through 

the optical system, so that diffractive lenses are probably inappropriate as fibre collimators 

at the very front end of the crossbar. 

Refractive microlens arrays are usually formed by depositing 'blobs' of polymer onto a glass 

slide. The glass is then heated until the polymer melts, and surface tension pulls the blob 

into a plano-spherical lens. This technique has been used to form some very high quality 

lens arrays [99]. Unfortunately, polymer lenses with diameters greater than about 200J.Lm 

tend to collapse in the middle during the melt. One possible method of creating larger 

collimated beam diameters is to follow the array of small polymer lenses with a telescopic 

magnification stage [100) , but this will not produce a compact architecture. Glass coupling 

spheres [101] and even small singlet lenses have been used as alternative fibre collimators, 

but the formation of a mechanically stable array of such lenses would be difficult. 
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Both diffractive and refractive lens arrays have to be precisely aligned parallel to the plane 

of the input fibre array, but air-spaced from it. This is a considerable alignment problem 

that imposes tight tolerances on the manufacture of both these components. Graded-index 

rod lenses (GRINs) offer a simple solution to this problem [102-104) because the lens focus 

can coincide exactly with one polished face of the rod, whilst the collimated beam emerges 

from the opposite face . Each input fibre can thus be accurately aligned and glued to its 

respective GRIN. This alignment could be automated in a manufacturing process because it 

is required on a repetitive 'per lens' basis . In addition, the final task of packing all the rods 

into the array structure has now been separated from the assembly of the fibre collimators. 

The denser GRIN refractive indices mean that the length tolerances on the rods and on 

the axial alignment between inputs throughout the array, are far less critical than for the 

original air-spaced lenses. The SLM holograms may of course be used to compensate for any 

variations in the lens array pitch as usual. GRINs have already been used as high quality 

lenses to couple light between single-mode fibres, with losses as low as -0.2dB [105). GRINs 

are typically a few millimetres in diameter and they currently represent the only practical 

means of constructing the collimation array optics for these types of FLC-SLM crossbar. 

5.3.1 Theory of GRIN lenses 

Graded-index lenses (GRINs) act as inhomogeneous circular waveguides and are very similar 

to the glass preforms that are pulled down to small diameters during the manufacture 

of optical fibres . A thorough analysis of GRIN properties can be found in Sodha and 

Ghatak [106), but the salient results are presented here. GRIN lenses usually consist of 

a glass rod of material containing small dopant ions such as Li~ to give a base refractive 

index of n 0 . The graded refractive index profile is then formed through an ion-exchange 

process whereby larger ions such as Na+ or K+ diffuse into the glass edges and reduce the 

local refractive index according to their concentration. The resultant radial index profile 

n(r) takes a general form: 

(5.11) 

where r is the radial distance of any point from the central axis of the GRIN rod, g is a 

gradient constant typically quoted in mm- 1
, and h4 etc. are higher order profile constants. 

5.3.1
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ngir) : n.3{l w (gr)2 + h..1(gr)4 + h5(gr)fi + H} (5.11)

where 7‘ is the radial distance of any point from the central axis of the GRIN red, 9 is a
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Figure 5.6: Selfuc GRIN index profile and lens geometry. 

Most GRINs of interest closely follow a parabolic Selfoc (self-focusing) index: 

for lrl ~ R9 , 

lrl > Rg. 
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(5.12) 

where R9 is the radius of the GRIN, and the refractive index of the surrounding air is 1. 

The higher order terms are assumed to be negligible. Provided R9 « :, the optical field 

will always remain well confined within the centre of the GRIN and the effect of the pupil 

edge at r = R9 will be negligible. Figure 5.6 shows a typical Selfoc GRIN lens index profile 

and its optical configuration. Light passes along the axis of the lens in the z-direction of 

propagation such that the transverse (x, y) field in any plane must satisfy a modified version 

of the scalar wave equation. Provided the radial variation of the glass dielectric constant 

Er(r) = n 2 (r), is very small across the distance of one wavelength, the Fresnel integral from 

equation (2.8) may be used with an appropriate Kernel propagation function in (5.13), to 

predict the evolution of a wavefront through the GRIN [106] : 

[ 
·k (g(x~ + Y~) g(xxo + YYo))] exp J n 0 - -'--'-----,..----':----'-

2 tan (gz) sin (gz) 

(5.13) 

where k and .A are the free-space wavenumber and wavelength respectively. As with free

space propagation, Gaussian T EM00 waves are exact solutions of Selfoc GRIN media. Thus 

if a Gaussian waist of radius w 0 is incident upon one face of the GRIN rod, the beam will 
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where R9 is the radius of the GRIN, and the refractive index of the surrounding air is l. i
The higher order terms are assumed to be negligible. Provided R9 << 3, the Optical field
will always remain well confined within the centre of the GRIN and the effect of the pupil I

edge at 1 -—Rg will be negligible. Figures .6 shows a typical Selfoc GRIN lens index profile

and its optical configuration. Light passes along the axis of the lens1n the z—clirection of

propagation such that the transverse (33,11) field in any plane must satisfy a modified version

of the scalar wave equation. Provider] the radial variation of the glass dielectric constant

51.0"} = 1120‘], is very small across the distance of one wavelength, the Fresnel integral from

equation (2.8) may be used with an appropriate Kernel propagation function in (5.13), to

predict the evolution of a wavefront tln'ough the GRIN [106]:

. ate? + 112) )]exp [game + — .
1 2tan(gz) exp [flmCefi +31%) _ (sumo__))])+1,11;Usin (ya) ‘2. tan (92} sin—(—gz]
11051513

K[:1:.y,Z;-'fiosya) :

.1')‘

 

where t: and A are the free—space wavenumber and wavelength respectively. As with free-

Space propagation. Gaussian TEA-1’00 waves are exact solutions of Selfoc GRIN media. Thus

if a Gaussian waist of radius 1110 is incident upon one face of the GRIN rod, the beam will
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remain Gaussian, with a beam radius w(z) and phase wavefront radius of curvature R(z ): 

where 

w(z) = 
-.X 

1rno Im{Q(z )} 

Q(z ) = g Q0 - gtan (gz) 
g + Q0 tan (gz ) 

1 
R(z) = Re{Q(z)} 

and 

(5.14) 

The Gaussian beam sinusoidally oscillates between a maximum and a minimum diameter 

as it propagates [107]. A fiat waist, i.e., R(z ) ---+ oo, exists at both these extremes and the 

pitch P of the lens is defined as the GRIN length required for a full sinusoidal beam path 

to be completed. With a single-mode fibre glued to the input GRIN face, the minimum 

length required for the Gaussian beam to oscillate from w0 to its larger collimated waist is 

thus 0.25P. To achieve this collimation condition, the GRIN should be cut and polished to 

a length L given by: 

1f 
L = 0.25 X p =-

2g 
.X 

w(L) = --
1fnagwa 

where w(L) is the collimated Gaussian radius that emerges into free-space. 

5.3.2 Experimental characterisation of GRIN collimators 

(5.15) 

Having chosen GRINs as the best microlens technology, the next stage in the construction 

of the proof-of-principle crossbar demonstrator is to assemble a number of single-mode fibre 

collimators to use as inputs and outputs. Only two commercial manufacturers of GRIN 

lenses exist at the present time, these being Nippon Sheet Glass [108] and Gradient Lens 

Corporation [109]. The collimated beam radius w(L) generated by any of the available 

GRIN glasses is found to be approximately half the GRIN radius. It was decided that the 

largest collimated Gaussian beam radius of 500J.Lm provided by the Nippon collection of 

lenses would not illuminate sufficient numbers of 80J.Lm SLM pixels. Fibre collimators were 

therefore assembled based on 4mm diameter BIG-GRIN™ lenses from Gradient Lens Corp. 

The mechanical construction of the collimators has been designed as a modified version 

of recent semi-commercial fibre-GRIN mounts.t Each BIG-GRIN is placed in a metallic 

tThe collimators referred to contain Nippon GRIN lenses, and are out-sourced by Nippon to Meteor 
Optics [110] . They are believed to be available as non-catalogue items from Spindler & Hoyer [111]. 
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———Q09 an (92) and Q” = 'TA
9 + Q0 tan (92) 7mg ”log

 

where Q(z} = g
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L=D.25 xP= 1r— => a103,): A
25' nagging

where 1005) is the collimated Gaussian radius that emerges into free-space. (5.15) 1
5.3.2 Experimental characterisation. of GRIN collimator‘s

Having chosen GRle as the best microlens technology, the next stage in the construction

of the pl‘Ool—of-pl‘inciple crossbar demonstrator is to assemble a number of single-mode fibre

collimators to use as inputs and outputs. Only two commercial manufacturers of GRIN

lenses exist at the present time, these being Nippon Sheet Glass [108] and Gradient Lens

Corporation [109]. The collimated beam radius 11:le generated by any of the available

GRIN glasses is found to be approximately half the GRIN radius. It was decided that the

largest collimated Gaussian beam radius of 500nm provided by the Nippon collection of

lenses would not illuminate sufficient numbers of 80am SLM pixels. Fibre collimators were

therefore assembled based on 41an diameter BIG-GRINTM lenses from Gradient Lens Corp.

The mechanical construction of the collimators has been designed as a modified version

of recent semi—commercial fibre-GRIN mountsl Each BIG-GRIN is placed in a metallic

1The collimators referred to contain Nippon GRIN lenses, and are out-sourced by Nippon to Meteor
Optics [110]. They are believed to be available as nonscatalogue items from Spindler 8.: Hoyer [111].
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Figure 5. 7: Mechanical drawing cross-section of the custom fibre-GRIN collimators. 
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tube for support, and the single-mode fibre is mounted in a separate self-centreing ferrule, 

figure 5.7. The mount is designed with a 6.4mm outer diameter to enable square-packing of 

16 collimators within the (25.6mm) 2 aperture of the crossbar SLM. All mechanical tolerances 

are ±10p,m, and the polished Corning Coreguide fibre end (w0 ~ 5.25p,m at A = 1.55p,m) 

is in contact with the GRIN. The only unknown design variable is the length of GRIN lens 

required to achieve collimation of the fibre T EM00 field. From equation (5.15), this length 

depends only on the gradient constant g. It must be experimentally determined in this case 

because of the lack of data for the BIG-GRIN glass at A= 1.55p,m wavelength. 

Various techniques exist for determining the refractive index profiles of fibres [112- 114), but 

these methods require specialist equipment and calibration, and are of uncertain accuracy 

when applied to GRIN lenses. A beam intensity profiling approach was therefore adopted 

and developed by the author for determining n 0 and g. The technique assumes that the 

beam is Gaussian or near-Gaussian in nature, and it uses a numerical analysis approach 

to extract the beam parameters and determine the degree of collimation in terms of milli

radians (mrad) of convergence or divergence. Using an informed guess based on data at 

A = 633nm, two collimators were assembled with GRIN lengths of 32.55mm and 32.95mm 

respectively. The first of these devices exposed manufacturing problems and produced a 

severely distorted output beam when light at A= 1.55p,m was launched down the fibre into 

the lens. This distortion is believed to be due to compression and possible skewing of the 

fibre end at the GRIN face. The second collimator produced a high quality Gaussian output 

beam. 

Transverse profiles of the emerging Gaussian beam were captured using a Micron Viewer-

7290 infrared camera from Electrophysics, connected to an 8-bit digitizing frame grabber. 

The camera uses an electron-scanned photoconductive lead-oxysulfide detection screen and 

outputs 512 lines of composite video data, sampled by the frame grabber at a horizontal 

resolution of 768 pixels. The effective pixel capture size of the system was calibrated by 
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tube for support, and the singlevmode fibre is mounted in a separate self-centrcing ferrule,

figure 5.7. The mount is designed with a 6.4mm outer diameter to enable square—packing of

16 colliniators within the (25.611111‘1)2 aperture of the crossbar SLM. All mechanical tolerances

are. imam, and the polished Corning Coreguide fibre end (mo 2 5.25pm at A = 1.55am)

is in contact with the GRIN. The only unknown design variable is the length of GRIN lens

required to achieve collimation of the fibre T811490 field. From equation (5.15), this length

depends only on the gradient constant 9. It must be experimentally determined in this case

because of the lack of data for the. BIG-GRIN glass at A = 1.55am wavelength.

Various techniques exist for determining the refractive index profiles of fibres [112—114], but

these methods require specialist equipment and calibration, and are of uncertain accuracy

when applied to GRIN lenses. A beam intensity profiling approach was therefore adopted

and developed by the author for determining no and g. The technique assumes that the

beam is Gaussian or near-Gaussian in nature, and it uses a numerical analysis approach

to extract the beam parameters and determine the degree of collimation in terms of milli—

radians (mrad) of convergence or divergence. Using an informed guess based on data at

A 2 63311111, two collimators were assembled with GRIN lengths of 32.551nm and 3235111111

respectively. The first of these devices exposed manufacturing problems and produced a

severely distorted output beam when light at A = 1.55am was launched down the fibre into

the lens. This distortion is believed to be due to compression and possible skewing of the

fibre end at the GRIN face. The second collimator produced a high quality Gaussian output

beam.

Transverse profiles of the emerging Gaussian beam were captured using a MicronViewer-

7290 infrared camera from Electrophysics, connected to an 8—bit digitizing frame grabber.

The camera uses an electron-scanned photoconductive lcad—oxysulfide detection screen and

outputs 512 lines of composite video data, sampled by the frame grabber at a horizontal

resolution of 768 pixels. The effective pixel capture size of the system was calibrated by

#
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imaging a resolution target onto the camera screen, and was found to be 17.6J-tm vertically 

and 14.9J-tm horizontally. An accuracy of ±0.5J-tm was determined by performing a similar 

calibration with visible light for a CCD camera that had a known pixel size. 

The Gaussian beam emerging from the 32.95mm long GRIN was converging, and time

averaged intensity profiles were captured at 5mm increment distances from the end of the 

collimator until the position of minimum beam radius had been exceeded. This process 

generated 65 frames of data. Each frame was then analysed to extract the Gaussian beam 

width, allowing a picture of the wavefront evolution to be built up. The analytical process 

applied to each frame was sophisticated and was based upon a numerical library non-linear 

least-squares fitting algorithm [115]. The procedure is summarised below: 

(1). Locate the point of maximum intensity within the frame capture and make an initial 

least-squares fit of !-dimensional Gaussian curves through this point along the two 

orthogonal axial directions. 

(2). Using the parameters obtained from step (1), isolate the portion of the frame capture 

that contains 90% of the optical power. This step ensures that camera noise in dark 

regions of the frame capture does not distort the final fitting procedure. 

(3). Using the parameters obtained from step (1) as initial values, make a 2-dimensional 

Gaussian curve fit to the frame region isolated in step (2). The curve fitted to the frame 

has six free variables 'Pl .. 'P6, but only the first two are of interest. These represent the 

beam radii in orthogonal directions. The other four parameters facilitate an accurate 

fit, but are of no further significance. The fitted curve takes the form: 

[ {(X-cp3)2 (y-cp4)2}] Ijit(x, y) = 'P6 +cps exp -2 'Pl + cp
2 

where (cp1, cp2) are the x- andy- Gaussian beam widths, 

( 'P3, cp4) are x- and y- Gaussian peak coordinate offsets, 

cps is a normalisation term to represent the camera gain level, 

'P6 is a DC offset term to represent the camera dark level. 

(5.16) 

The !-dimensional curve fit in step (1) consistently returns values that overestimate the 

Gaussian beam width by a few percent. The additional steps in (2) & (3) improve the ac-
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where (901,992) are the :i:- and y- Gaussian beam widths,

(993, 504) are :c- and y- Gaussian peak coordinate offsets,

(p5 is a normalisation term to represent the camera gain level,

one is a DC offset term to represent the camera dark level.

The l—diniensional curve fit in step (1) consistently returns values that overestimate the

Gaussian beam width by a few percent. The additional steps in (2) 8.: (3) improve the ac-
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Figure 5.8(a): Experimental frame-capture profile and Gaussian beam fit of the 
light emerging from a fibre-GRIN collimator. The frame-capture is located 25mm 

from the end of the collimator, and the fitted Gaussian diameter is 1.822mm. 
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Figure 5.8(b): Experimental frame-capture and Gaussian fit in the plane 
of minimum beam radius. The frame-capture is 225mm from the collimator 

and the fitted Gaussian diameter is 0.373mm. 

0 0 

Figure 5.8(c): The experimental beam profile begins to exhibit distortion beyond 
the plane of minimum radius. The frame-capture is 300mm from the collimator and 

the least-squared error fit Gaussian diameter is 0.746mm. 
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Intensity(Arb) 
Figure 5.8(8): Experimental frame-capture profile and Gaussian beam fit of the

light emerging from a fibre-GRIN collimator. The frame-capture is located 25mm

from the end of the collimator, and the fitted Gaussian diameter is 1.822mm.
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Figure 5.8(b): Experimental frame-capture and Gaussian fit in the plane

of minimum beam radius. The frame-capture is 225mm from the collimator

and the fitted Gaussian diameter is (1373mm.

".5-Intensity(Arb)  
Figure 5.8(0): The experimental beam profile begins to exhibit distortion beyond

the plane of minimum radius. The frame-capture is 300mm from the collimator and

the 1east~squared error fit Gaussian diameter is 0.746111111.
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Figure 5.9: Evolution of the Gaussian wavefront emerging from a fibre-GRIN collimator. 

curacy of the algorithm, returning perfect answers when applied to test frames, and making 

the procedure robust against the effects of noise in the Gaussian tails. The experimental 

frames were all processed in about 30 minutes using a fast 486DX2 PC computer. Figure 5.8 

shows a representative sample of the captured beam profiles and the results of the Gaussian 

fitting procedure. The left-hand plots show the capture profiles that have been isolated by 

step (2) of the algorithm. The camera dark level is about 0.1. Figures 5.8(a)&(b) respec

tively show the beam profile directly in front of the collimator, and the minimum diameter 

waist at a distance of 225mm from the collimator. The experimental profiles are well fitted 

by the Gaussian functions in both cases, with a summed error power of less than 6% of 

the total optical power. Figure 5.8(c) shows the beam starting to distort as it propagates 

beyond the waist, with the fit error increasing to 10%. This is due to phase distortion in 

the Gaussian waist, probably caused by mechanical stresses within the collimator unit or 

by discontinuities in the GRIN doping profile. It is yet to be determined what effect these 

will have on the fibre crossbar insertion loss. 

The final stage of the GRIN characterisation is to plot the evolution of the beam width as 

it propagates forward, and attempt to match its behaviour to a diffraction-limited T EM00 . 

Equations (5.14) and (2.5) describe the propagation of a diffraction-limited Gaussian through 

the GRIN, and out into free-space respectively. By varying the numerical estimates of n 0 

and g, a least-squared error fit can be made between these equations and the beam radii 

estimated from the frame captured profiles. The result is shown in figure 5.9, where the solid 

line represents the mean of the x- andy-radii determined by Gaussian curve fitting, and the 

dotted line shows the best fit diffraction-limited propagation. Deviation from diffraction

limited performance only occurs near to the waist where the experimental beam does not 

form as small a spot as expected. This phenomenon is commonly observed in beam analysis 
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Figure 5.9: Evolution of the Gaussian wavefront emerging from a fibre-GRIN collimator.

curacy of the algorithm, returning perfect answers when applied to test frames, and making

the procedure robust against the effects of noise in the Gaussian tails. The experimental

frames were all processed in about 30 minutes using a fast 486DX2 PC computer. Figure 5.8

shows a representative sample of the captured beam profiles and the results of the Gaussian

fitting procedure. The left-hand plots show the capture profiles that have been isolated by

step (2] of the algorithm. The camera dark level is about 0.1. Figures 5.8(a)&(b) respec-

tively show the beam profile directly in front of the collimator, and the minimum diameter

waist at a distance of 225mm from the collimator. The experimental profiles are well fitted

by the Gaussian functions in both cases, with a summed error power of less than 6% of

the total optical power. Figure 5.8(c) shows the beam starting to distort as it propagates

beyond the waist, with the fit error increasing to 10%. This is due to phase distortion in

the Gaussian waist, probably caused by mechanical stresses within the collimator unit or

by discontinuities in the GRIN doping profile. It is yet to be determined what efiect; these

will have on the fibre crossbar insertion loss.

The final stage of the GRIN characterisation is to plot the evolution of the beam width as

it propagates forward, and attempt to match its behaviour to a diii'raetion—lirnited TEMGD.

Equations (5.14) and (2.5) describe the propagation of a difi'raction—limited Gaussian through

the GRIN, and out into free-space respectively. By varying the numerical estimates of no

and y, a least-squared error fit can be made between these equations and the beam radii

estimated from the frame captured profiles. The result is shown in figure 5.9, where the solid

line represents the mean of the :r- and y-radii determined by Gaussian curve fitting, and the

dotted line shows the best fit difii‘actiondimited propagation. Deviation from difi'i'actiori~

limited performance only occurs near to the waist where the experimental beam does not

form as small a spot as expected. This phenomenon is commonly observed in beam analysis
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because phase distortions tend to become more apparent at the waist, causing the beam to 

spread out. 

Investigations reveal that varying n 0 affects the diameter of the diffraction-limited beam, 

and varying g only affects its divergence. The value of g that is obtained for the GRIN 

material from the gradient of the equation fitting procedure is therefore insensitive to any 

measurement offset errors and to random noise. The estimated graded-index glass param

eters are summarised in the table below, including comparative results from the original 

GRIN collimator that produced the badly distorted beam. Although the first line of the 

table is unreliable and there is a large discrepancy between the estimated values of on

axis refractive index n 0 , the two values of gradient constant g agree within 2%. From 

equation (5.15), these figures predict with an accuracy of ±0.6mm that future GRIN lens 

collimators should be polished to a length of 31.17mm. Such a lens should collimate to ±1.6 

mrad of divergence or better, and a further iteration of the procedure presented here could 

be used to obtain even better collimation. 

n 0 g Divergence 
Collimator 1 (distorted), L = 32.55mm 1.65 51.46 m -l -5.9 mrad 

~--~~~----~--~~-+----~~--.-~~----~ 
Collimator 2 (Gaussian), L = 32.95mm 1.83 50.39 m- 1 -4.6 mrad 

---------------~------~------------L----------

Table 5.1: Summary of the estimated BIG-GRIN graded-index glass parameters . 

5. 3. 3 Experimental demonstration of superimposed replay fields 

To demonstrate the generation of multiple independently controlled replay fields for free

space crossbars, a further four fibre-GRIN collimators with characteristics similar to fig-

Passive 1-to-4 
Fibre Splitter 

Close-Packed 
Fibre-GRIN 
Collimators 

# 11 3H2 
#11383 
# 11 3H4 
#11385 

1.55J..Lm Source 
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1111111 

Micron Viewer-7290 
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Figure 5.10: An experimental fibre-to-camera crossbar configuration. 
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because phase distortions tend to become more apparent at the waist, causing the beam to

spread out.

Investigations reveal that varying no affects the diameter of the difl'raction—limited beam,

and varying 9 only affects its divergence. The value of 9 that is obtained for the GRIN

material from the gradient of the equation fitting procedure is therefore insensitive to any

measurement offset errors and to random noise. The estimated graded-index glass param~

eters are summarised in the table below, including comparative results from the original

GRIN collimator that produced the badly distorted beam. Although the first line of the

table is unreliable and there is a large discrepancy between the estimated values of on-

axis refractive index on, the two values of gradient constant 9 agree within 2%. From

equation (5.15), these figures predict with an accuracy of i0.6mn1 that future GRIN lens

collimators should be polished to a length of 31.17mm. Such a lens should collimate to il.(i

mrad of divergence or better, and a further iteration of the procedure presented here could

be used to obtain even better collimation.

   

 
 

 

 

  

Divergence

Collimator 1 (distorted), L = 32.55mm -5.9 mrad

Collimator 2 (Gaussian), L 2 32.95mm «4.6 mrad I 

Table 5.1: Summary of the estimated BIG-GRIN graded-index glass parameters.
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Figure 5.10: An experimental fibre-to-cainera crossbar configuration.
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ure 5.9 were assembled and arranged in a row. This array was then incorporated into the 

optical configuration shown in figure 5.10. Each of the four beams was deflected by a sep

arate 80x80 pixel region of the 2DX320IR SLM. This transmissive FLC device has 80J..Lm 

pixels, a 28° FLC switching angle, and exhibits a peak response around A = l.1J..Lm wave

length. A bulk doublet lens optimised for A = 1.55J..Lm was used to form and superimpose 

the individual replay fields, and the replay plane was viewed with the Micron Viewer camera. 

Figure 5.11 is a camera image of the array of Gaussian beams that were incident upon 

the SLM. The figure also shows the four 80x80 pixel holograms that were displayed on 

the 2DX320IR device during the experiment. The holograms were designed with fractional 

order replay coordinates (a, 0 of (0.125,0), (0.25,0), (0.375 ,0) and (0.5,0) from left to right 

respectively. These holograms place the replay spots in close vicinity along a straight line 

to test the alignment and imaging quality of the system. 

80x80 

Pixe~ 

25.6mm 

Figure 5.11: The array of Gaussian input beams and associated sub-hologram patterns. 

The resultant replay plane intensity distribution is shown in figure 5.12(a). The large 

combined zero-order has been masked out from this image for clarity, and the four replay 

spots and their symmetries are clearly resolved. The imperfect alignment of collimator 

#11383, visible in figure 5.11, has not displaced the location of the associated replay spots. 

The misalignment is therefore purely a transverse offset, with no angular component. 

The differences between the four replay spot intensities are due to: unequal optical power 

splitting of up to 1.2dB from the 1-to-4 passive fibre coupler used to supply the four fibre

GRIN collimators (see figure 5.10); variations between the four simulated hologram effi

ciencies; and slight differences in the focusing of the different replay fields, causing spot 

spreading and flattening. Figure 5.12(b) shows line profiles through each of the replays with 

the other three beams apertured out . Calculations of the optical system predict that the 
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Figure 5.11: The array of Gaussian input beams and associated sub—hologram patterns.

The resultant replay plane intensity distribution is shown in figure 5.12(a). The large

combined zero-order has been masked out from this image for cli-Lrity, and the four replay

spots and their symmetries are clearly resolved. The imperfect alignment of collimator

#11383, visible in figure 5.11, has not displaced the location of the associated replay spots.

The misalignment is therefore purely a transverse offset, with no angular component.

The differences between the four replay spot intel'isities are due to: unequal optical power

splitting of up to 1.2(IB from the l—to—4 passive fibre coupler used to supply the four fibre—

GRIN collimators (see figure 5.10); variations between the four simulated hologram effi—

ciencies; and sligl'it differences in the focusing of the different replay fields, causing spot

spreading and flattening. Figure 512(1)] shows line profiles through each of the replays with

the other three beams apertured out. Calculations oi" the optical system predict that the
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Figure 5.12(a): Camera image of the four optically superimposed replay fields . 
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Figure 5.12{b): Line profiles of each replay and the corresponding diffraction-limits. 
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replay spots should all have Gaussian radii of W 0 ~ 67 J.tm. The experimentally achieved 

radii were estimated by fitting Gaussian functions to the captured data. The fitted data was 

used to find the optical power in each spot, and then used to normalise the corresponding 

diffraction-limited Gaussian profiles which are overlaid on figure 5.12(b) as dotted lines.t 

The replay spots have Strehl ratios of 0.45, 0.35, 0.33 and 0.30 for collimators #11382 

through #11385 respectively. Although these ratios are fairly low, the overlap integral so

lution in equation (3 .25) predicts that the theoretical drop in single-mode launch efficiency 

for these replays would be only 0.67dB, l.lOdB, 1.25dB and 1.51dB respectively, assuming 

the spots are Gaussian. 

tNote that the diffraction-limits for the zero-orders have been omitted. 
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Figure 542(51): Camera image of the four optically superimposed replay fields.
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Figure 5.12(b): Line profiles of each replay and the correSponding difl'raction-limits.

replay spots should all have Gaussian radii of ’on 1* 6711111. The experimentally achieved

radii were estimated by fitting Gaussian functions to the captured data. The fitted data was

used to find the optical power in each Spot, and then used to normalise the corresponding

diffraction—limited Gaussian profiles which are overlaid on figure 5.120)) as dotted lines}r

The replay spots have Strehl ratios of 0.45, 0.35, 0.33 and 0.30 for collimators #11382

through #11385 respectively. Although these ratios are fairly low, the overlap integral so

lution in equation (3.25) predicts that the theoretical drop in single-mode launch efficiency

for these replays would be only 0.67dB, 1.10d13, 1.25dB and 1.51dB reapectively, assuming

the Spots are Gaussian.

TNote that the diffraction—limits for the aeroworders have been omitted. !
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5.4 Discussion 

The CODE V optical model and the experimental GRIN characterisation results verify that 

it is possible to make a single-mode crossbar using a diffractive 2DX320 device. Even with 

the large aperture and pixel size of this SLM, the design is compact and virtually aberration

free. Once constructed, the unique optical configuration will ensure that it will become one 

of the smallest and simplest transparent switches ever assembled. 

The results indicate that GRIN lens collimators appear to have solved the problems of find

ing suitable fibre array and microlens technologies. The fibre-GRIN collimators that were 

designed and assembled are custom experimental components, and their performance can be 

expected to improve further as the manufacturing technique matures. The collimators have 

the advantage over traditional air-spaced lenses of being mechanically rigid and therefore 

less prone to vibrational problems. A method for assessing the GRIN collimation quality 

and estimating the profile constants at .A= 1.55J.Lm has been presented in this chapter. The 

next step in the physical construction of the crossbar is to mount the collimators in a full 

2-dimensional array and demonstrate fibre-to-fibre switching by replacing the Micron Viewer 

camera with the spherical interconnect mirror. 

The use of active holographic splitters and combiners is a crucial conceptual step for im

plementing the crossbar as a single-mode structure. This means that there is a large initial 

insertion loss penalty compared with other competing switch technologies, but this loss is 

essentially fixed by the hologram and SLM efficiencies, being independent of the number of 

switch inputs. The FLC-SLM approach starts to look like an attractive option at a cross

bar size of around 16x16, where many of the non free-space technologies begin to hit cost, 

complexity and interconnectivity limits, and where blocking architectures such as OCPM 

start to exhibit very high insertion losses. 

One problem that has not yet been addressed is the effect of the zero-order, symmetric

order and higher-order replay spots. The geometry of the optical interconnect is such that 

optical power in the second- and higher-orders is completely reflected out of the system 

aperture by the spherical interconnect mirror. But the zero-order, and the symmetric spot 

for some interconnect paths, can create unwanted cross-connections. The solution lies in a 

combination of: optimisation of the FLC switching angle to eliminate the zero-order using 

devices such as the 1DX320; finding a method of breaking the binary hologram replay 

symmetry; and finding a suitable geometry of the input and output fibres that avoids the 
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start to exhibit very high insertion losses.

One problem that has not yet been addressed is the effect of the zero—order, symmetric-

order and higher—order replay spots. The geometry of the optical interconnect is such that

optical power in the second— and higher»orders is completely reflected out of the system

aperture by the spherical interconnect mirror. But the zero-order, and the symmetric spot

for some interconnect paths, can create unwanted cross—connections. The solution lies in a

combination of: optimisation of the PLO switching angle to eliminate the zero-order using

devices such as the 1DX320; finding a method of breaking the binary hologram replay

symmetry; and finding a suitable geometry of the input and output fibres that avoids the
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Figure 5.13: Required size of crossbar holograms. 
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unwanted connections. Of course if polarisation insensitivity is not required, then the SLM 

polarisers may be reintroduced to remove the zero-order. 

A key scaling issue of holographic interconnects is the number of SLM pixels that are 

required to perform arbitrary switching. A simplistic argument predicts that in order to 

route any input to any one of M outputs, at least M pixels must be illuminated by each 

fibre-GRIN collimator, or 2M pixels if the binary hologram symmetry is also taken into 

account . Upon inclusion of the fan-in hologram pixels, a total of 4N M SLM pixels are 

therefore required. In practice, greater than this number of pixels will potentially provide 

improved signal-to-noise ratios, fewer pixels will lead to a increased level of crosstalk and 

bit-error-rate, rather than a catastrophic failure of the switch. The upper line in figure 5.13 

demonstrates this point as the signal to mean noise power of an interconnect hologram 

designed with a fractional order replay coordinate of u = 0.3. The trend of the curve is 

linearly increasing with space-bandwidth product of the hologram. It therefore shows that 

the performance of the crossbar can always be improved by intro?ucing more routeing pixels 

at the expense of greater SLM complexity. Failure of individual SLM pixels will similarly 

only cause the system to gradually slip back down to the left of the plot. A more rigorous 

analysis based on (u, v) coordinate permutations from equation (5.7), predicts that there 

should be (2VN- 1) 2 resolvable points in the replay plane to implement an N channel 

crossbar. This leads to a system total of (4N2 - 2N1.5 + 1) SLM pixels, which is marginally 

better than the simplistic argument. These expressions are plotted as the top of the shaded 
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region in figure 5.13. 

The hologram frame set can again be designed to compensate for manufacturing tolerances as 

was demonstrated during the 1-to-15 experiment. As well as compensating for beam offsets 

(using the hologram splitters) and tilts (using the hologram combiners), the CGHs may be 

'exclusive-OR' combined with Fresnel zone-like patterns [116] to counteract experimental 

differences in lateral positioning or focal length of the GRINs. The net optical effect of 

the splitting and combining holograms is theoretically almost insensitive to wavelength, and 

simulations of ideal optical components predict that the full-width at half-maximum channel 

response is of the order of b.AFWHM=10-20nm for any input. In contrast to the passive 

fan-in crossbar, this reveals that there is virtually no wavelength dependence, making the 

crossbar well suited to high capacity, high data-rate applications. In some circumstances it 

may however be desirable to introduce wavelength dependence in order to create a combined 

space-wavelength router. This can most conveniently be achieved by incorporating the 

architectural principles from chapter 4, replacing the spherical interconnect mirror with 

a high-resolution concave grating for wavelength dispersion between the two FLC-SLM 

hologram planes. 

Ultimately, the most important aspect of the design is to identify which factors limit the 

eventual realistic size of switch. The density and number of SLM pixels will inevitably 

be the final consideration, followed by manufacturing issues related to accurate assembly 

and alignment of the system. Mechanical stability can best be achieved by using miniature 

optical components and the use of a spherical interconnect mirror has introduced the exciting 

prospect of compressing the system into a small volume, potentially leading to highly parallel 

single-stage switches. Small spherically-curved mirrors are very easy to manufacture and 

align because of their inherent symmetry. A tilt misalignment of the spherical mirror can 

be easily corrected without the use of tilting positioning stages, by simply shifting the 

mirror up or down. The effect of small errors in the radius of mirror curvature may also be 

eliminated by adjusting the distance between the SLM and the bulk Fourier lens. The optical 

configuration might therefore enable the construction of dense optical switches that have 

a large enough aperture to simultaneously interconnect several FLC-over-silicon backplane 

SLMs, encompassing a huge number of interconnect pixels. From an entirely optical point 

of view, it is not inconceivable to design a system based around an array of 9 or even 16 

SLMs, each with over 106 hologram pixels. 
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be the final consideration, followed by manufacturing issues related to accurate assembly

and alignment of the system. Mechanical stability can best be achieved by using miniature

optical components and the use ofa spherical interconnect mirror has introduced the exciting

prospect of compressing the system into a small volume, potentially leading to highly parallel

single-stage switches. Small sphericallymurved mirrors are very easy to manufacture and

align because of their inherent symmetry. A tilt misalignment of the spherical mirror can

be easily corrected without the use of tilting positioning stages, by simply shifting the

mirror up or down. The effect of small errors in the radius of mirror curvature may also be

eliminated by adjusting the distance between the SLM and the bulk Fourier lens. The optical

configuration might therefore enable the construction of dense optical switches that have

a large enough aperture to simultaneously interconnect several FLC~over~silicon backplane

SLMs, encompassing a huge number of interconnect pixels. From an entirely optical point
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CHAPTER6 

Conclusions and Future Work 

6.1 Conclusions 

In the field of high-speed digital telecommunications, optical fibres dominate network trans

mission but optics is still seeking a role in switching. Free-space optical routeing techniques 

offer several important advantages over purely electronic systems in terms of compactness, 

transparency, power dissipation and parallelism. The theme of this dissertation has been 

the investigation and experimental demonstration of new optical switching architectures 

that use ferroelectric liquid crystal spatial light modulators to diffract optical signals be

tween single-mode fibres . The presented results of the laboratory proof-of-principle systems 

go a long way towards proving that FLC-SLM fibre switches can be used in certain high

bandwidth network applications . A key step towards enhancing their usefulness has been 

the demonstration that they may be used in non-polarisation controlled environments. 

The results of the one-to-any switching experiments prove for the first time that FLC-SLMs 

can be used to route optical signals directly and efficiently between single-mode fibres. The 

polished fibre array used in the 1-to-15 experiment illustrates the demand for new and 

unusual optical components, but the experiment also vividly demonstrates the versatility 

of the FLC-SLM approach because the holographic patterns on the SLM can be tailored to 

compensate for component imperfections. 

The crosstalk isolation performance of transmissive FLC-SLM fibre switches was shown to 

reach a coherent scatter noise limit at about -30dB. This figure seems to be fairly uniform 

across different SLMs and is probably determined by surface roughness on the pixel elec

trodes and by the contours of the FLC surface-stabilised alignment layers. The crosstalk 

performance of FLC-over-silicon devices is not yet known, but is unlikely to differ signifi-
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cantly. Future FLC-SLM architectures will rely heavily on the more advanced technology 

provided by these silicon based SLMs. 

Very large optical effects are required for efficient holographic beam steering, but are exhib

ited by relatively few FLC materials. The experimental replay created by the !-dimensional 

SLM in chapter 4 is believed to have the highest diffraction efficiency of any previously op

erational SLM. The device achieves a first-order diffraction efficiency of 31% when alternate 

pixels are switched into opposite states. This is an excellent result when compared to the 

40.6% theoretical maximum efficiency of perfect binary phase gratings. 

The frame rate of the 1DX320 device is comparable with the fastest FLC-over-silicon mod

ulators that have been fabricated to date. Unfortunately, the intrinsic switching speeds of 

high-tilt FLC materials are unlikely ever to operate faster than about 10-20j.ts. The type of 

switch structures presented in this dissertation are therefore unlikely to be directly useful 

for fast packet-switching unless a faster SLM technology can be devised that is capable of 

achieving binary phase modulation. The transparent FLC-SLM architectures are however 

well suited to the slower reconfiguration rates of circuit-switched broadband traffic or net

work load management . An important emerging subset of these applications is the use of 

wavelength routeing techniques. The results of the tuneable wavelength filter show that it 

is straightforward to adjust the wavelength response of FLC-SLM switches and convert a 

broadband space-switch into a wavelength-switch by the addition of a high-resolution blazed 

linear grating. An active wavelength selective component is clearly more versatile than a pas

sive demultiplexer, and FLC-SLMs exhibit an exceptionally simple and repeatable method 

of wavelength routeing. The experimental demonstration of wavelength tuning achieved a 

channel separation of a few nanometres, but the generic system design is very flexible and 

could be redesigned to achieve a wide variety of filtered bandwidths, tuning steps and tuning 

ranges. Extrapolating the design principles demonstrated by the wavelength filter, it is an 

easy step to imagine exciting possibilities for future integrated space-wavelength switches. 

Although the switches described in chapters 3 and 4 were based around bulk optics, more 

complex architectures must inevitably rely on arrays of micro-optics. The field of micro-lens 

manufacture is still in its infancy and the number of degrees of alignment freedom between 

planes of micro-components can be very high. The investigation of graded-index rod lens 

collimators in chapter 5 showed that GRIN lenses probably offer the best means for optical 
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interfacing between single-mode fibres and an SLM. The alignment process is simplified into 

a number of distinct steps and at least two air/glass boundaries are eliminated from the 

optical path. GRIN collimators were assembled as part of the design of a scalable, fully 

interconnected optical crossbar switch. A previously known crossbar configuration with 

passive fan-in was considered, but was rejected because of its 1/N insertion loss scaling and 

because of the VN growth of system length. An alternative single-mode architecture with 

active fan-in was suggested. This uses a spherical mirror to avoid both scaling limitations, 

potentially enabling the construction of highly parallel systems. 

Building upon the experimental confirmation that FLC-SLMs can be used in the telecom

munications wavelength band, an optical model of an 8x8 proof-of-design crossbar was 

constructed for A = 1.55f1-m. This was based on real and obtainable components including 

commercially available 4mm diameter GRIN lenses, a standard catalog Fourier lens, and a 

passively-addressed transmissive FLC-SLM. Even with this non-custom design, the model 

predicts that it is relatively easy to achieve an optical performance that is limited only by 

the diffraction efficiency of the FLC holographic elements. The optical signals must pass 

through two binary CGHs and the theoretical minimum insertion loss is therefore of the or

der of between 8-12dB. This figure is fairly high, but it is independent of crossbar size. With 

16 output fibres or more, the active fan-in architecture outperforms the passive crossbar in 

terms of insertion loss, and shuttering crossbars such as OCPM are outperformed almost 

immediately at 4 output fibres or more. The dilated nature of the active fan-in crossbar 

switch also means that its crosstalk isolation is potentially twice that of the one-to-any 

switch, i.e., possibly better than -60dB. The crosstalk analysis of coherent switch structures 

in [117] shows that this degree of isolation is more than sufficient to avoid problems of 

coherent beat noise between the crossbar input signals. 

Although further work is required on system prototypes to demonstrate the full capabil

ity of holographic fibre switches, the initial experimental results are very encouraging and 

show that it is possible to create scalable, programmable, transparent optical interconnects. 

Future developments to optimise the performance of FLC-SLMs will hopefully lead to archi

tectures of this type being implemented in fibre network systems and related applications. 

I 
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6.2 Future Work 

6.2.1 Devices 

There is a considerable need to miniaturise the FLC-SLM switches presented in this dis

sertation into more compact and rugged structures, suitable for incorporation into actual 

networks. This can only be achieved by increasing the SLM pixel densities. FLO-over

silicon devices promise to achieve this reduction in scale, but present demand for these 

SLMs vastly outstrips availability, and transmissive SLMs such as the 2DX320 still have 

superior optical quality. A method of prototyping optical systems and evaluating new FLC 

materials would be very valuable, especially if the SLMs were optically compatible with 

future FLC-over-silicon SLM designs. 

Pixel Contact Pads 
on Lower Glass Face 

Single Electrode 

Figure 6.1: Prototyping design for silicon backplane compatible 1-D SLM structures. 

Chapter 4 outlined the first application-oriented attempt to use a high-tilt material in a !

dimensional SLM. This device is bulky and clumsy to use because of the flexible connectors 

that make electrical contact to the SLM pixels. Figure 6.1 shows a more sensible prototyping 

approach, designed so that the device can be mounted in a standard silicon chip-carrier. 

The lower glass SLM face is patterned with reflective metallic pixel stripes instead of ITO, 

and the pixels end in pads which may be directly wire-bonded to the chip-carrier pins. The 

whole device is similar in size to silicon SLMs and can sit in a zero-insertion-force socket on 

top of a printed circuit board. Current PGA chip-carrier packages would allow in excess of 

250 SLM pixels, making the SLM suitable for small-scale fibre switching experiments. The 

pixel pitch is only limited by the photolithography process used to pattern the short metallic 

stripes, and is comparable with VLSI resolutions. The device manufacture is identical to 

the assembly of small glass cells and is therefore rapid. The main advantage over silicon 
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SLMs is that the device does not require circuit design iterations or optical planarisation. 

Simple generic driving electronics could enable interchangeability between different devices 

to meet application needs, and the SLM could be fabricated with gold pixel reflectors for 

very high >. = 1.55J.Lm performance. 

6. 2. 2 Hologram asymmetry 

The introduction of extra phase levels into the liquid crystal recording medium would im

prove the performance of all diffractive FLC switches, boosting the hologram efficiencies 

and removing the problems of replay symmetry. Figure 6.2 shows the change in theo

retical first-order diffraction efficiency of a stepped phase grating as the number of phase 

levels is increased. FLC materials with more than two states are not unknown. Antifer

roelectrics for example [118], exhibit a third 'relaxed' state in addition to the normal two 

fully switched states. This third state is obtained by removing the electric field from the 

pixel and allowing the molecular layers to fall back into their naturally alternating direc

tions, figures 6.3(a)&(b). The alternating alignment generates a mean optical state, but it is 

achieved at the expense of a more complex tri-stable electronic drive scheme and a slightly 

slower response. 

Unfortunately, no single birefringent FLC device with more than two phase levels can oper

ate in a polarisation independent manner. To produce asymmetric replay fields, the incident 

light upon the SLM pixel array must be circularly polarised. The handedness of the po

larisation determines whether the light is diffracted into the first-order spot or into its 

symmetry. Thus simple linearly polarised illumination can only ever result in completely 

symmetric replay fields. Even with circular polarisation, the symmetric order cannot be 

completely suppressed unless conditions are also met to completely suppress the zero-order. 

The optimum set of molecular tilt angles for P phase levels is given in degrees by: 

where q = {1,2,3, ... JP} (6.1) 

Equation (6.1) implies that the 3-state antiferroelectric SLM must exhibit fully switched 

tilt angles of £h,3 = ±60° to achieve proper asymmetry. Clearly the ±45° optimum tilt angles 

for binary operation are difficult enough to achieve, and although a 30° material could be 

optically 'doubled' to 60° using clever optics [62], it is unlikely that a single 'multi-phase' 

device will be able to meet the conditions for true asymmetry. 

6.2.2
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The optimum set of molecular tilt angles for P phase levels is given in degrees by:

180 P 1
9,}. = —— q —; wl'iere q = {1,2,3, P} (6.1)

P 2

Equation [6.1) implies that the 3-state antiferroelectric SLM must exhibit fully switched

tilt angles of 31.3 = 1:60” to achieve proper asymmetry. Clearly the 1:45CI optimum tilt angles

for binary operation are difficult enough to achieve, and although a 30° material could be

optically ‘doubled’ to 60° using clever optics [62], it is unlikely that a single ‘multi-phasc’

device will be able to meet the conditions for true asymmetry.
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Figure 6.3(b ): Relaxed antiferroelectric 
molecular orientation: Third state. 
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A second method of achieving asymmetric replay fields is to concatenate several binary FLC 

devices [39]. This technique has the disadvantage of considerably increasing the complexity 

and cost of the system. A better solution is to use a single binary FLC-SLM followed by 

a pseudo-random etched glass hologram [119]. The polarisation independent FLC layer 

effectively provides the dynamic (0, 1r) binary modulation and the etched pattern provides 

a (0, ~) fixed modulation. In isolation, the etched pattern is designed to produce a nearly 

uniform replay noise field, but in conjunction with the SLM, the FLC holograms contain 

enough spatial redundancy to produce a useful overall diffraction performance. The replays 

are genuinely asymmetric, but the combined hologram diffraction efficiencies are found to 

be little different from those of normal binary holograms. Light in the symmetric-order 

is therefore simply being suppressed to the level of the quantization noise background, 

rather than being transferred into the principal spot . This is not true multi-level phase 

modulation, but it achieves the desired asymmetry for use in diffractive switches [120] and 

has the advantage that the etch pattern can be written directly into the SLM glass face, 

hence eliminating some alignment problems. 

6. 2. 3 Systems 

By constructing the systems presented in this dissertation on an optical bench, it has become 

clear that more work is required to address the mechanical and thermal stability issues of 

free-space switches. The extent of the problem may be illustrated by considering that an 

output single-mode fibre launch efficiency falls by more than 15dB if the output is displaced 

by only 10J.Lm (figure 3.13). This means that anyone bumping into or leaning on the optical 

bench may severely disrupt the optical signals passing through the switch. 

AT&T Bell Laboratories solved many of their mechanical stability problems by designing a 

slotted metal baseplate with magnetic lens holders [12], but the design principles are still in

fluenced by the need for traditional bulk lens mountings, and their baseplate is cumbersome 

and heavy. In some circumstances, GRIN lenses may offer a simpler solution by remov

ing the need for machined parts, thereby reducing the system size, weight and complexity. 

Figure 6.4(a) shows a potential design for a compact tuneable wavelength filter. Air/glass 

interfaces have now been completely eliminated from the optical path. Thermal expansion 

is therefore less of a problem than in conventional air-spaced designs, and the whole device 

may be glued together in a mechanically stable structure using an optical-grade epoxy. The 
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Figure 6.4(a): Compact tuneable 
wavelength filter using GRIN lenses. 

Figure 6.4(b ): Compact dilated crossbar 
using GRIN lenses. 

input and output fibres are glued to the end face of a polished GRIN rod which acts as the 

transfer lens for a 2 -f wavelength filter. The other end of the GRIN is glued to the front 

glass of a transmissive !-dimensional SLM. The rear face of this SLM can either be etched 

directly with the fixed dispersion grating, or it may be glued to a glass block or wedge 

that has been patterned with a blazed grating. It is worth noting that removal of the SLM 

converts the system back into a simple Littrow mount glass-block demultiplexer. 

Figure 6.4(b) shows a similar design principle applied to a crossbar. Each GRIN is glued to a 

fibre bundle and to a reflective SLM. The GRINs therefore form an array of compact one-to

any switches, and a dilated crossbar structure may be created by appropriately splicing the 

fibres between GRINs using the interconnect pattern from figure 5.1. This crossbar design 

is particularly attractive because of its simplicity and robustness, and because there is no 

limit on the number of FLC-over-silicon SLM chips that may be used in the construction of 

the switch. 

Although these GRIN mounting arrangements are yet to be fully tested, they are poten

tially much better suited to existing 19" rack technology than the large metallic baseplates. 

The GRIN optics can sit directly on top of printed circuit boards, and their exceptional 

compactness and modularity makes them ideal basic building blocks for the assembly of 

much larger space- and wavelength-switch architectures. 
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input and output fibres are glued to the end face of a polished GRIN rod which acts as the

transfer lens for a 2-f wavelength filter. The other end of the GRIN is glued to the front

glass of a transmissive l—dimensior‘ral SLM. The rear face of this SLM can either be etched

directly with the fixed dispersion grating, or it may be glued to a glass block or wedge

that has been patterned with a biased grating. It is worth noting that removal of the SLM

converts the system back into a simple Littrow mount glass-block demultiple‘xer.

Figure 6.4(b) shows a similar design principle applied to a crossbar. Each GRIN is glued to a

fibre bundle and to a reflective SLM. The GRINs therefore form an array of compact one-to—

any switches, and a dilated crossbar structure may be created by appropriately splicing the

fibres between GRINs using the interconnect pattern from figure 5.1. This crossbar design

is particularly attractive because of its simplicity and robustness, and because there is no

limit on the number of FLC~over-silicon SLM chips that may be used in the construction of

the switch.

Although these GRIN mounting arrangements are yet to be fully tested, they are poten-

tially much better suited to existing 19” rack technology than the large metallic base-plates.

The GRIN optics can sit directly on top of printed circuit boards, and their exceptional

compactness and modularity makes them ideal basic building blocks for the assembly of

much larger space— and wavelength-switch architectures.
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APPENDIX B 

Glossary 

AC Alternating current, WDM 

AM Amplitude modulation, VLSI 

CCD Charge coupled device, 

CGH Computer generated hologram, 

CIF Caltech information format, 

CMOS Complementary metal-oxide-silicon, 

CTF Coherent transfer function, 

dB Decibels, 

DC Direct current, 

DRAM Dynamic random access memory, 

EASLM Electrically addressed spatial light 

modulator, 

FET Field effect transistor, 

FFT Fast Fourier transform, 

FLC Ferroelectric liquid crystal, 

FM Frequency modulation, 

FWHM Full-width at half-maximum, 

GRIN Graded-index lens, 

ITO Indium tin oxide, 

LC Liquid crystal, 

LED Light emitting diode, 

PSF Point-spread function, 

RAM Random access memory, 

SEED Self electro-optic device, 

SLM Spatial light modulator, 

SNR Signal-to-noise ratio, 

SRAM Static random access memory, 

TEM Transverse electromagnetic, 

129 

Wavelength division multiplex, 

Very large scale integration. 
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Glossary

AC

AM

CCD

CGH

CIF

CMOS

CTF

dB

DC

DRAM

EASLM

PET

FFT

FLC

FM

FWHM

GRIN

ITO

LC

LED

PSF

RAM

SEED

SLM

SNR

SRAM

TEM

Alternating current, WDM

Amplitude modulation, VLSI

Charge coupled device,

Computer generated hologram,

Caltech information format,

Complementary metal-oxide—silicon,

Coherent transfer function,

Decibels,

Direct current,

Dynamic random access memory,

Electrically addressed spatial light

modulator,

Field efi‘ect transistor,

Fast Fourier transform,

Ferroelectric liquid crystal,

Frequency modulation,

Full-width at half-maximum,

Graded-index lens,

Indium tin oxide,

Liquid crystal,

Light emitting diode,

Point-spread function,

Random access memory,

Self electro~optic device,

Spatial light modulator,

Signal-to-uoise ratio,

Static random access memory,

Transverse electromagnetic,

129

Wavelength division multiplex,

Very large scale integration.
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